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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

’ APPLE INC.,

Petitioner,

V.

UNILOC LUXEMBOURG S.A.,

Patent Owner.

Cése IPR2018-00389

Patent 8,712,723 B1

Before SALLY C. MEDLEY, JENNIFER S. BISK, and

MIRIAM L. QUINN, Administrative Patent Judges.

QUINN, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Institution ofInter Partes Review

35 USC. § 314(a)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Apple Inc. (“Petitioner”) filed a Petition requesting inter partes review

of claims 1—3, 5—7, and 10—18 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,712,723 B1 (Ex. 1001,

“the ’723 patent”). Paper 2 (“Pet”). Uniloc Luxembourg S.A. (“Patent

Owner”), filed a Preliminary Response. Paper 6 (“Prelim. Resp”).

We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 314. Upon considering the

record developed thus far, for reasons discussed below, we institute inter

partes review of claims 1—3, 5—7, and 10—18 of the ’723 patent.

A. Related Matters

The parties indicate that the ’723 patent is involved in Uniloc USA,

Inc. v. Apple, Inc, Case No. 2-17-cv-00522 (ED. Tex.) and other

proceedings. Pet. 2; Paper 3.

B. The ’723 Patent

The ’723 patent relates to monitoring and counting periodic human

motions, such as steps. Ex. 1001, 1:12—14. The ’723 patent states that

inertial sensors (e.g., accelerometers) are used in step counting devices

allowing an individual to track the number of daily steps. Id. at 1:18—29.

One problem recognized in the ’723 patent is the limitations of these step

counting devices concerning the orientation of the device during use. Id. at

1 229—34. Further, motion noise ofien confuses these devices resulting in

missed steps or counting false steps, with a particular problem identified of

inaccurate step measurements for slow walkers. Id. at 1:3 5—43.
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The ’723 patent provides for accurate counting of steps without regard

for the orientation of the step counting device, even if that orientation

changes during operation. Id. at 233—3 8. In particular, the ’723 patent

describes assigning a dominant axis after determining an orientation of the

inertial sensor, where the orientation of the inertial sensor is continuously

determined. Id. at 2:15—19. In one embodiment, the ’723 patent method

determines rolling averages of the accelerations of each axis monitored by

the inertial sensor in the device. Id. at 6:15—21. The largest absolute rolling

average indicates the axis most influenced by gravity, which may change

over time, as the device’s orientation changes because of rotation. Id. at

6:20—25.

With regard to the embodiment shown in Figure 8, reproduced below,

the ’723 patent describes the method for measuring the acceleration along

the assigned dominant axis to detect, and count, steps. See id. at 12:30—35.
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Figure 8 illustrates a diagram for a method of recognizing a step.

After measurements of acceleration data (step 805) and filtering those

measurements (step 810), the method evaluates the orientation of the device

and assigns a dominant axis (step 812). A processing logic determines

4
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whether a measurement is within a cadence window (step 815). The

cadence window is the allowable time window for steps to occur. Id. at

3:65—66. In one embodiment, the cadence window is determined based on

the actual stepping period or actual motion cycle, but default limits or other

determiners may be used to set the cadence window. Id. at 4:7—27. After

each step is counted, the minimum and/or maximum of the cadence window,

or window length, may be adjusted based on actual cadence changes. Id.

Therefore, the cadence window is dynamic so that it continuously updates.

Id. at4z31—33.

If the measurement of acceleration along the dominant axis is within

the cadence window, and is within the range of acceleration thresholds

(steps 820, 830), the motion is determined to he a step and is counted (step

835). Otherwise, the step is not counted (step 840) and the method

continues to evaluate subsequent measurements.

C. Illustrative Claim

Of the challenged claims, claims 1, 5, 10, and 14 are independent.

Each of claims 2, 3, 6, 7, 11—13, and 15—18 depends directly or indirectly

from one of the challenged independent claims.

Claim 1 is illustrative:

1. A method for monitoring human activity using an inertial

sensor, comprising:

assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity based on an
orientation of the inertial sensor;

detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and
updating the dominant axis based on the change; and

5
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counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations
relative to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human

motions when accelerations showing a motion cycle that meets

motion criteria is detected within a cadence window; and

updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes.

Ex.1001,15:13—24.

D. Asserted Prior Art and Grounds of Unpatentabz’lity

This proceeding relies on the following prior art references:

a) Fabio: US. Patent No. 7,698,097 B2, filed in the record as Exhibit

1006; and

b) Pasolini: US. Patent No. 7,463,997 B2, filed in the record as

Exhibit 1005.

Petitioner asserts one ground of unpatentability based on obviousness

of all challenged claims (claims 1-3, 5—7, and 10—18) over Fabio and

Pasolini. Pet. 15.

Petitioner also relies on a Declaration of Joseph A. Paradiso, Ph.D.,

filed as Exhibit 1003 (“Paradiso Declaration”).

11. DISCUSSION

A. Claim Construction

In an inter partes review, claim terms in an unexpired patent are given

their broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification of the

patent in which they appear. 37 C.F.R. § 42.100. We presume a claim term

carries its plain meaning, which is the meaning customarily used by those of

6
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skill in the relevant art at the time of the invention. Trivascular, Inc. v.

Samuels, 812 F.3d 1056, 1062 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

When a claim term does not include the word “means,” a rebuttable

presumption that the term is not drafted in means-plus-function language can

be overcome “if the challenger demonstrates that the claim term fails to

recite sufficiently definite structure or else recites function without reciting

sufficient structure for performing that function.” Williamson v. Citrix

Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (quotation marks and

internal citations omitted). If the presumption is overcome, “[a]pplication of

§ 112, 11 6 requires identification of the structure in the specification which

performs the recited function.” Micro Chemical, Inc, v. Great Plains

Chemical Co., Inc, 194 F.3d 1250, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 1999). Further, the

statute does not permit “incorporation of structure from the written

description beyond that necessary to perform the claimed function.” Id. at

1258. We note that only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be

construed, and only to the extent necessary to resolve the controversy. Vivid

Techs, Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g, Inc, 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999).
We first address the “logic” terms recited in claim 10: a dominant

axis logic, a counting logic, and a cadence logic. Pet. 10—15. Petitioner

contends that these terms would have been understood to include “hardware,

software, or both” to perform the functions recited. See id. at 10, 12, 13

(citing Ex. 1003, 19, 21, 22). Petitioner also contends that “to the extent that

Patent Owner overcomes the presumption against construction under 35

U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, a POSITA would have understood” certain

structures to be associated with the recited functions. Id. More particularly,

7
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Petitioner contends that these terms “under a narrower Phillips standard” are

directed to “logic” which invokes § 112 'l] 6 but fails to meet the definiteness

requirement of § 112 1] 2. Pet. 14. Patent Owner contends that none of these

“logic” terms are governed by 35 U.S.C. § 112, ‘H 6 and that no construction

is necessary. Prelim. Resp. 6—9.

We determine that, at this juncture, the presumption against

application of § 112 11 6 has not been overcome, and that no construction is

necessary for purposes of determining whether to institute.

First, none of these “logic” terms recite the word “means,” and,

therefore, there is a presumption that the term is not drafted in means-plus-

function format. Second, Petitioner, although preserving for district court

litigation its position that the claims are drafted in means-plus-function

format, affirmatively argues here, and supports with testimonial evidence,

the contention that a person of ordinary skill in the art would interpret each

of these “logic” terms to include “hardware, software, or both.” See Ex.

1003, 19, 21, 22. Third, as stated above, Patent Owner contends that these

terms are not drafted in means-plus-function format, and, would be

understood to require hardware, such as, for example, an accelerometer

(Prelim. Resp. 7— 10).

Therefore, under Williamson, neither party has challenged the

rebuttable presumption that § 112 11 6 does not apply to terms that do not use

the word “means.” Petitioner’s alternative position that these claim terms

are indefinite appears to give “notice” of its claim construction position in

district court, but is not a position that Petitioner is affirmatively asserting in

this proceeding. Pet. 14 (stating that “regardless of whether the recited
8
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‘logic’ is a nonce word requiring the disclosure of an algorithm, the Board

may still find that the claims are obvious in view of the software and

hardware disclosed in the prior art cited in this Petition”). More importantly,

there is no evidence, proposed by either party, in the record, to support the

construction of these “logic” terms, as nonce words, under § 112 fl 6, and,

therefore, the presumption against application of § 112 11 6 is unrebutted.

See Zeroclick LLC v. Apple Inc, 891 F.3d 1003, 1007-08 (Fed. Cir. 2018).

We now turn to the remaining terms for which Petitioner proposes a

construction: dominant axis and cadence window.

1. Dominant Axis

Petitioner proposes that this term is properly construed as “the axis

most influenced by gravity.” Pet. 9 (citing Ex. 1003, 18). Patent Owner

challenges this construction as importing limitations from the specification

because the “dominant axis” is not limited to just gravitational influence.

Prelim. Resp. 4. Petitioner’s proposal, although taken directly from the

Specification (Ex. 1001, 6:23—26), is not as objectionable as Patent Owner

argues because the claims of the ’723 patent recite that the “dominant axis”

is assigned “with respect to gravity based on an orientation of the inertial

sensor.” Ex. 1001, 15:15, 15:62—63, 16:27—28 (language of independent

claims 1, 10, 14) (emphasis added). Although the word “dominant” in and

of itself may be sufficient to identify the recited axis, the surrounding claim

language makes clear that gravity influences which axis is dominant. Id.

The Specification supports Petitioner’s proposal (id. at 6223—26) and

also explains that “[i]n alternative embodiments, the dominant axis does not

9
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correspond to one of the actual axes of the inertial sensor(s) in a current

orientation, but rather to an axis that is defined as approximately aligned to

gravity” (id. at 6:32—35). Therefore, at this juncture, we are persuaded that

the Specification is consistent in explaining that a dominant axis, whether a

virtual axis or otherwise, is assigned on the basis of gravity: “most

influenced by gravity” and “approximately aligned to gravity.” Further, the

claim language expressly requires the assignment of the dominant axis based

on gravity. Patent Owner’s characterization of the Specification as

describing embodiments that exclude the gravitational influence, on the

present record, are unpersuasive. Accordingly, for purposes of this

Decision, we adopt Petitioner’s proposed construction of “dominant axis” as

“the axis most influenced by gravity.”

2. Cadence window

Petitioner proposes that “cadence window” means “a window of time

since a last step was counted that is looked at to detect a new step.” Pet. 10.

Patent Owner argues that the Board does not need to construe this term.

Prelim. Resp. 5. We agree that we do not need to construe this term for

purposes of this Decision.

B. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art

In determining the level of ordinary skill in the art, various factors

may he considered, including the “type of problems encountered in the art;

prior art solutions to those problems; rapidity with which innovations are

made; sophistication of the technology; and educational level of active

workers in the field.” In re GPACInc., 57 F.3d 1573, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1995)

10
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(internal quotation and citation omitted). In that regard, Petitioner asserts

that a person of ordinary skill in the art would include someone with: (i) a

Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, and/or

Computer Science, or equivalent training, and (ii) approximately two years

of experience working in hardware and/or software design and development

related to micro-electro-mechanical devices (“MEMS”) and body motion

sensing system. Pet. 7—8 (citing Ex. 1003, 8). Patent Owner’s declarant,

Mr. Easttom, states that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been

one with a bachelor’s degree in engineering, computer science, or related

technical area with two years of experience related to accelerometers or

similar devices. Ex. 2001 1] 13. Although these competing proposals use

differing language, any differences do not alter the obviousness analysis for

purposes of rendering this decision on institution. See, e,g., Ex. 2001 11 14

(Mr. Easttom expressing disagreement with the level proposed in the

Paradiso Declaration, but otherwise reaching the same opinions regardless of

which level is adopted).

Accordingly, for purposes of this Decision, we adopt Petitioner’s

proposed level of ordinary skill in the art.

C. Summaries ofFabio and Pasolim'

3. Overview ofFabio 1Exhibit 10061

Fabio is directed to controlling a pedometer based on the use of

inertial sensors. Ex. 1006, 1:10—11, Abstract, Title. Fabio describes that

pedometer reliability depends in part on “recognizing and ignoring events

not correlated to the gait, which, however, cause perturbations resembling

11
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those produced by a step.” Id. at 1:22—27. Pedometers that use inertial

sensors detect accelerations along a substantially vertical axis and recognize

a step when the pedometer detects a positive acceleration peak followed by a

negative acceleration peak, both of these peaks within certain thresholds. Id.

at 1:32—3 8. Random events, however, can interfere with step recognition,

causing “false positives” (steps are recognized when they are not steps). Id.

at 1:3 8—44. Rest periods also produce events that are detected by the

pedometer, and “isolated” steps or brief sequences of steps are irrelevant to

assessment of activity for which a pedometer is used. Id. at 1:44—52.

Fabio overcomes the above-described problems by detecting whether

sequences of detected steps satisfy pre-determined conditions of regularity.

Id. at 1:63—23. If the condition of regularity is satisfied, the valid step count.

is updated; and if the condition of regularity is not satisfied, the number of

valid steps is not updated. Id. In particular Fabio describes a method that

involves two counting procedures, as shown in Figure 3, reproduced below.

Fig.3

1-30 
12
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Figure 3 depicts a flowchart of a control method executed by a control

unit ofa pedometer. Ex. 1006, 2:17—19, 3:11—12. In particular, upon

switching on the pedometer, an initialization step 100 sets to zero the

counters for valid steps (NW), valid control steps (ch), and invalid steps

(va). Id. at 3:13—18. Then, during the first counting procedure

(COUNT I, step 110), the acceleration signal output by the accelerometer of

the pedometer is sampled and evaluated to recognize sequences of steps that

are “close to one another, which satisfy [the] pre-determined conditions of

regularity.” Id. at 3: 19-27. In particular, for each step that is validated

during this first counting procedure, the number of valid control steps is

increased, until the number of valid control steps matches a pre-determined

’ threshold: Id. at 5:40—45 (describing that regularity is sufficient when Nyc

reaches a threshold N17). The first counting procedure terminates after

updating the valid steps counter, NVT, to equal the number of “regular” steps

just detected. Id. at Fig. 4, step 265 (NVT=NVT+NT2).

Fabio describes this first counting procedure as enabling the

pedometer to wait for a sequence of events that satisfies regularity and to

detect events that are irregular (or when a wait time between steps is too

long) so the counter for valid control steps ch is decreased or reset to zero

accordingly. Id. at 5:40—49. Fabio states that programming thresholds for

the first counting procedure, such as N” described above, enables

modification of the sensitivity of the pedometer. Id. at 5262—621 1. The user

can program lower values of the threshold number of steps when regularity

of gait is not possible, such as when in an office, enabling the pedometer to

13
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validate and count shorter sequences of steps as “regular” steps. Id. On the

other hand, by programming higher values for the thresholds for intense

activity, such as running, short step sequences can be ignored. Id.

When the first counting procedure passes control to the second

counting procedure, the user is considered to be moving and the second

counting procedure counts valid steps NVT. Id. at 3:41—44. The second

counting procedure also checks for continued regularity of the sequences of

steps by counting the number of valid control steps ch and the number of

invalid steps va. Id. at 6:40—62. If the number of invalid steps va is

lower than a threshold, the method assumes regularity of steps and continues

counting validated steps. Id. at 7:7—13. Validation of steps in both counting

procedures is described more particularly with respect to Figure 6,

reproduced below.

ATK

   
 

Tam T:42) ‘ ' ‘ Tam-2) T1211“)

Figure 6 is a graph plotting the time of recognition TR of a sequence

of steps (1, 2, . . . K-2, K-l, K). Id. at Fig. 6. Fabio validates a step when

the duration of a current step K (ATK) is “substantially homogeneous with
14
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respect to the duration [] of an immediately preceding step K-l [(ATK.I)].”

Id. at 4:28—35. In particular, “the last step recognized is validated if the

instant of recognition of the current step TR(K) falls within a validation

interval TV, defined with respect to the instant of recognition of the

immediately preceding step TR(K-l),” according to a specific equation. Id.

at 4:3 5—42. Fabio describes the validation interval TV as having an

“amplitude” equal to “3ATK_1/2,” but could have a different “amplitude.” Id.

at 50—53.

4. Overview of Pasolini tExhibit 10051

Pasolini is also directed to a pedometer for detecting and counting

steps. Ex. 1005, Abstract. Specifically, Pasolini describes using an

accelerometer that detects an acceleration component along axis Z of the

vertical acceleration generated during a step. Id. at 3:16—19. Pasolini

applies positive and negative thresholds Sr and S’ to the acceleration signal

for identifying the positive phase and the negative phase of a step. Id. at

3:3 5—41. The values of these thresholds are modified at each acquisition of

a new sample. Id. at 3:42—54. In particular, Pasolini utilizes an algorithm

for determining positive and negative envelope values E+ and E‘ using the

acceleration datum for each sampled acceleration signal, and adjusting the

thresholds S+ and S' as a function of the envelope values E+ and E". Id. at

5:42—54. In this manner, the pedometer adapts to variations in the detection

conditions due, for example, to a different type of terrain, or to an increase in

the speed of the gait. Id. at 3:54—59.

Pasolini also states that,

15
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the algorithm implemented by the processing unit 3
[of the pedometer] envisages identifying the main
vertical axis to be used for step detection as the axis

of detection that has the highest mean acceleration

value Accm (on account of gravity). For example, the
main vertical axis can be identified at each acquisition

of a new acceleration sample, block 30 of FIG. 4, so
as to take into account variations in the orientation of

the pedometer device 1, and consequently of the
accelerometer 2 arranged inside it.

Id. at 8:16-24.

5. Reasonable Likelihood Determination

After considering Petitioner’s contentions and Patent Owner’s

arguments in opposition, we are persuaded that Petitioner has demonstrated

a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on showing that the challenged claims

would have been obvious over Fabio in combination with Pasolini.

i. Independent Claims 1, 5, 10, and 14

On this record, we are satisfied that Petitioner has demonstrated how

the combination of Fabio and Pasolini teach the limitations of the

independent claims. We focus on the language of claim 1 to address the

similarly recited limitations of claims 1, 5, 10, and 14. Claim 5 recites

limitations not recited in claims 1, 10, and 14, and, thus, those limitations are

reviewed separately.

16
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a) assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity based on an

orientation of the inertial sensor (Pet 28—29) (“assigning”

limitation)

Petitioner relies on Fabio’s selection of the acceleration signal

corresponding to the detection axis nearest to the vertical to teach the

“assigning” limitation. Id. at 28 (citing Ex. 1006, 8:21—33). In the portion

cited by Petitioner, Fabio states that the “detection axis is selected on the

basis of the value of the DC component of the respective acceleration signal,

which is correlated to the contribution of the acceleration ofgravity.” Ex.

1006, 8:27—30 (emphasis added). Fabio states further that “the pedometer

can then be used independently of how it is oriented.” Id. at 8:32—33

(emphasis added). Petitioner alternatively relies on Pasolini as teaching this

“assigning” limitation because Pasolini describes taking into account the

orientation of the accelerometer and pedometer device enclosing it. Pet. at

29 (citing Ex. 1005, 8:20—24). We find Petitioner’s reliance on Fabio alone

is sufficient to meet this limitation for purposes of institution. We also find

persuasive Petitioner’s reliance on Pasolini’s teaching as further evidence of

the “orientation of the inertial sensor,” as recited.

Patent Owner argues that Fabio and Pasolini both focus on the

“vertical axis” or “vertical detection axis Z” component, whereas the claim

requires assigning a dominant axis to “allow[] for any direction and axis to

become dominant.” Prelim. Resp. 11. We are not persuaded by this

argument. The claims do not require allowing any direction or axis to

become dominant because, as we stated with regard to claim construction

(supra Section II.A.1), the claim requires the assignment of the dominant

17
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axis with respect to gravity. Further, we are not persuaded by Patent

Owner’s argument that Fabio selects the vertical axis without any regard for

orientation. Id. Fabio detects the vertical axis based on orientation so the

pedometer can be used independently of how it is oriented. Ex. 1006,

8:32—33. Pasolini, similarly, takes into account the orientation of the

acceleration in detecting the main vertical axis. Ex. 1005, 8:20—24. Lastly,

to the extent Patent Owner reads into the claim a requirement that there be

more than one axis or direction from which to choose a dominant axis, the

argument is not commensurate with claim scope, at this time, as neither

party has argued for a construction for “dominant axis” that requires

multiple axes. In any event, we note that Pasolini describes identifying the

“main vertical axis” in connection with a 3-axis digital output accelerometer.

Ex. 1005, 8:11—20.

b) detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and
updating the dominant axis based on the change (Pet. 28—3 1)
(“updating dominant axis” limitation)

Petitioner contends that Fabio in combination with Pasolini teaches

this “updating dominant axis” limitation. Pet. 29—31. In particular,

Petitioner relies on Pasolini’s disclosure of identifying the main vertical axis

at each acquisition of a new acceleration sample. Id. at 30 (citing Ex.

1005:20—22). According to Petitioner, a person of ordinary skill in the art

would understand that Pasolini detects a change in orientation of the inertial

sensor based on the acceleration samples because Pasolini takes into account

variations in the orientation of the pedometer when identifying the main

vertical axis. Id. (citing Ex. 1003, 40; Ex. 1005, 8:22—24).

18
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Patent Owner challenges these contentions and argues that Pasolini’s

disclosures are silent concerning “detecting a change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor.” Prelim, Resp. 15. We do not agree with Patent Owner’s

argument. Pasolini identifies the main (read here “dominant”) vertical axis,

out of a 3-axis accelerometer, as the axis that has the highest mean

acceleration value, on account of gravity. Ex. 1005, 8:11—20. This

identification of the main vertical axis occurs, at each acquisition of a new

sample of the acceleration data, precisely because the orientation (e.g.,

rotation) may change, thus changing which axis is considered the main

vertical axis. Ex. 1005, 8:17—24. Thus, we understand Pasolini to detect a

change in the orientation of the accelerometer when it performs the

identification of a new main vertical axis “to take into account the variation

in the orientation” of the accelerometer inside the pedometer. 1d.

0) counting periodic human motions by monitoring
accelerations relative to the dominant axis by counting the
periodic human motions when accelerations showing a
motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a
cadence window (Pet. at 31—36) (“counting” limitation)

With regard to the “counting” limitation, Petitioner relies on Fabio’s

evaluation of the acceleration signal A; to identify and count a total number

of valid steps NVT. Pet. 32(citing Ex. 1006, 2:56—64). The Fabio

acceleration signal Az is correlated to the accelerations undergone by the

inertial sensor along the detection axis Z, which, as stated above with regard

to the “assigning” limitation, is the dominant axis. Pet. 33 (citing Ex. 1006,

2:56—59).
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Furthermore, Petitioner demonstrates how Fabio recognizes a step by

evaluating the motion cycle of positive and negative peaks in the

acceleration signal. Id. at 34 (citing Ex. 1006, 4:16—21, 6:21—26, Fig. 5).

More importantly, Petitioner points to Fabio’s disclosure of a validation

interval TV, during which Fabio validates a recognized step. Id. at 34—35

(citing Ex. 4:35—39, Fig. 6). Petitioner equates the validation interval TV

with the recited “cadence window.” Id.

d) updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes (Pet.

3 6—3 7)

The Petition relies on Fabio’s disclosures of the validation interval TV

as teaching that the cadence window is updated as actual cadence changes.

For instance, Petitioner quotes Fabio where validation occurs when the

duration of a current step is substantially homogeneous with respect to the

duration of an immediately preceding step. Id. at 35 (citing Ex. 1006,

4128—3 1). Patent Owner challenges Fabio’s validation interval TV as not

teaching updating the cadence window. Prelim. Resp. 17—18. More

specifically, Patent Owner characterizes the validation interval TV as

occurring only during the first validation test to determine if the event

received corresponds to regular steps. Id. at 17 (citing Ex. 1006, 4:26—27).

We do not agree with Patent Owner’s characterization of Fabio in this

regard. The validation interval is part of the validation step of both counting

procedures of Fabio. See Ex. 1006, Fig. 4 (step 230), Fig 7 (step 320),

6:32—34 (“The second validation test is altogether similar to the first

validation test carried out in block 230 of FIG. 3”). Thus, Fabio uses the
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validation interval TV during the second counting procedure, where regular

steps are continuously counted if they occur during the validation interval.

We also are not persuaded by Patent Owner’s argument that Fabio

does not update the cadence window because the “last recognized step in

Fabio comes at the same frequency as steps made previously.” Prelim.

Resp. 18 (citing Ex. 1005, 4:54—55). First, the passage that Patent Owner

quotes describes the “frequency” of the detected steps in the context of how

Fabio uses the preceding step’s duration as a variable for calculating the

validation interval TV. It is unclear why Patent Owner contends that the use

of a previous step’s duration for calculating Fabio’s validation interval in

any way disqualifies that interval from being updated as the cadence of the

steps changes. The evidence at this juncture of the proceeding is to the

contrary. As the Petition states, Fabio’s equation for calculating the

validation interval TV represents changing the cadence window in

accordance with cadence changes because Fabio adjusts the validation

interval TV to account for the changing duration, if any, of the preceding

step. See Pet. 37 (citing Ex. 1006, 4:40—41).1 None of Patent Owner’s

‘ We note here that the Fabio equation seems consistent with the ’723 patent

Specification, which describes updating the cadence window based on the
stepping period, after each step is counted. Ex. 1001, 4:31—45, 3:67—4z3
(“current stepping period may be a rolling average of the stepping periods
over previous steps”). For instance, the ’723 patent states that the cadence
window minimum and maximum (and, therefore, the width of the window)

are determined by “measuring lengths of time since the most recent step was
counted.” Id. at 4:17—21. Patent Owner’s arguments do not distinguish

materially the cadence window update, as described in the ’723 patent, from
the continuous calculation of TV in Fabio.
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arguments concerning this limitation are persuasive as these arguments rely

on characterization of Fabio that are not factually supported.

6) Claim 5 Limitations

For claim 5, Petitioner identifies Figure 4 as disclosing how Fabio

performs “buffering” of steps (step 255, Fig. 4) that are not added to the

valid steps counter until the regularity condition is met (step 265, Fig. 4).

Pet. 41—43 (citing Ex. 1006, Fig. 4). Petitioner also relies on the teachings

identified with regard to the independent claims, discussed above, where

Fabio counts the steps during walking or running (i.e, periodic human

activity) and updates the valid steps counter NVT accordingly. Id. at 44

(citing Ex. 1006, 1:14—17, 6:40—42). Petitioner also reiterates for this claim

that Fabio teaches updating the cadence window as the cadence of the

motion cycle changes for the same reasons as discussed above. Pet. 45—46.

With the exception of the cadence window update, Patent Owner does not

challenge Petitioner’s arguments and evidence concerning the claim 5

limitations.

f) Obviousness Rationale

Petitioner proffers the Paradiso Declaration supporting the various

reasons a person of ordinary skill in the art would have had to combine the

relevant teachings of Fabio and Pasolini. Pet. 23—26. In particular,

Petitioner argues that Fabio would be improved by providing more accurate

step recognition, which would result in a more precise step count. 1d. at 25

(citing Ex. 1003, 34). We note that Fabio supports this rationale by

disclosing that the “nearer the detection axis used is to the vertical, in fact,
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the greater the amplitude of the signal useful for step recognition.”

Ex. 1006, 8:25—27. Thus, we find reasonable, at this juncture, the rationale

for the combination of Fabio with the Pasolini teachings of identifying a

main vertical axis at each acquisition of the acceleration sample to take into

account variations in the orientation of the accelerometer. Pet. 24—27,

30—31; Ex. 1005, 8:24—25.

Patent Owner argues that the rationale and explanations of the

proposed combination of Fabio and Pasolini provided by Petitioner are

conclusory and speculative. Prelim. Resp. 12—13. In particular, Patent

Owner focuses on, as particularly egregious, the testimony and argument

that it would have been “relatively simple and obvious solution to solve the

problem of Fabio’s pedometer changing orientation during use.” Id. at 13

(referring to Pet. 25, Ex. 1003 1] 68). We agree with Patent Owner that this

“relatively simple and obvious solution” rationale is deficient. See e.g, In re

Van 05, 844 F.3d 1359, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (stating that “intuitive” as an

articulated rationale is not different than stating the combination “would

have been obvious”); see also In re Zurko, 258 F.3d 1379, 1383, 1385 (Fed.

Cir. 2001) (reversing Board where it adopted examiner’s unsupported

assertion that claim limitation missing from cited references was “basic

knowledge” and it “would have been nothing more than good common

sense” to combine the references). Stating (either in the Petition or by

expert declaration) that something is “relatively simple” and an “obvious

solution,” without further explanation and factual support, does not satisfy

Petitioner’s burden. See In re Magnum Oil Tools Int’l, Ltd, 829 F.3d 1364,

1381 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (holding that because petitioner “bears the burden of
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proof,” the Board “must base its decision on arguments that were advanced

by [petitioner]”); 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3); 37 C.F.R. §§ 42.22(a)(2),

42.104(b)(4)—(5). However, Petitioner provides, as discussed above, at least

one additional reason that appears, on the present record, to be factually

supported and sufficient to meet the reasonable likelihood threshold of

institution. Whether any of the proffered reasons for the combination of

Fabio and Pasolini meet the ultimate preponderance of the evidence

threshold is a determination that we will undertake on a full record.

ii. Dependent Claims 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15—18.

The Petition maps each challenged dependent claim to Fabio and/or

Pasolini. Pet. 37—41, 46—49, 56—61, 63—66. Patent Owner does not

challenge the arguments and evidence presented for the dependent claims.

III. CONCLUSION

We determine that Petitioner has established a reasonable likelihood

of prevailing on its assertion that claims 1—3, 5—7, and 10—18 of the ’723

patent are unpatentable based on the asserted ground of obviousness over

Fabio and Pasolini.

The Board has not made a final determination on the construction of

any claim term. Further, our determination in this Decision is not a final

determination on the patentability of any challenged claim and, thus, leaves

undecided any remaining fact issues necessary to determine whether

sufficient evidence supports Petitioner’s contentions by a preponderance of

the evidence in the final written decision. See Tri Vascular, Inc. v. Samuels,

812 F.3d 1056, 1068 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (noting that “there is a significant
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difference between a petitioner’s burden to establish a ‘reasonable likelihood

of success’ at_institution, and actually proving invalidity by a preponderance

of the evidence at trial”) (quoting 35 U.S.C. § 314(a) and comparing

§ 316(e)). '

IV. ORDER

In consideration of the foregoing, it is hereby:

ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), the Petition is

granted and an inter partés review is instituted on claims 1—3, 5—7, and

10—1 8 of the ’723 patent; and

FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), inter

partes review of the ’723 patent is hereby instituted with trial commencing

on the entry date of this decision, and pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(0) and

37 CPR. § 42.4, notice is hereby given of the institution of review.
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Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or l5 U.S.C. § 1 I 16 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division on the following

D Trademarks or MPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

2:17-cv-00737 11/9/2017 Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

UNILOC USA, INC. and UNILOC LUXEMBOURG, S.A. HUAWEI DEVICE USA, INC. and
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Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
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filed in the U.S. District Court Northern DISII’ICI Of Texas on the following
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DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
4:17-cv-00832-A 10/13/2017 Northern District of Texas

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT
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TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR T EMARK
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CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE
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filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division on the following

D Trademarks or MPatents. ( D the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

2:17-cv-650 9/15/2017 Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT
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In the above entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK 
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From: Sarah Gallegg. Fax: (972) 905-4254 To: 5712736500@rcfax.con Fax: (571) 273-0500 Page 4 of 4 10/03I2017 12:36 PM
(4‘ I

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent. No.: 8,712,723 Application. no.: 13/018,321

Patent Owner: Uniloc Luxembourg S.A. Filed: January 31, 2011

Issued: April 29, 2014

Title: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

STATEMENT TO ESTABLISH SMALL ENTITY STATUS

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir,

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.27 and l.33(b), Applicant hereby asserts that fees for the

above-identified patent are required to be paid at the small entity rate.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge $800.00 to our Deposit Account No.

50-6053. The Commissioner is also authorized to charge any deficiency in the payment of the

required fee or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-6053.

Respectfully Submitted,

 
Sean D. Burdick

Reg. No. 51,513

Uniloc USA, Inc.

7160 N. Dallas Parkway, Suite 380
Plano, Texas 75024

(972) 905-9580 x227
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UNITED S'l‘A'l‘ES PA'l‘EN'l‘ AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Adm'ess COMMISSIONER FCR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alcxnndria,\’i1‘gmia 2231371450wwwnsgtogov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2

CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

96051 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER
Uniloc USA Inc.

eeeeey Teen eee ||||||||| ||ll|l||l||l|Illiillllillillllll1112111111! til it |||||l||l|l||l||||
7160 Dallas Parkway
Suite 380

Plano, TX 75024
Date Mailed: 08/08/2017

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 08/01/2017.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the

above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

Questions about the contents of this notice and the

requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office

of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit, at
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTIWEVT 0F COIVIVIERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Adm'ess CORIMISSIONER FCR PATENTSPO 1311111450

Alcximdn'n, Virginia 2231371450
 

wwwnsgtogov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2
CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

119523 POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE

HIPLegaI LLP/DPT

20730 Town Center Lane, Suite 155 ||||||||||||l|I||||l|IIHLIIIIIIIIIIII||l||||||||l||||I|||||I||||||||||l||l|||||l||||000000093285 00
Cupertino, CA 95014

Date Mailed: 08/08/2017

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 08/01/2017.

- The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as

provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

Questions about the contents of this notice and the

requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office
of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit, at
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/yteferra/
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PTO/SB/47 (03-09)
Approved for use through 05/31/2015. OMB 0651-0016

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U. 5. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection ofinformation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

“FEE ADDRESS” INDICATION FORM

Address to: Fax to:

Mail Stop M Correspondence 571-273-6500
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: The issue fee must have been paid for application(s) listed on this form. In addition,

only an address represented by a Customer Number can be established as the fee address for maintenance

fee purposes (hereafter, fee address). A fee address should be established when correspondence related to
maintenance fees should be mailed to a different address than the correspondence address forthe application.
When to check the first box below: If you have a Customer Number to represent the fee address. When

to check the second box below: If you have no Customer Number representing the desired fee address,
in which case a completed Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) must be attached to this form. For
more information on Customer Numbers, see the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) § 403.

Forthe following listed application(s), please recognize as the “Fee Address” underthe provisions of 37 CFR
1.363 the address associated with:

IE Customer Number: 96051

OR

B The attached Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) form.

PATENT NUMBER APPLICATION NUMBER
(if known)

8,712,723 13/018,321

Completed by (check one):
anE
\ \‘N .» a, \ ~

\ K, “\S" '\ 3 \ s\“ , KK K“ w» k \~\\~\~\w~§¢ -,> m“ mm.“
'\ . , t
, Signat‘tjre

\'

:I Applicant/Inventor it 
E Attorney or Agent of record 51513 Sean D. Burdick

(Reg. No.) Typed or printed name

I] Assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71. 972-905-9580 X227
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. Requester’s telephone number
(Form PTO/SB/96)

D Assignee recorded at Reel Frame August 1, 2017
Date

NOTE: Signatures ofall the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more that one
signature is required, see below*.

|:| * Total of forms are submitted.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.363. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1. 11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 5 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and
Trademark Office, US. Department ofCommerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313— 1450. DO NOT SEND COMPLETE D FORMS TO THIS A DDRESS.
SEND TO: Mail Stop M Correspondence, Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/AlA/81A (02-15)
Approved for use through 01/31/2018. OMB 0651—0035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa-ewvork Reduction Act of 1995 no ~ersons are re-uired to res -ond to a collection of information unless it dis-la s a valid OMB control number

Patent Number _8712 723PATENT - POWER OF ATTORNEY ’ 70R —Ap..-129, 2014
F' I” d' t

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY Ph111ppe KAHN et all
WITH A NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY HUMAN ACTIVITY

AND MONITORING DEVICE

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS UN-NP-MS-232
I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the above-identified patent.

m A Power of Attorney is submitted herewith.

0R_ I hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the Customer Number identified in the box at right as my/our
attorney(s) or agent(s) with respect to the patent identified above, and to transact all business in the United 9605 1States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

I I hereby appoint Practitioner(s) named below as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s) with respect to the patent identified above, and to transactall business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Practitioner(s) Name Registration Number

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the above-identified patent to:

m The address associated with the above-identified Customer Number.OR

E The address associated with the Customer Number identified in the box at right:OR
Firm or
Individual Name

Address
 

 

w Patent owner.

Statement under 32.13%“.7\c)(fax 316; ~'.~§,’Q.C\,Lsubmitted herewith or1‘"led on
_.

' . ‘3 SIGNATURE o Applicant or Patent Owner
Signature - i _—

_—
Title and Company CEO of Uniloc Luxembour_ S.A.
NOTE: Signatures of all the applicants or patent owners of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. If more than one signature
is required, submit multiple forms, check the box below, and identify the total number of forms submitted in the blank below.

D A total of forms are submitted.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public, which is to update
[and bythe USPTO to process) the file ofa patent or reexamination proceeding. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending
upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to
the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/AlA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651 -0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pacemork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reouired to res-ond to a collection of information unless it disola a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(ci

Applicant/Patent Owner: Uniloc Luxembourg S.A.

Application No./Patent No.: 8,712,723 Filed/Issue Date: April 29, 2014

Titled: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

Uniloc Luxembourg S.A. , a corporation

 

  

 

 

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose m of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below):

1. The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest.

2. D An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box):

I_| The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest.

I:] There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire
right, title and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

3. D The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made).
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

4. D The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose m of options A or B below):

A. |:| An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel . Frame , or for which a copy
thereof is attached.

B. A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1. From: Inventors To: Fullpower, Inc.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 019124 , Frame 0195 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2, From: Full ower, Inc. To: DP Technologies, Inc.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 021965 , Frame 0710 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark
Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 
Ifyou need assistance in completing theform, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/AIAI96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paoenlvork Reduction Act of 1995. no oersons are reouired to res-end to a collection of inlonnation unless it di ola s a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.7310!

DP Technologies, Inc, To: Uniloc Luxembourg SA.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 04244] , Frame 0859 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

—To:—

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

E Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet( ).

 As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (Le, a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3. to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

1-

gshe undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.
fig - ‘ t

\
\. ‘3 t t a a
\\ as; “Wes 3 \\\\\¢\\\\ August 1, 201 /
St nature w“ Date

Sean D. Burdick 51,513
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number

[Page 2 of 2]
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 29952071
 

Application Number: 13018321

Title of Invention: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

——

Attorney Docket Number: 8689P027C2 

Receipt Date: 01—AUG—201 7

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File SizeiBytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

221028

 
MS—232_Fee_Address_lndicati0

n_Form.pdf
Change of Address 0046f485292c043eab7365e6037313flce1d

(3TB 
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Information:

809121

Power of Attorney MS—232_POA.pdf 3c9d9€bc7e12577195213ldbcc01f4d2b39
PIES?

Warnings: 

Information:

1445026

Assignee showing of ownership per 37
CFR 373 MS—232_Statement.pdf 7651a76177b6c4fcc0584165ae164f5b3983

73“.

Warnings: 

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED S'I‘A'I‘ES PA'I‘EN'I‘ AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Adm'ess COMMISSIONER FCR PATENTSPO BDX1450

Alcximdn'a, Virginia 2231371450wwwusgtogov
> 'LIII

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn

CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

119523 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER

HIPLegaI LLP/DPT

20195 Stevens Creek Boulevard ||||||||||||l|l|||||l|IIILIIIIIIIIIIIII||||l||l|||||lj||||||||I|||l||||||||||l|||||||l||||
SUIte 250 000000069 677 7

Cupertino, CA 95014
Date Mailed: 07/09/2014

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 06/18/2014.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the

above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/rmturner myles/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272—4000, or (571) 272—4200, or 1—888—786—0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED S'I‘A'I‘ES PA'I‘EN’I‘ AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTIWEVT 0F COIVIVIERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office Admess COMMISSIONER FCR PATENTSPO Box1450

Alcxnjiddzx,\’irgmia 2231371450wwwusgtogov

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2
CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

8791 POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE
BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN

1279 Oakmead Parkway ||||||||||||I|I|||||I|IIILIIIIIIIIIIIII||||I||I|||||Ij||||||||||l||I||||||||||I|I||I||I||||
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040 000000069 67683

Date Mailed: 07/09/2014

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 06/18/2014.

- The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as

provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

/rmturner myles/

 
Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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US. Parent and I raoemark unice; UD. LJIZI’AKI IVII:NI ur CUNIIVIERCI:
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(b)

Applicant/Patent Owner: Philippe Kahn

Application No./Patent No.: 13/018321 Filed/Issue Date: January 31. 2011
Titled:

  

HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

DP TECHNOLOGIES, INC. ‘a corporation
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation. partnership, university, government agency, etc.

 

states that it is:

1. IXI the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in;

2. D an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest in
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %); or

3. D the assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made)

the patent application/patent identified above, by virtue of either:

A. D An assignment from the inventor(s) ofthe patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a
copy therefore is attached.

OR

B. IE A chain of title from the inventor(s), ofthe patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1_ From: Inventors To: FULLPOWER, INC.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 019124 , Frame 0195 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: FULLPOWER, INC. To: DP TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 021965 , Frame 0710 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

3. From: To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

|:| Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

El As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence ofthe chain of title from the original owner to the assignee was,
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records ofthe USPTO. fl MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Judith Szepesi/ June 18, 2014

Signature Date

Judith A. Szepesi, Reg. No. 39,393

Printed or Typed Name
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.8. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.,M-.A__2,.L .: n-_s_‘2_-2 n r\ n-.. 4 AER Ill ..... .14.. \IA nnrmn 4 AEA nn un-r oI-un l—l—l—D An r‘ruulnl r-n-n l—nnnno Tn 'I'I no AnnnI-oo ecu-q 'Fl‘. 1-___:__:_.__..
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PTOISBIBD (11-08)
Approved for use through 11/30/2011. OMB 0651-0035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in the attached statement under
37 CFR 3.73 b .

I hereby appoint:

Practitioners associated with the Customer Number:

OR

[:1 Practitioner(s) named below (if more than ten patent practitioners are to be named, then a customer number must be used):

Number ; Number

1 1 9523

as attomey(s) or agent(s) to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)'In connection with
any and all patent applications assigned only to the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment records or assignment documents
attached to this form in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73(b).

Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) to:

The address associated with Customer Number.

Finn or
Individual Name

CF—
—_

Assignee Name and Address:
DPTechnologies, Inc.
245-M Mt. Hermon Road. #363
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) (Form PTOISBIQS or equivalent) is required to be
filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.T3(b) may be completed by one of
the practitioners appointed in this form if the appointed practitioner is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

' ' the a - - lication in which this Power of Attorne is to be filed.

‘ SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record

The individual A.A 5'? atur and titleis su- - ' 2 below is authorized to act on behalf of the assigns:

-—F/I_W
Mil—l—_—
__

This collection of information'Is required by 37 CFR 1.31. 1. 32 and 1. 33. The information'Is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which"Is to file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentlatity is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes
to complete, including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Tlme will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

 
Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 19346454
 

Application Number: 13018321

Title of Invention: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Philippe Kahn

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 8689P027C2 

Receipt Date: 18—JUN—201 4

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

-—m message Digest Part IOZip (ifappL)
1561458

Application Data Sheet 8689P027C2_ADS.pdf 7399e43b83465233d307bbe1753345.5(1 ca
SaaaS

Information:
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276104

8689P027C27POA.pdf no 25726bSa I 579(e52bl d ISbedde I b2d2982
7584b3

2 Power of Attorney

 Warnings: 

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1837562 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/AlAl14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 0113112014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number 8689P02702

Application Number 131018321
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 

 
Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE
 

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application.

 
 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

I:I Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to
37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.)

 

Inventor Information:

Inventor 1

Legal Name 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Philippe Richard Kahn

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Santa Cruz StatelProvince CA Country of Residence I | US

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1

Address 2

City Santa Cruz StateIProvince CA

Postal Code 95062 Country i US

Inventor 2

Legal Name

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Santa Cruz l StatelProvince CA Country of Residence I | US

 

     
 

 

122 Fairview Place

 
 

 

 
  

   

Mailing Address of Inventor: 

 

 
 

Address 1 1034 N Branciforte Ave

Address 2

Postal Code 95062 Country i US

Inventor 3

Legal Name

Prefi_ Middle Name Family Name Suffix 
Residence Information (Select One) (9 US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

  
EFS Web 2.2.11
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PTO/AlAl14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 0113112014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the PapenNork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number 8689P027CZ 

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Application Number

Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE
 

City Santa Cruz StatelProvince CA Country of Residence l US

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1

Address 2

City Santa Cruz StateIProvince CA

Postal Code 95065 us

Inventor 4

Legal Name

107 Brookwood Drive 
 

 

 

    
Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Brian Y Lee

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Aptos StateIProvince CA Country of Residence l US
  
 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1

Address 2

City Aptos StateIProvince CA

Postal Code 95003 Country i US

Inventor 5

Legal Name

Prefi_ Middle Name Family Name Suffix
———

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Santa Cruz StatelProvince CA Country of Residence i US

777 Hudson Lane

 
 

 

 

Mailing Address of Inventor: 

 

 

Address 1 600 Beel Drive

Address 2

City Santa Cruz StatelProvince CA

Postal Code 95060 Country i US 

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be

generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add 

Correspondence Information:

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below.

For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

 

 :I An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.

  
EFS Web 2.2.11
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PTO/AlAl14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 0113112014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the PapenNork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

_ _ Attorney Docket Number 8689P027CZ
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE
 

Customer Number 119523

Email Address uspto@hiplegal.com

Application Information:

 

 

Title of the Invention I HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE
Small Entity Status Claimed |:|

 

Attorney Docket Number 8689P02702

  
 

 

  

Application Type

Subject Matter

Nonprovisional

Utility
 
  

Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any)  _Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)

Only complete this section when filing an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c) and 37 CFR1.57(a). Do not complete this section if
application papers including a specification and any drawings are being filed. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
provided in the appropriate section(s) below (i.e., ”Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information" and ”Foreign Priority Information").

Filing By Reference:

For the purposes of a filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the description and any drawings of the present application are replaced by this
reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a).

Application number of the previously Filing date (YYYY—MM—DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country i
filed application

Publication Information:

|:| Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

 
 
 

 

Request Not to PUbIISh. I hereby request that the attached application not be published under
35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the
subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires

publication at eighteen months after filing.

 
 
 

Representative Information: 

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing.

 

Please Select One: @ Customer Number 0 US Patent Practitioner 0 Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

Customer Number 119523
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  Application Number

Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE  
 

Domestic BenefitINational Stage Information:
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 1 19(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate National Stage

entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required
by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.

When referring to the current application, please leave the application number blank.

 

 
 

 
 

Prior Application Status Patented _emoveApplication Prior Application Filing Date -lSSU6 Date
Number Continuity TYPE (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY- MM- DD)

13018321 Continuation of 12694135 2010-01-26 7881902 2011-02-01

Prior Application Status Patented _emoveApplication Prior Application Filing Date -lSSU6 Date
Number Continuity TYPE (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY- MM- DD)

12694135 Continuation of 11644455 2006-12-22 7653508 2010-01-26

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form. Add
by selectIng the Add button.

Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55_(d). When priority is claimed to a foreign application
that is eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX) 'the information will be used by the Office to

automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(h)(1) and (2). Under the PBX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1)_

_

Application Number Country I Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD} Access Codei (if applicable)
 

 
Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button. Add
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Application Number 
Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE   

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition

Applications

 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March

:I 16, 2013.
NOTE: By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March

16, 2013, will be examined under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.

 

 

Authorization to Permit Access:

|:| Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),
the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checked ifthe applicant
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO, or other intellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
to the instant patent application is filed to have access to the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
to: 1) the instant patent application-as—filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application—as—filed from which benefit is
sought in the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the date of filing this Authorization.
  

Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office. 
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Application Number 
Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

 

Applicant 1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be provided in this section is the name and address of the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. If the applicant is an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign, or person who othenIvise shows sufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or more joint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

0 Assignee 0 Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 0 Joint Inventor

 

0 Person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign. 0 Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest 
If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

::

Name of the Deceased or Legally lncapacitated Inventor|:|:| |
 

 

If the Applicant'Is an Organization check here.

 
 

Mailing Address Information:
 

Address 1

Address 2

City
 

  
 

 StatelProvince

Phone Number Fax Number  
Email Address

 
  

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

 
 
 

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to
have an assignment recorded by the Office.
 

Assignee 1

Complete this section if assignee information, including non—applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication . An assignee—applicant identified in the "Applicant Information" section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assignee is also desired on the
patent application publication. 

Remove
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Application Number 
Title of Invention HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE
 

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. |:|

Prefix Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

 

    
 

  

Address 1

Address 2

City StatelProvince

Country i Postal Code

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by

selecting the Add button. Add

Signature:

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and
certifications

[Judith Szepesi/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2014-06-18

Judith A. Registration Number 39393

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

Signature

 First Name

  
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftime you require to
complete this form and/0r suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process andlor examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.

Privacy Act Statement

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine
whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or hislher designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Address: CONLVIISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www uspto gov

 
 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/018,321 04/29/2014 87] 2723 8689P027C2 8340

8791 7590 04/09/2014

BLAKELY SOKOLOPF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN

1279 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 115 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above—identified application will

include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management

(ODM) at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(S) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Philippe Kahn, Aptos, CA;
Arthur Kinsolving, Santa Cruz, CA;
Mark Andrew Christensen, Santa Cruz, CA;

Brian Y. Lee, Aptos, CA;
David Vogel, Santa Cruz, CA;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location

for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous

resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation

works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in

the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.

IRIO3 (Rev. 10/09)
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Substitute for Form 1449/PTO Comelete if Known

IN FORMATION D ISCLOSU RE App'iCafion Number N“ Y“ assjgned
Filing Date Herewifh

STATEMENT BY AP PLlCANT First Named Inventor: Philippe Kahn
(use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit Not yet assigned

Examiner Name Not yet assigned

Sheet | 3 of I 4 Attorney Docket Number 8689P027C2
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite No.1 Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
Initials* Document Number MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Relevant

Number-Kind Code2(lf known) Passages or
Relevant Figures

Appear
,I‘E.C./ US- 2003/0139692 7/24/2003 Barre et al

--— us- 2004/0225467 11/11/2004 Vock, Curtis A.; et al.
2004/0236500 11/25/2004 Choi et al

2005/0033200 2/10/2005 Soehren, Wayne A.; et al.
2005/0222801 10/6/2005 Wulff et al

2005/0232388 10/20/2005 Tsu'i, Tomoharu

I — us— 2005/0232404 10/20/2005 Gaskill
US- 2005/0238132 10/27/2005 Tsuji, Tomoharu

US? 2005/0240375 10/27/2005 Sugai, Yoshinori
US- 2005/0248718 11/10/2005 Howell, Thomas A., et al.

--US- 2006/0020177 1/26/2006 Seo et al3; US’ 2006/0100546 5/11/2006 Silk, Jeffre E

l1 if, , a US- 2006/0136173 6/22/2006 'Glfi-at'l'esW'l'rl‘pp'l'e-Jr'ref'a'l'. ase, r. at a .
C‘ (nails) 3P ‘6 US- 2006/0223547 10/5/2006 Chin et al
to ment, Us- 2007/0061105 3/15/2007 Darle et al

/ ‘ l||'§_— us— 2007/0063850 3/22/2007 Devaul; Richard w.; et al.
2007/0067094 3/22/2007 Park et al

2/ i ‘ 0‘ Z 2007/0082789 4/12/2007 Nissila et al

’ 2007/0125852 6/7/2007 Rosenberg
2007/0142715 6/21/2007 Banet et al.

— US- 2007/0208531 9/6/2007 Darle et al
2009/0043531 2/12/2009 Kahn et al
2009/0234614 9/17/2009 Kahn et al

2009/0319221 12/24/2009 Kahn et al
2010/0056872 3/4/2010 Kahn et al

— us. 2010/0057398 3/4/2010 Darle et al—..............
  

    
  

Examiner

gimme Edward Gosrmartor 
Date Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 1Applicant’s unique citation designation
number (optional). 2See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at wwwusptogov or MPEP 901.04. 3Enter Office that issued the document,
by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of reign of the Emperor must precede
the serial number of the patent document. 5Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST. 16 if possible. 6Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit bythe public which is
to file (and bythe USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 2 hours to complete including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will
vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-
1450. DO NOT SENT FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786—9199) and select option 2.
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Receipt date: 01/31/2011 13018321 ~ QAU: 2857

   
 
   

 

Substitute for Form 1449/PTO Complete if Known

IN FORMATION D ISCLOSU RE Application Number Not yet assigned

 

 
Filing Date Hercwith

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT First Named Inventor: Philippe Kahn
(use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit Not vet assigned
 

Examiner Name Not yet assigned
8689P027C2

 

Attorney Docket Number  

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
    

      

Examiner Cite No.1 Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
Initials* Document Number MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Documen Lines, Where

Relevant Passages or
Number-Kind Code2(ir known) Relevant FiguresAnear

6,959,259 10/25/2005 Vock, et al.
6,975,959 12/13/2005 Dietrich et aI

7,010,332 3/7/2006 Irvin et al
7,072,789 7/4/2006 Vock, et al.
7,092,846 8/15/2006 Vock, et al.

7,148,797 12/12/2006 Albert
7,158,912 1/20/2007 Vock, et al.

7,169,084 1/30/2007 Tsuji, Tomoharu
7,171,331 1/30/2007 Vock, et al.
7,200,517 4/3/2007 Darle ,et al.
7,212,943 5/1/2007 Aoshima, et al.

7,220,220 5/22/2007 Stubbs, et al.

7,297,088 11/20/2007 Tsuji, Tomoharu
7,334,472 2/26/2008 Seo et al

7,353,112 4/1/2008 Choi et al

#:8824544— 2/12/2008 Klees, et al. 7328,61 1
7,387,611 6/17/2008 Inoue et al.

7,457,719 11/25/2008 Kahn et aI
7,526,402 4/28/2009 Tenanhaus et al

7,647,196 1/12/2010 Kahn et aI

7,653,508 1/26/2010 Kahn et aI
7,753,861 7/13/2010 Kahn et aI

2002/0089425 7/11/2002 Kubo et aI

2002/0109600 8/15/2002 Mault, James R.; et al.

2002/0151810 10/17/2002 Wong, Philip Lim—Kong; et al.
2003/0018430 1/23/2003 Ladetto et aI
2003/0083596 5/1/2003 Kramer et al

2003/0109258 6/12/2003 Mant 'arvi et al

Examiner Date Considered

Signature I Edward Gcsimano/ 11/03/2011 “  
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. IApp icant’s unique citation designation
number (optional). 2See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at wwwusggtogov or MPEP 901.04. 3Enter Office that issued the document,
by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard 8T3). 4For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of reign of the Emperor must precede
the serial number of the patent document. 5Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST. 16 if possible. 6Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit bythe public which is
to file (and bythe USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 2 hours to complete including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will
vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-
1450. DO NOT SENT FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.

It you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800—786—9199) and select option 2.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. A11 further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

 

Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal._ This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any Change ofaddreSS) papers. Each additional paper, such as an ass1gnment or formal drawmg, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of lVIailing or Transmission8791 7'90 07/06/2013

BLAKELY SOIEOLOFF TAYJLOR & ZAFMAN I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being submitted electronically via
1279 Oakmead Parkway EFS Web on the date shown below.
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040 ' I

/Jud ith Szepesi/ (swam) Auoust 1, 2013 (Date)

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 8340
TITLE OF INVENTION: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE 

APPLE. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISS UE FEE TOTAL FEE1_S) DUE DATE DUE
 

nonprovi sional IfNDISCOI INTFD $40 $0 $1740 $40 08/06/2013

COSIMANO, EDWARD R 2857 702—160000

1 . Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

3 Change of correspondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress form PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication formPTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list

(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 1 Blakely, 50k010ff’or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name ofa single firm (having as a member a 2 Taylor 8‘ Zafman LLP
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3 Judith A. Szepesi
listed, no name will be printed.

  
  3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
reeordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE 0R COUNTRY)

DP Technologies, Inc. Scotts Valley, California

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 1] Individual Corporation or other private group entity 1] Government

  
4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

Z] Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PT0720'38 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies K] The Director is hereby authorized to charge the re uired fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account 1\umber 0 2 - 2 6 5 (enclose an extra copy of this form).
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5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 129 NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see form PTO/SB/15A and 15B). issue
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

3 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be takento be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status. 
3 Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

lJudIth SzepeSI/ Date August 1, 2013Authorized Signature
  

Typed or printed name JUdith A - Szepesi Registration No. 39 r 393

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and

submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary defiendin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to completethis form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the C ief n ormation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO.
Box 1450, Alexandgria, Virginia 2231371450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPL‘T‘D FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
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Attorney’s Docket No. 8689P027C2 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
Applicant : Philippe Kahn, et al. Examiner: Cosimano, Edward R

Appl. No. : 13/018,321 Art Unit: 2857

Filed : January 31, 2011 Conf No: 8340

For : Human Activity Monitoring CEBT'F'CATE 0F TRANSM'SS'ON
Device I hereby certify that this correspondence is beingsubmitted electronically Via EFS Web on the date

shown below.

Customer No. : 08791

/Judith Szepesi/ August 1, 2013
Judith A. Szepesi Date 

E-Filed via EFS Web

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

COMMENTS ON STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

Dear Sir:

Applicant is assuming that the Examiner's statement of reasons for allowance is

to be taken in light of the structure and interaction recited in the claims. Applicant notes

that the Examiner’s comments have paraphrased the language of the claims and it

should be understood that the language of the claims themselves set out the scope of

the claims.

13/018,321 Page 1 012 8689P027C2
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Applicants respectfully submit that the IDS filed on January 9, 2012, which was

not considered, was resubmitted on January 29, 2013, and was indicated as considered

on February 13, 2013. Therefore, Applicants respectfully submit that all submitted

references have been considered.

Respectfully submitted,
BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Dated: August 1, 2013 /Judith Szepesi/

Judith A. Szepesi

Reg. No. 39,393

Customer No. 08791

1279 Oakmead Parkway

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

(408) 720-8300

13/01 8,321 Page 2 Of 2 8689P027C2
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 16483263
 

Application Number: 13018321

Title of Invention: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Philippe Kahn

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 8689P027C2 

Receipt Date: 01—AUG—201 3

Filing Date: 31-JAN-2011

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

-—m message Digest Part IOZip (ifappL)
224624

8689P027C2_Issue_Fee_Payme
nt.pdf

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85 B) 957d9f66bf526a088d411c967d91Saadaaf‘}
e477

Information:
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16972
Post Allowance Communication - 8689P027C2_Comments_for_A

Incoming Ilowance.pdf

  
delcd65996813(87Ic3cd0f621 dfe289ce93

2653

Warnings: 

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 241596 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

.1 ConTplete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEECommissioner for Patents
P.0. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Ea; (571)-273—2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be. used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks I through 5'should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current con-es ndence address as
in icated unitess contracted below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " E ADDRESS" formaintenance ee nott lcations.

Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CLRRENTCORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (New Use Block 1 formychangc ofaddrfis) fiapers. Each additional paper. such as an aSSIgnment or formal drawmg. mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmisston.

Certificate of Mailing or Trammissinn

I hereby cenil'y that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being submitted electronically via
EPS Web on the date shown below. _

/Judith Szepesi/ (Signature)

Au-ust1,2013 (Date)

8791 7590 05/06f2013

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & Z

1279 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040  

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMA'l‘lON-NO.

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 B340
TITLE OF INVENTION: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE ' PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$40 $0 $40nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED W40 08/06/2013

COSIMANO, EDWARD R 2857 702- 160000

   

 

 
  

1. Chan e of correspondence address or indication of “Fee Address" (37
CFR l. 63).

El Chan e of cones ndence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress orm ml B1122) attached

Cl "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication formPTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page. list

(I) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 1 Blakely, Sokoloff,or agents OR. alternatively,
(2) the name ofa single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to .
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3 Judith A. szepesi
listed, no name will be printed.

2 Taylor a. Zafman LLP

  

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an alsjfnee is identified below, no'assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has ban filed forrecordation as set forth in 37 C 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (Cl'l‘Y and STATE OR COUNTRY)

DP Technologies, Inc. Scotts Valley, California

Please check the appropriate assignee category or calegories (will not be printed on the patent) : D Individual E Corporation or other private group entity 0 Govemmenl 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
El Issue Fee Cl A check is enclosed.

Cl Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) Cl Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
D Advance Order - # of Copies ElThe Director is hereby authorized to charge the re uired fee(s). any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account Number 02- 2 66 (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

88/82/2813 EEKUBIWE 88888818 822666 13818321

81 FC:1581 1788.88 DR

d'ustaent d 9- 333113 8 ll

its/iii“ i
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5.r?

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

D Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR l.29 O : Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see form P'l'O/SB/lSA and 1513), issue
cc payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

El Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 11011:; If the application was previously under micro entity status. checking this box will be takento be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.

D Applicant changing to regular undiscounted foe status. EQIE; Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status. as applicable. 

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (ifrequired) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent: or the assignee or other pany in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

/Judith Szepesil Dam August 1, 2013Authorized Signature 

Typed or printed name Judith 3- Szepeai Registration No. 39 I 393———————————-——_

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31 l. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR ”4. is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete. including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPl‘O. Time will V dc ndin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to corn lete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent wage C ief 1n ormation Officer. US. Patent and Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce. 10.Box 1450. Alcxan a, Virginia 21313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES 0R COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1450.
Alexandria, Virginia 21313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 
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LNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P 0 Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 223 13- 1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

EXAIVJINER

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN COSIMANO, EDWARDR

1279 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale. CA 94085—4040

2857

DATE MAILED: 05/06/2013

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 8340
TITLE OF INVENTION: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE 

 
APPL\.1YPE ENlTl Y S1A1 US ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICAllON FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprm/lsional INDISCOI INTED $1740 $40 08/06/2013

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUS1s shown as SMALL or MICRO, verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies

If the l IN'ITI'Y SIAIU SIS the same as shown above, pay the 'I'O'I‘Al . FEE(S) DUE shown above.

If the ENTITY STATUS is changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number 5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are l/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fcc(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing an applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee‘s responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 4
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

 

Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any Change ofaddreSS) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of lVIailing or Transmission
8791 V 7590 05/06/2013 I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
, addressed to the Mail Stop ISSL‘E FEE address above. or being facsimile

1279 Oakmead Parkway transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273—2885, on the date indicated below.
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040 (Deposiloi's name)

(Signalme)

(Date) 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 8340
TITLE OF INVENTION: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE 

APPLE. TYPE EN 111 Y STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISS UE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE
 

nonprovi sional IfNDISCOI INTED $40 $0 $l 740 $40 08/06/2013

COSIMANO, EDWARD R 2857 702—160000

1 . Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

3 Change of correspondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress form PTO/SB/122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication formPTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(I) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,
(2) the name ofa single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed. ’—

  
  3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
reeordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (E) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 1] Individual D Corporation or other private group entity 1] Government

  
4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PT072038 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account l\umber (enclose an extra copy of this form).

Page 2 of 4
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5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 129 NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see form PTO/SB/15A and 15B). issue
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

3 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be takento be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status. 
3 Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date
 

Typed or printed name Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and

submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary defiendin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to completethis form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the C ief n ormation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO.
Box 1450, Alexandgria, Virginia 2231371450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPL‘T‘D FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P 0 Box I450
Alexandria. Virginia 223 13- 1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO

 
 

13/018321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2

- -
8791 7390 03/06/2013

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN COSIMANO, EDWARDR

1279 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale. CA 94085—4040

2857

DATE MAILED: 05/06/2013

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at l—(888)—786—0101 or (571)—272—4200.

Page 4 of 4
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to

the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the
principal purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process

and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the

requested information, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel

in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has

requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the infomiation in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(0)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of
that agency‘s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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l. EXAMlNER’S COMMENT

1.1 APPLICATION PAPERS

1.1.1 When preparing this Office action the Examiner considers the instant application to

include:

A) the copy of the Oath/Declaration from parent application serial number 11/644,455

which was filed on 31 January 2011 and that is acceptable to the Examiner;

B) the content of the Abstract which was filed on 31 August 2011 and that is acceptable

to the Examiner;

C) figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the set of drawings containing 9 sheets of 9 figures

comprising figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 as presented in the set of drawings filed on 31

January 2011 where the content of figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the above set of drawings is

acceptable to the Examiner;

D) the written description as filed on 31 January 2011 and amended on 09 January 2012;

E) the set of 19 claims comprising claims 1, 2 & 4—20 with 4 independent claims as filed

on 20 April 2013; and

F) the N ON—Publication request filed on 31 January 2011.

1.2 BENEFIT OF AN EARLIER FILING DATE

1.2.1 Applicant’s claim for the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120 is

acknowledged.

1.3 PRIOR ART FROM EARLIER APPLICATIONS

1.3.1 The Examiner has considered the prior art cited in the applications for which Applicant

has claimed the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120.

1.3.2 If Applicant wishes any of the prior art that was cited in each of the base applications but

that has not been cited during the prosecution of the instant application to appear on any Patent

granted on the instant application, then Applicant must provide a properly completed PTO—1449

containing proper citations of the prior art that Applicant wishes to appear on any Patent that

may be granted on the instant application.
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2. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS)

2.1 The Examiner notes that each of the Non Patent Literature (NPL) documents that have

been crossed off the IDS that was filed on 16 May 2011 because the citation of each of these

documents is a duplicate citation of the same document which has been cited on the IDS filed on

31 January 2011 and that has been considered by the Examiner as indicated on the copy of the

IDS filed on 31 January 2011 which was attached to the Office action mailed 08 November

201 l.

2.2 The IDS filed on 09 January 2012 fails to comply with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97 and

MPEP § 609 because:

A) it fails to comply with 37 CFR 1.97(d) because it lacks a statement as specified in 37

CFR 1.97(e).

It has been placed in the application file, but the information referred to therein has not been

considered as to the merits. Applicant is advised that the date of any re-submission of any item

of information contained in this information disclosure statement or the submission of any

missing element(s) will be the date of submission for purposes of determining compliance with

the requirements based on the time of filing the statement, including all certification

requirements for statements under 37 CFR 1.97 (e). See MPEP § 609.05(a).

2.2.1 In regard to the IDS filed on 09 January 2012, the Examiner notes that in view of the Ex

Parte Quayle action mailed on 08 November 2011 that closed prosecution 0n the merits, the IDS

must be submitted pursuant to 37 CFR 1.97(d) and not 37 CFR 1.97(c) as set forth by Applicant

in the IDS transmittal letter. Further pursuant to 37 CFR 1.97(d) while the IDS submission lacks

the required certification statement, see 37 CFR 1.97(c), the IDS submission does include the

required fee.

3. RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S AMENDMENTS/ARGUMENTS
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3.1 The objections and/or rejections that have not been repeated herein have been overcome

by Applicant’s last response.

4. REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

4.1 The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter over

the prior art:

A) for example:

(1) either Smith et al (5,485,402) or Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling

et al (6,145,389) or Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or

Ladetto et a1 (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) or Darley (6,61 1,789 or 2007/0061 105 or

2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or 2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) or Tsuji (2005/0232388

or 2005/0238132 01‘ JP 2005-309691 A or 7,169,084 or 7,297,088) or Seo et al (2006/0020177 or

7,334,472) or Skvortsov et al (2006/0174685 or 7,305,323) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or

7,640,134) or Pasolini et a1 (2007/0143068 or 7,463,997) or Kato et al (2008/0243432) disclose a

computer implemented machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating

program/system stored within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the

useful and beneficial function of monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human

activity, a suitable sensor is used in order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that

are produced by the one or more motions of human activity. The acceleration signals that are

produced by the sensor are then suitably processed by being analyzed or evaluated in order to

detect a suitable variation of the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal

from the sensor that represents a human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a

step count is incremented in order to count the number of time that a human activity has been

detected. Whereas further taught or suggest by at least:

(a) Smith et al (5,485,402) the count represents the number of human actions that have

occurred within a measured time interval;

(b) either Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling et al (6,145,389) the count

representing the number of human action is used in order to determine a distance that has been

traveled by the human;
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(C) either Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or Ladetto

et al (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) the variations in

the sensor signal are variation over a period or interval or duration of time;

(d) either Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or Ladetto et al (2003/0018430 or

6,826,477) or Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or

2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) or Pasolini et al

(2007/0143068 or 7,463,997) the sensor signal is taken from an axis of the sensor;

(e) either Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or

7,617,071 or 2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) when a step has not detected within a predetermined

period or interval or duration of time then a sleep mode is initialed until a qualifying acceleration

has been detected and the monitor wakes up;

(f) either Tsuji (2005/0232388 or 2005/0238132 or JP 2005-309691 A or 7,169,084 or

7,297,088) any variation in the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal

from the sensor that is greater than on step cycle is counted as representing one or more human

motions such as one or more steps; and

(g) either Seo et al (2006/0020177 or 7,334,472) the sampling frequency of the

pedometer is changed when a step has not been detected within a predetermined period or

interval or duration of time since the last detected step and then a sleep mode is initialed until a

qualifying acceleration is detected and the monitor wakes up.

B) the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claims 1, 11 a process in

claim 1, a machine in claim 11, and a tangible non-transitory article/manufacture in claim 17 that

provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by providing

actions in claim 1 and structures in claims 11 & 17 that perform at least the functions of:

(1) assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity for an inertial sensor based upon the

orientation of the inertial sensor;

(2) detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the assigned

dominant aXis for the inertial sensor based upon the detected change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor;
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(3) counting period motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant axis of

the inertial sensor that occur within the cadence window by counting the periodic human motions

when the monitored accelerations indicate a motion cycle that meets motion criteria within a

cadence window”; and

(4) updating the cadence window as the actual cadence changes.

Claim 2, which depends from claim 1, Claims 12-14, which depend from claim 11, and claims

16—20, which depend from claim 15, are allowable over the prior art for the same reason.

C) the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claim 6 a process in claim 6

that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by providing

actions in claim 6 that perform at least the functions of:

(1) buffering a plurality of motion cycles representing periodic human motions;

(2) identifying Within an appropriate cadence window, a number of periodic human

motions;

(3) monitoring a human activity by counting each of the identified periodic human

motions; and

(4) updating the cadence window as a cadence of the motion cycle changes.

Claims 7-10, which depend from claim 6, are allowable over the prior art for the same reason.

5. RELEVANT ART OF INTEREST

5.1 The Examiner has cited prior art of interest, for example:

A) either Kahn et a1 (7,457,719) or Kahn et al (2009/0043531 or 2009/0234614 or

2009/0319221 or 7,647,196 or 7,653,508 or 2010/0056872 or 7,753,861 or 7,788,059 or

7,881,902 or 7,987,070 or 8,187,182: a latter effective date) are publications of related

applications with at least one common inventor.

6. CONCLUSION

6.1 Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Examiner should be directed to Edward R. Cosimano whose telephone number is 571—272—0571.

The Examiner can normally be reached on 571-272-0571 from 8:30am to 5:00pm.
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6.2 If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the Examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Schechter, can be reached on 571—272-2302. The fax phone number for the

organization Where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571—273—8300.

6.3 Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://portal.uspto.gov/external/portal. Should you have questions on access to the

Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

ERC

04/29/2013

/Edward Cosimanol

Primary Examiner Unit 2857
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Attorney’s Docket No. 8689P02702

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Philippe Kahn, et al.

Appl. No. : 13/018,321

Filed : January 31, 2011

For : Human Activity Monitoring
Device

Customer No. : 08791  
 

 
    

 

PATENT

Examiner: Cosimano, Edward R

Art Unit: 2857

Conf No: 8340

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
submitted electronically via EFS Web on the date
shown below.

 /Judith Szepesi/ April 19, 2013
Judith A. Szepesi Date

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

OK 10 «.Ni «.R RUTH? 116

/ERC/

26 April 2013 AMENDMENT
Sir:

In response to the Office Action of February 19, 2013, which was made final,

applicants respectfully request the Examiner to enter the following amendments and

consider the following remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 6 of this paper.

13/018,321 Page 1 of?
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accumulating or accumulation or

at$lleast or ((more or greater or

alrger or bigger) ade than) or

l-lural or plurality or multiple or

I ulti)
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14:05
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I 10 near6 (measure or measured

or measuring or measurement or
onitor or monitored or

onitoring or capture or

aptured or capturing or detect or

a etected or detecting or detection
or detect$ 1r or sense or sensed 01

sensing or sens$lr or transduce

or transduced or transducing or

ransducer or sample or sampled

or sampling or sampl$ 1r or
a eterrnine or determined or

a etermining or determination or
u etermin$lr or scan or scanned

or scanning or scann$lr or

I et$lr or metered or metering or

auge or gauged or gauging or

_aug$lr or gage or gaged or

_aging or gag$lr or acquire or

acquired or acquiring or

acquisition or acquisitioning or

acquir$lr or collect or collected

or collecting or collection or

ollect$ lr or log or logged or

logging or logg$lr or record or

‘ecorded or recording or
I ecord$lr or accumulate or

accumulated or accumulating or
accumulation or accumulat$lr or

I egister or registered or

I egistering or registration or

n uffer or buffered or buffering or

store or stored or storing or

storage or memorize or

emorized or memorizing or

I emorization or memor )
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104161

| 10 nearS (judge or judged or

‘udging or judgment or

'udgement or judg$ 1r or evaluate

or evaluated or evaluating or
valuation or evaluat$lr or

analysis or analyze or analyzed

0r allocation or allocat$ 11‘ or

assign or assigned or assigning

or assignment or assign$l r or id

or identify or identifying or
dentified or identification or

I ecogni$ 1e 0r recogni$ led or

I ecogni$ ling or recognition)

Time Stamp

013/04/29

14:06

 

1046986

(cadence or repeat or repeated or

I epeating or repetition or

periodic or cycle or cyclic or

yclical or gait or stride) near3

(criteria or criterion or criterium

01' threshold or limit or require or

I equired or requiring or

I equirement or tolerance or

'indow or range or band or

uualify or qualified or qualifying

or qualification or within or
with$lin or standard or bench or

- ench$ lmark or bench$ l marked

or bench$ lmarking or baseline

or base or reference or period or

ime or timing or interval)

013/04/29

14:06

 

BRS | 14 563
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l 12 near15 L13
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15 BRS |844084

 16 BRS
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(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

I n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

or jogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (number or

I umbered or numbering or count

or counted or counting or
accumulate or accumulated 0r

accumulating or accumulation)

(motion or move or moved or

oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

orjogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (measure or

I easured or measuring or
I easurement or monitor or

monitored or monitoring or

apture or captured or capturing

or detect or detected or detecting
or detection or detect$ 1r or sense

or sensed or sensing or sens$lr
or transduce or transduced or

transducing or transducer or

US—PGPUB;

a etermined or determining or
- eterrnination or determin$1r or

scan or scanned or scanning or
scann$1r or met$lr or metered

or metering 0r gauge or gauged

or gauging or gaug$lr or gage or

_aged or gaging or gag$lr or

acquire or acquired or acquiring

or acquisition or acquisitioning

or acquir$1r or collect or

ollected or collecting or

ollection or collect$lr or log or

logged or logging or logg$1r or
accumulate or accumulated or

accumulating or accumulation or

accumulat$ 1r)
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Time Stamp
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14:09

013/04/29

14:09  
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.I123609 | 15 near15 L16
18 BRS 11andL14 andL17

Time Stamp

013/04/29

14:11

013/04/29

14:11

013/04/29

14:11  19 BRS | 19 1265 | 1near15 L15 '

S-PGPUB;

0 BRS | 20 5 | 9 and L19 SPAT;

(kahn$1 adj2 (p or philippe)).in.

or ((kinsolving$1 or

I ingsolving$1) adj2 (a or

1 BRS | 21 2002 arthur)).in. or (christensen$1

adj2 (m or mark)).in. or (16633]

adj2 (b or brian or brain)).in. or

(vogel$1 adj2 (d or david)).in.

(fullpower or full$1p0wer or (dp US-PGPUB;

2 BRS | 22 38 adj2 (technology or USPAT;

technologies))).as. UPAD

"13"$1"018"$1"321" or

"12"$1"694"$1"135" or

"7"$1"881"$1"902" or

"11"$1"644"$1"455" or

"7"$1"653"$1"508" or

"60"$1"900"$1"412" or

"60"$1"926"$1"027" or

"11"$1"891"$1"112" or

"2009"$1"0"$1"043"$1"531" or US-PGPUB;

3 BRS | 23 35 "7"$1"647"$1"196" or '

"12"$1"069"$1"267" or

"12"$1"108"$1"486" or

"2009"$1"0"$1"234"$1"614" or

"7"$1"987"$1"070" or

"12"$1"834"$1"845" or

("20090043531" or
"20090234614" or "7647196" or

"7653508" or "7881902" or

"7987070").pn.
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013/04/29

14:11

013/04/29

14:11

013/04/29

14:11

013/04/29

14:11
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Time Stamp

013/04/29

14:14

  
(33/700 or 33/701 or 73/1.01 or

3/1.37 or 73/1.38 or 73/1.75 or

3/1.76 or 73/1.77 or 73/1.78 0r

3/1.79 0r 73/1.81 or 73/432.1 or

73/865.4 or 73/8658 or 377/1 or

377/13 or 377/15 or 377/17 or

377/19 or 377/20 or 377/24 or

4 BRS | 24 18682 377/24.1 01' 377/24.2 or 702/1 or USPAT;
02/85 or 702/97 or 702/ 104 or UPAD

02/127 0r 702/141 or 702/150

or 702/155 or 702/158 or

02/160 0r 702/187 or 702/189

or 708/100 01' 708/101 01‘

08/105 0r 708/131 0r 708/160

or 708/200 or 708/212).ccls.

(g01b$1"5"$1"00" or

,01b$1"5"$1"02" 0r

,01c$1"22"$1"00" or

,01c$1"25"$1"00" or

,01p$1"13"$1"00" or
01d$1”7"$1"00"0r

5 BRS | 25 141983 06f$1"11"$1"00" or
,06f$1"11"$1"30" or

,06f$1"11"$1"32" or

,06f$1"17"$1"00" or

,06f$1"17"$1"40" or

06f$1"19"$1"00")
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14:14
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"4285041”0r"4578769”0r

”5446725"0r”5446775”or

”5583776"0r”5485402”or

”5593431"0r”56546]9”0r

”5778882"0r”5955667”0r

"5976083”0r"6013007”or

”6122595”0r”6135951”0r

”6145389"0r”6282496”or

”20020023654"0r”6353449”or

”6369794”0r"2002004060]”0r

”20020089425”0r”6428490”0r

"20020109600"0r

”20020116147"0r

”20020118121"0r

”20020151810”or”6493652”or

”6496695”0r"20030018430”or

”20030023192”or”6513381”0r

”6522266”or”6532419”or

”20030048218"0r”6539336”0r

”20030083596"0r

”20030093248"0r

”20030109258"0r

"20030139692"or”6611789"0r

”20030208335"0r

”20030191582”0r”6644322”or

”6700499”0r"20040064286”0r

”20040077954”or”6744403”0r

”20040107072"or”6771250”
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 7 :BRS |||||||
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”6786877"0r"6790178”0r

"20040186695"or”6813582"0r

”20040225467"0r

”20040230138"0r”6820002”or

”6823036"0r”20040236500”0r

”6826477”or”20040260191”0r

"6836744”0r"20050021270"0r

”20050021292”0r

”20050033200"0r

”20050038626"0r”6881191”or

”6885971"0r"6895341”0r

”6898550"0r”20050132797”0r

"6928382”0r"6941239”or

”20050202934"0r

”20050210300"0r

”20050222801"0r

”20050232388"0r

”20050232404"or”6959259”0r

”20050238132”0r

”20050240375"0r

”20050245988"0r

”20050248718"0r”6975959”0r

”6983219"0r”20060017561”0r

"20060020177"or

”20060020421"0r”7010332”0r

”20060063980"0r

”20060064276"0r

”20060100546"0r

”20060104018"or”7054784”0r

”7057551”
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Time Stamp
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 8 :BRS |||||||
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”20060136173"0r

”20060143645"or”7070571”0r

”7072789”0r”20060149516”0r

”20060161377"0r

”20060167387"0r

”20060174685"or”7092846”0r

”20060206258"0r

"20060223547"0r

”20060235642"0r

”20060259268"0r”7145461”0r

”7148797”or”20060284979”0r

”20060288781"or”7158912”0r

”7169084”0r"7171331”0r

”20070032951”0r”7177684”0r

”20070038364"0r

”20070061105"0r

”20070063850"0r

”20070067094"0r

”20070073482”or”7200517”0r

”20070082789"0r”7212943”0r

”7216053”0r"7220220”or

”20070123806"0r

”20070125852"0r

”20070130582"0r

”20070142715”0r

”20070143068"0r

”20070145680"0r

”20070150136"or”7254516”0r

”7255437”0r"7263461”0r

"20070208530"0r

”20070208531"
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Time Stamp
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9 :BRS |||||||
”20070208544"0r

”20070213126"0r

”20070233424”0r

”20070250261"0r

”20070259716"0r

”20070259717"0r

”20070260418"0r

"20070260482"0r”7297088"0r

”20070276295"0r”7305323”0r

”7313440"0r"7328611”or

”7334472”0r"7353]]2”or

”7382611”or"7387611”0r

”20080171918"0r”7421369”0r

”7428471”0r”20080243432”0rlJS-PCHWJB;
”7451056"0r"7457719”or '

”7463997"0r"7467060”or

”20090015421"0r

”20090018773"0r

”20090047645”or”7512515”0r

”20090144020"0r”7526402”0r

”20090124348"0r”7561960”or

”20090213002"0r”7586032”or

”7596466"0r"7608050”0r

”7617071”0r"7627423”0r

”20090319221”0r”7640134”0r

”7640804"0r"7648441”or

”7672781”0r"20100056872”0r

”20100057398"0r”7679601”0r

”7684958"

”20100121605"0r”7725139”or

”7747409”0r"7752011”0r

"7753861”0r"7774156”0r

”7788059”0r"7788071”0r

”7857772"0r"7883445”or

”7892080”0r"7962312”0r

”7966148”or"20110184693”or

”8152693"0r"8179321”0r

”8187182”or”8229700”

Time Stamp

013/04/29

14:14

013/04/29

1414

 

 
0 BRS I30 60

1 BRS 31 2
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USPGPUB;

USPAT;
UPAD

$2"05”$1”309691”
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(L20rL50rL60rL70rL80r
| 11 or L14 or L15 or L17 or

| 19)and(”5485402”0r
”5976083”or”6135951”or

”6145389”or”6369794”or

”20020089425”0r

”20030018430"0r”6611789”or

"6700499"or”6826477”or

”20050232388"0r

”20050238132"0r

"2005309691”0r

”20060020177”0r

”20060174685"or”7169084”or

”20070061105”0r

BRS ' 33 40 "20070067094" or
”20070143068"0r

”20070208531"or”7297088”or

”7305323"or”7334472”or

”7428471”or”20080243432”0

”7457719”or"7463997”or

”20090043531"or

"20090234614"or”7617071"or

”20090319221”or”7640134”0r

”7647196”or"7653508”0r

”20100057398”0r

”20100056872”or”7753861”or

”7788059”0r"7881902”or

”7962312”0r”7987070”)pn.

BRS I34 276 | 90rL180rL2OOIL32orL33 USPAT}
UPAD

|2andL5andLfland115and

(L6orL8orL110rL140rL17 USAFGPLHh

2 BRS I32 72 0rLJ9)and(L21orL22orL23 USPAT}
0rL240rL250rL260rL270r UPAD

|280rL29orL300rL3U

 
LSPGPUB;

Time Stamp

013/04J29

14:15

013/04J29

14:15

013/04J29

14:15 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
BIB DATA SHEET

SERIAL NUMBER

13/018,321

FILING or 371(c)
DATE

01/31/2011

RULE

APPLICANTS

Philippe Kahn, Aptos, CA;
Arthur Kinsolving, Santa Cruz, CA;
Mark Andrew Christensen, Santa Cruz, CA;

Brian Y. Lee, Aptos, CA;
David Vogel, Santa Cruz, CA;

** coNTI N U I NG DATA ***‘k‘k‘k‘k'k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘kic‘k‘k'k

This application is a CON of 12/694,135 01/26/2010 PAT 7 881,902
WhiCh iS a CON Of 11/644,455 12/22/2006 PAT 7 653 508

*4; FOREIGN APPLICATIONS **~k**~k~k*~k**~k~k~k~k*~k~k*~k**~k~k*I“u u ‘u ““u::‘:
** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED **

03/02/2011

Foreign Priority claimed 3 Yes END

35 USC 119(a—d) conditions met :I Yes BNO
Verified arid /EDWARD R

COSIMANO/
Examiner's Signature

STATE OR
COUNTRY

CA

 D Met afterAllowance

Acknowledged Initials

ADDRESS

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP
1279 OAKM EAD PARKWAY

SUNl\YVALE, CA 94085-4040
UNITED STATES
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UNITED STATES DEPARTIVEENT OF CONHVIERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.usplo.gov

CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET
NO.

8689P027C2

TOTAL INDEPENDENT

CLAIMS CLAIMS

9 197*“l 4

TITLE

Human Activity Monitoring Device

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper
to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

for following:

RECEIVED N0-

BIB (Rev. 05/07).
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31.16 Fees (Filing)

:l 1.17 Fees (Processing EXt. of time)

:l 1.18 Fees (Issue)

III Other
:l Credit
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(dominant or principle or

rincipal or major or critical or
override or overridden or

overriding or ((most or greatest US-PGPUB;

or largest) near2 important) or '

sense or sensing or detect$lr or '

1 BRS | 1 613081 I etection or gravity or ' '

_ravitational) near5 (axis or ‘
axies or direction or vector or '

orientate or orientated or _

orientating or orientation or

'ncline or inclined or inclining or

nclination)

l nearlO (inertial or ins or ims

or gyro or gyroscope or acc or

accel or accelerate or accelerated US-PGPUB;

or accelerating or acceleration or USPAT;

01' IBM_TDB

l ano$ 1 electr$4n1echanical$ 1 mac

| ine or nano$1electr$4n1achine)

  
Time Stamp

013/04/29

12:48

013/04/29

12:48
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1960476

l29568
BRS | 5 13844

 
(drift or drifted or drifting or

Iary or variance or varied or

Iarying or variation or deviate or

a eviated or deviating or

a eviation or offset or depart or

a eparted or departing or change

or changed or changing or

hang$1r or alter or altered or

altering or alteration or alter$1r

or modify or modified or

I odifying or modification or

odif$2r or delta or adjust or

adjusted or adjusting or

adjustment or adjust$1r or shift

or shifted or shifting or shift$1r)

I ear6 (axis or aXies or direction
of vector or orientate or

orientated or orientating or
orientation or incline or inclined

or inclining or inclination)

3 near6 (inertial or ins or ims or

. yro or gyroscope or acc or accel
or accelerate or accelerated or

accelerating or acceleration or

I ano$1e1ectr$4mechanical$1mac

| ine or nano$1electr$4machine)

| 1 near5 (update or updated or

pdating or updat$ 1r or correct

or corrected or correcting or
orrection or correct$1r or

ompensate or compensated or

ompensating or compensation

or compensat$1 r or calibrate or

alibrated or calibrating or

alibration or calibrat$1r)

 
013/04/29

12:48

013/04/29

12:48

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS; EPO;

JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

013/04/29

12:48
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BRS 7

BRS

274

1202432

| 4 same L5

(count or counted or counting or
umber or numbered or

I umbering or increment or

ncremented or incrementing or
accumulate or accumulated or

accumulating or accumulation) US—PGPUB;

ear5 (motion or move or moved USPAT;

or moving or movements or acc USOCR;
or accel or accelerate or

accelerated or accelerating or

acceleration or step or stepping

or walk or walking or run or

| nning or walk or walking or

I n or running orjog orjogging

or act or acting or action or

active or activity or gait or

stride)

l near5 L7

Time Stamp

013/04/29

12:48

013/04/29

12:48

013/04/29

12:48
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I 2 and L6 and L8
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 1818310

(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

I n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

or jogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (number or

I umbered or numbering or count

or counted or counting or
accumulate or accumulated 0r

accumulating or accumulation or

at$lleast or ((more or greater or

larger or bigger) adj2 than) or

I-lural or plurality or multiple or

I ulti)

 

US—PGPUB;

Time Stamp

013/04/29

12:48
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I 10 near6 (measure or measured

or measuring or measurement or
onitor or monitored or

onitoring or capture or

aptured or capturing or detect or

a etected or detecting or detection
or detect$ 1r or sense or sensed 01

sensing or sens$lr or transduce

or transduced or transducing or

ransducer or sample or sampled

or sampling or sampl$ 1r or
a eterrnine or determined or

a etermining or determination or
u etermin$lr or scan or scanned

or scanning or scann$lr or

I et$lr or metered or metering or

auge or gauged or gauging or

_aug$lr or gage or gaged or

_aging or gag$lr or acquire or

acquired or acquiring or

acquisition or acquisitioning or

acquir$lr or collect or collected

or collecting or collection or

ollect$ lr or log or logged or

logging or logg$lr or record or

‘ecorded or recording or
I ecord$lr or accumulate or

accumulated or accumulating or
accumulation or accumulat$lr or

I egister or registered or

I egistering or registration or

n uffer or buffered or buffering or

store or stored or storing or

storage or memorize or

emorized or memorizing or

I emorization or memor )
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110555

| 10 near5 (judge or judged or

‘udging or judgment or

'udgement or judg$ 1r or evaluate

or evaluated or evaluating or
valuation or evaluat$lr or

or allocation or allocat$ 11‘ or

assign or assigned or assigning DERWENT;

or identify or identifying or
dentified or identification or

I ecogni$ 1e 0r recogni$ led or

I ecogni$ ling or recognition)

Time Stamp

013/04/29

12:48

 

1269511

(cadence or repeat or repeated or

I epeating or repetition or

periodic or cycle or cyclic or

yclical or gait or stride) near3

(criteria or criterion or criterium

01' threshold or limit or require or

I equired or requiring or

I equirement or tolerance or

'indow or range or band or

uualify or qualified or qualifying

or qualification or within or
with$lin or standard or bench or

- ench$ lmark or bench$ l marked

or bench$ lmarking or baseline

or base or reference or period or

ime or timing or interval)

JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

013/04/29

12:48

 

BRS | 14 605
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| 12 near15 L13
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(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or '

I n or running or walk or SEEEPUB
alkmg or run or running or Jog USOCR;

15 BRS | 15 993420 or Jogglng 01: act or acting or . ' '
actlon or act1ve or act1v1ty or ga1t _
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AMENDMENT

Sir:

In response to the Office Action of February 19, 2013, which was made final,

applicants respectfully request the Examiner to enter the following amendments and

consider the following remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 6 of this paper.
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Amendments to the Claims:
 

The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

Listing of Claims:

1. (Previously Presented) A method of monitoring human activity using an

inertial sensor, comprising:

assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity based on an orientation of the

inertial sensor;

detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the

dominant axis based on the change; and

counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the

dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when accelerations showing a

motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a cadence window; and

updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes.

2. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

using acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps.

3. (Canceled)

4. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 [[3]], wherein at least one of

the motion criteria is a dynamic motion criterion, the dynamic motion criterion updated to

reflect current conditions.

5. (Original) The method of claim 4, wherein the dynamic motion criteria

includes at least a lower threshold, wherein the lower threshold is adjusted based on at

least one of a rolling average of accelerations and the orientation of the inertial sensor.

6. (Previously Presented) A method of monitoring human activity using an

inertial sensor, comprising:

13/018,321 Page 2 of 7 8689P027C2
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buffering a plurality of periodic human motions, each periodic human motion

comprising a motion cycle;

identifying a number of periodic human motions within an appropriate cadence

window;

counting each of the periodic human motions to enable the monitoring of human

activity; and

updating the cadence window as a cadence of the motion cycle changes.

7. (Original) The method of claim 6, wherein prior to identifying, the inertial

sensor is in a non-active mode, and wherein the non-active mode comprises running

the device in one of an exit mode and an entry mode.

8. (Original) The method of claim 7, wherein:

a requirement for switching the device from the exit mode to an active mode is

lower than a requirement for switching the device from the entry mode to the active

mode.

9. (Original) The method of claim 6, further comprising:

switching the device from the active mode to the non-active mode when a

number of expected periodic human motions are not identified in the appropriate

cadence windows.

10. (Original) The method of claim 6, further comprising:

switching from a sleep mode to the non-active mode of operation when an

acceleration is detected.

11. (Currently Amended) An inertial sensor based device, comprising:

a dominant axis logic to determine an orientation of a device with respect to

gravity, to assign a dominant axis, and to update the dominant axis when the orientation

of the device changes; and

a counting logic to count periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations

relative to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when
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accelerations showing a motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a

cadence window; and

a cadence logic to update the cadence window as actual cadence changes.

[H]

12. (Original) The device of claim 11, wherein:

the counting logic uses acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis

to count steps.

13. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 11, further comprising:

the cadence logic to update a dynamic cadence window; and

the counting logic to count a periodic human motion when an acceleration

measurement that meets motion criteria is taken within the cadence window.

14. (Original) The device of claim 11, further comprising:

a comparator, to compare measurements of acceleration to dynamic motion

criteria, the dynamic motion criteria updated to reflect current conditions; and

the counting logic to count a periodic human motion when the measurements of

acceleration satisfy the dynamic motion criteria.

15. (Previously Presented) A non-transitory machine readable medium

containing executable computer program instructions which, when executed by a

processing system, cause said system to perform a method for:

assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity based on an orientation of the

inertial sensor;

detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and update the

dominant axis based on the change; and

counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the

dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when accelerations showing a

motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a cadence window; and

updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes.
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16. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 15, which, when executed by the

processing system, cause said system to perform the method further for:

using acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps.

17. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 15, which, when executed by the

processing system, cause said system to perform the method further for:

maintaining a cadence window, wherein the cadence window is updated as an

actual cadence changes; and

counting a periodic human motion when an acceleration measurement that

meets motion criteria is within the cadence window.

18. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 17, wherein at least one of the

motion criteria is a dynamic motion criterion, the dynamic motion criterion updated to

reflect current conditions.

19. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 18, wherein the dynamic motion

criteria includes at least a lower threshold, wherein the lower threshold is adjusted

based on at least one of a rolling average of accelerations and the orientation of the

inertial sensor.

20. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 15, which, when executed by the

processing system, cause said system to perform the method further for:

switching the device from an active mode to a non—active mode when a number

of expected periodic human motions are not identified in the appropriate cadence

windows.
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Remarks/Arguments

Applicants respectfully request consideration of the subject application as

amended herein. This Amendment is submitted in response to the Office Action mailed

February 19, 2013. Claims 1, 2, and 4-20 are rejected.

In this Amendment, claims 4 and 11 have been amended. No claims have been

canceled or added. It is respectfully submitted that the amendment does not add new

matter.

Applicants reserve all rights with respect to the applicability of the Doctrine of

Equivalents.

Allowed Claims

Applicants thank the Examiner for the careful examination and for holding the

claims allowable.

Obiections

Claims 4, 5, and 11 are objected to because of informalities. Applicants have

amended claim 4 to correct the dependency. Claim 5 depends on claim 4, and thus has

correct dependency. Applicants have amended claim 11 to remove the extraneous

period on the next line. Therefore, Applicants respectfully request withdrawal of these

objections.

Double Patenting Rejection
 

Claims 1-5 and 11-20 are provisionally rejected under the judicially created

doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-5

and 11—14 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 issued January 26, 2010. Claims 6—10 are

provisionally rejected under the judicially created doctrine of obviousness-type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 6-10 and 15-20 of U.S. Patent No.

7,653,508 issued January 26, 2010.

Applicants are enclosing a signed Terminal Disclaimer with respect to U.S.

Patent 7,653,508. Applicants respectfully request entry of the terminal disclaimer, and

withdrawal of the double patenting rejection.
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Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that in view of the amendments and discussion set

forth herein, the applicable rejections have been overcome. Accordingly, the present

and amended claims should be found to be in condition for allowance.

If a telephone interview would expedite the prosecution of this application, the

Examiner is invited to contact Judith A. Szepesi at (408) 720-8300.

If there are any additional charges/credits, please charge/credit our deposit

account no. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Dated: April 19, 2013 /Judith Szepesi/

Judith A. Szepesi

Reg. No. 39,393

1279 Oakmead Parkway

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

(408) 720—8300
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PTO/SB/26 (08-11)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection ofinformation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING Docket Number (Optiona')

REJECTION OVER A “PRIOR” PATENT 8539P02702

In re Application of: Philippe Kahn, et al.

Application No.:13/018,321

Filediuanuary 31, 2011

F Human Activity Monitoring Deviceor:

The owner", Dflechnologies m , of 100 percent interest in the instant application hereby disclaims,
except as provided below, the terminal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond
the expiration date of the full statutory term of prior patent No.7 553 595 as the term of said prior patent is presently shortened
by any terminal disclaimer. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so granted on the instant application shall be enforceable only for and
during such period that it and the prior patent are commonly owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application
and is binding upon the grantee, its successors or assigns.

 

In making the above disclaimer, the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of the term of any patent granted on the instant application that
would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of the prior patent, “as the term of said prior patent is presently shortened by any
terminal disclaimer," in the event that said prior patent later:

expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee;
is held unenforceable;
is found invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction;
is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321;
has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate;
is reissued; or
is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer.

Check either box 1 or 2 below, if appropriate.

1. El For submissions on behalf of a business/organization (e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency,
etc.), the undersigned is empowered to act on behalf of the business/organization.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false
statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

2. The undersigned is an attorney or agent of record. Reg. No. 39 393

.5 '/
Signature

  

Judilh
Typed or printed name

 

(408) 720-8309
Telephone Number

Terminal disclaimerfee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) included.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required if terminal disclaimer is signed by the assignee (owner).
Form PTO/SB/96 may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.321. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete th is form and/or suggestions for reducing this bu rden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the US Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.
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The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to anotherfederal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CONIMERCE
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Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
w‘ww.ubplo.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.
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8791 7590 02/19/2013
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28 57
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-QOA (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
13/018,321 KAHN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner A" Unit

EDWARD COSIMANO 2857

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 87 CFR 1. 136( a). In no event however may a reply be timely filed
after SIX() MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period WIII apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 183).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date ofthis communication, even iftimely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)> Responsive to communication(s) filed on 29 January 2013.

2a)Xl This action is FINAL. 2b)|:l This action is non-final.

3)I:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

_; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)|:| Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5). ClaIm(s) 1,2 and 4-20 is/are pending In the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) none Is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:I ClaIm(s)_ is/are allowed.

7). ClaIm(s) 1,2 and 4-20 is/are rejected.

8)I:I ClaIm(s)_ is/are objected to.

9)|:l ClaIm(s)_are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway
program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more Information, please see
htt :/'/www.us to. ch’Watents/init events/anh/Inclexiso or send an inquiry to PPI-Ifeedbaca 'usr‘to.Lev. 

Application Papers

10)|:| The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)X| The drawing(s) filed on 31 January 2011 is/are: a)lZ accepted or b)|:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)|:| Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I AII b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

1.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
Attachment(s)

1) El Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper No(s)/Mai| Date.

2) E Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/OB) 4) D Other:
Paper No(s)/Mai| Date 01/29/2013.

U 8. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 09-12) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20130214
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 2

Art Unit: 2857

1. EXAMINER’S COMMENT

1.1 When preparing this Office action the Examiner considers the instant application to

include:

A) the copy of the Oath/Declaration from parent application serial number 11/644,455

which was filed on 31 January 2011 and that is acceptable to the Examiner;

B) the content of the Abstract which was filed on 31 August 2011 and that is acceptable

to the Examiner;

C) figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the set of drawings containing 9 sheets of 9 figures

comprising figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 as presented in the set of drawings filed on 31

January 2011 where the content of figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the above set of drawings is

acceptable to the Examiner;

D) the written description as filed on 31 January 2011 and amended on 09 January 2012;

E) the set of 19 claims comprising claims 1, 2 & 4-20 with 4 independent claims as filed

on 29 January 2013; and

F) the NON—Publication request filed on 31 January 2011.

2. BENEFIT OF AN EARLIER FILING DATE

2.1 Applicant’s claim for the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120 is

acknowledged.

3. PRIOR ART FROM EARLIER APPLICATIONS

3.1 The Examiner has considered the prior art cited in the applications for which Applicant

has claimed the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120.

3.1.1 If Applicant wishes any of the prior art that was cited in each of the base applications but

that has not been cited during the prosecution of the instant application to appear on any Patent

granted on the instant application, then Applicant must provide a properly completed PTO—1449

containing proper citations of the prior art that Applicant wishes to appear on any Patent that

may be granted on the instant application.
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 3

Art Unit: 2857

4. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS)

4.1 The Examiner notes that each of the Non Patent Literature documents that have been

crossed off the IDS that was filed on 16 May 2011 have been crossed off because the citation of

each of these documents is a duplicate of the same document which has been cited on the IDS

filed on 31 January 2011 and that has been considered by the Examiner as indicated on the copy

of the IDS filed on 31 January 2011 which was attached to the Office action mailed 08

November 2011.

4.2 The IDS filed on 09 January 2012 fails to comply with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97 and

MPEP § 609 because:

A) it fails to comply with 37 CFR 1.97(d) because it lacks a statement as specified in 37

CFR 1.97(e).

It has been placed in the application file, but the information referred to therein has not been

considered as to the merits. Applicant is advised that the date of any re-submission of any item

of information contained in this information disclosure statement or the submission of any

missing element(s) will be the date of submission for purposes of determining compliance with

the requirements based on the time of filing the statement, including all certification

requirements for statements under 37 CFR 1.97 (e). See MPEP § 609.05(a).

4.2.1 In regard to the IDS filed on 09 January 2012, the Examiner notes that in view of the Ex

Parte Quayle action mailed on 08 November 2011 that closed prosecution on the merits, the IDS

must be submitted pursuant to 37 CFR 1.97(d) and not 37 CFR 1.97(c) as set forth by Applicant

in the IDS transmittal letter. Further pursuant to 37 CFR 1.97(d) while the IDS submission lacks

the required certification statement, see 37 CFR 1.97(e), the IDS submission does include the

required fee.

5. FINAL ACTION
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 4

Art Unit: 2857

5.1 THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

5.1.1 A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE—MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

6. THE MEANING AND SCOPE OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION

6.1 First, in regard to claims 1, 2 & 4—20, it is noted that the Courts have held that the

language used by Applicant in order to set forth or define the subject matter of any claimed

invention must be interpreted from the perspective of how one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the language that has been

used by the Applicant in order to set forth or define the subject matter of any claimed invention,

see In re MORRIS, 44 USPQ2d 1023 at 1027—28 (Fed. Cir., 1997). Where the Courts have held

that the broadest reasonable interpretation of the language that has been used by the Applicant in

order to set forth or define the subject matter of any claimed invention must:

A) as set forth in In re CORTRIGHT, 49 USPQ2d 1464 at 1468 (Fed. Cir., 1999) be

consistent with the written description; and

B) as set forth in In re PRATER AND WEI, 162 USPQ 541 at 551 (CCPA, 1969) must

NOT add limitations or distinctions or merits from the written description in to the claimed

invention that have not been expressly recited within the claimed invention as being part of the

claimed invention, see In re PRATER AND WEI, supra, “We are not persuaded by any sound

reason why, at any time before the patent is granted, an Applicant should have limitations of the

specification read into a claim where no express statement of the limitation is included in the

claim.”.
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Art Unit: 2857

When one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made fairly and reasonably gives the

language that has been used by Applicant in order to set forth or define the claimed invention the

broadest reasonable interpretation, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that Applicant has chosen to set forth or define the

claimed invention by setting forth one or more actions in claims 1, 2 & 4—10 and by setting forth

one or more structures in claims 11-20 that perform broadly recited functions because:

A) Applicant has not recited any specific action or specific structure that is to be used in

order to implement or achieve any of the functions that have been recited as being the claimed

invention; and

B) Applicant has not recited any specifics details of how the claimed invention is to

implement or achieve any of the functions that have been recited as being performed by the

claimed invention.

Hence, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that the scope of the claimed invention would include any and all structures or

actions that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized as performing the one or more of the recited functions of the claimed

invention regardless of what structures or actions are being used as taught or suggested by the

prior art in order to implement or achieve each of the recited functions of the claimed invention.

6.2 In view of the above, regardless of either:

A) what one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized as being taught or suggested by the prior art as the intended purpose of

any structure or action which performs one or more of the recited functions of the claimed

invention; or

B) what structures/actions Applicant has described within the context of written

description, but has not explicitly recited within the context of claimed invention, hence are

intended by Applicant to be used in order to implement any particular function of the claimed

invention; or

C) how Applicant has described within the context of written description how a claimed

function is to be performed, but has not explicitly recited within the context of claimed
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invention, hence are intended by Applicant to be used in order to implement any particular

function of the claimed invention;

then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that the scope of the claimed invention would include the use of one or more actions

in claims 1, 2 & 4-10 and/or the use one or more stluctures in claims 11-20 that one of ordinary

skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized as

performing all the functions that have been explicitly recited within the context of the claimed

invention as being performed by the claimed invention regardless of how the prior art actually

teaches or suggests that the functions of the claimed invention would be implemented or

achieved.

7. OBJECTIONS TO THE CLAIMS

7.1 Claims 4-5 & 11 are objected to because of the following informalities.

7.1.1 In regard to claims 4 & 5, these claims are confusing and inconsistent.

7.1.1.1 As one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably interpreted the language that has been used by Applicant in order to set forth or

define the invention of these claims, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that these claims:

A) are directed to an invention that is in the statutory class of a “process”, see the

preamble;

B) are dependent claims because this claim makes an explicit reference to another claim,

that is claim 3 in regard to claim 4 and claim 4 in regard to claim 5; and

C) recites the invention by defining one or more items data/information that are to be

used in the process.

7.1.1.2 However, as one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably interpreted the language that has been used by Applicant in order to set forth or

define the invention, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have
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fairly and reasonably recognized that claim 3 has been cancelled by the amendment filed on 29

January 2013.

7.1.1.3 Further, as one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably interpreted the language that has been used by Applicant in order to set forth or

define the invention, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have

fairly and reasonably recognized that:

A) claim 1 has been amended by the amendment filed on 29 January 2013 to include the

subject matter previous recited in claim 3 as presented on 31 January 2011;

B) is directed to an invention that is in the statutory class of a “process”, see the

preamble;

C) is an independent claim because this claim does not make an explicit reference to any

other claim; and

D) recites the invention by defining one or more items action to be performed by the

process.

7.1.1.4 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have

not been able to fairly and reasonably interpreted the language that has been used by Applicant in

order to set forth or define the invention of claims 4 & 5 in order to determine the scope and

meaning of the claimed invention and hence, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made would have fairly and reasonably found claims 4 & 4 to be inconsistent and confusing.

7.1.2 In regard to claim 11, since claim 11 appears to end with a first “.” (period) after the

phrase “the cadence window as actual cadence changes” and then a second “.” (period) on the

next line, it is unclear where claim 11 ends.

7.1 Appropriate correction is required.

8. DOUBLE PATENTING UNDER 35 U.S.C. 101
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8.1 The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent possible

harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting rejection is

appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at least one examined application

claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examined application

claim is either anticipated by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g.,

In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir., 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir., 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir., 1985); In

re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA, 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164

USPQ 619 (CCPA, 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA, 1969).

8.1.1 A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may

be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting

ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned

with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of activities undertaken within the

scope of a joint research agreement.

8.1.2 Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a terminal

disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR

3.73(b).

8.2 OBVIOUS DOUBLE PATENTING

8.2.1 Claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1—5 & 11—14 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508.

8.2.1.1 Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from

each other because one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that both sets of claims recite the same subject matter of:

“assigning a dominant axis based on an orientation of the inertial sensor”;
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“detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the dominant

axis based on the change”; and

“counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant

axis based upon acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps”.

8.2.1.2 However, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that claims 1—5 & 11—14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 do not recite that

the functions of “assigning a dominant axis based on an orientation of the inertial sensor” and

“detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the dominant axis based

on the change” are performed with respect to “gravity” as recited in claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11—20 of

the instant application. In this regard as taught or suggested at column 6, lines 7—36: “In one

embodiment adjacency matrix, etc”, of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 one of ordinary skill at the

time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the dominate axis

is assigned based on the orientation of the inertial sensor where the orientation of the inertial

sensor is determined based upon either:

A) a determination of the axis with the largest average acceleration; or

B) the direction of gravity.

In view of this teaching or suggestion and the fact that one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that claims l-5 & 11-14 of

U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 do not explicitly exclude using gravity in order to perform the

functions of “assigning a dominant” or “detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial

sensor and updating the dominant axis based on the change”, then one of ordinary skill at the

time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the scope of

claims 1-5 & 11—14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 would include at least one embodiment in

which gravity is sued in order to perform the functions of “assigning a dominant” or “detecting a

change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the dominant axis based on the

change” as recited in claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application.

8.2.1.3 However, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that claims 1-5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 recite that the
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function of “detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the

dominant axis based on the change” is continuously performed, whereas claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-

20 of the instant application do not:

A) explicitly require this function to be continuously performed; or

B) explicitly prohibit this function from being continuously performed.

In view of the fact that claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application do not explicitly

require this function to be continuously performed, then one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the scope of claims 1, 2, 4,

5 & 11-20 of the instant application would include embodiments in which:

A) this function is continuously performed by the invention; and

B) this function is not continuously performed by the invention.

then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that the scope of claims 1, 2, 4. 5 & 11-20 of the instant application would include at

least one embodiment in which the function of “detecting a change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor and updating the dominant axis based on the change” is continuously performed

as recited in claims 1-5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

8.2.1.4 However, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 do not recite

performing the functions “counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative

to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when accelerations showing a

motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a cadence window” and “updating the

cadence window as actual cadence changes” as recited in claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant

application. Further, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that claim 3, which depends from claim 1, of U.S. Patent No.

7,653,508 does recite performing the functions “counting periodic human motions by monitoring

accelerations relative to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when

accelerations showing a motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a cadence

window” and “updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes” as recited in claims 1,

2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application. In view of the fact that claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-14 of
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U.S. Patent N0. 7,653,508 do not explicitly require these functions to be performed while claim

3, which depends from claim 1, of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 does require this function to be

performed, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that the scope of claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508

would include embodiments in which:

A) these functions are performed by the invention; and

B) these functions are not performed by the invention.

and one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that the scope of claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 would

include at least one embodiment in which the functions of “counting periodic human motions by

monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions

when accelerations showing a motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a

cadence Window” and “updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes” as recited in

claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11—20 of the instant application are performed by the invention.

8.2.1.5 In regard to the invention of claims 15-20 of the instant application and claims 1-5 & 11-

14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508, it is noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention

was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the invention of claims 1-5 & 11-14

of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 are implemented using a programmed computer or processor and

therefore require the use of the media of claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application and

hence claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application are an obvious variation of the

invention recited in claims 1—5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

8.2.1.6 In view of the above, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would

have fairly and reasonably recognized that the invention of claims 1—5 & 11—14 of U.S. Patent

No. 7,653,508 and the invention of claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application and hence

claims 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11-20 of the instant application are an obvious variation of the invention

recited in claims 1-5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.
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8.2.2 Claims 6—10 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 6-10 & 15-20 of US. Patent NO. 7,653,508.

8.2.2.1 Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from

each other because one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that both sets of claims recite the same subject matter of:

“buffering a plurality ofperiodic human motions”;

“identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate cadence windows”;

and

“counting each of the periodic human motions to enable the monitoring of human

activity”.

However, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that claims 6-10 & 15-20 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 recite that the

function of “identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate cadence

windows” is to be performed by a “switching device” in claims 6-10 and “mode logic” in claims

15-20, whereas claims 6-10 of the instant application do not require the use of either of these

devices when performing this function.

8.2.2.2 One of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that the scope of claims 6-10 of the instant application would include

embodiments in which the function of “identifying a number of periodic human motions within

appropriate cadence windows” could be performed by any suitable device such as the “switching

device” recited in claims 6—10 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 or the “mode logic” in claims 15-20

of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

8.2.2.3 Since one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that:

A) the scope of claims 6—10 of the instant application would include embodiments in

which the fianction of “identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate

cadence windows” is performed:
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(1) as recited in claims 6-10 & 15-20 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508; or

(2) by using any suitable structure/action that could “identifying a number of periodic

human motions within appropriate cadence windows”;

then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that claims 6-10 of the instant application are an obvious variation of the invention

recited in claims 6-10 & 15-20 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508.

9. RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S AMENDMENTS/ARGUMENTS

9.1 The objections and/or rejections that have not been repeated herein have been overcome

by Applicant’s last response.

9.2 THE DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION

9.2.1 Because Applicant did not file an accepted terminal disclaimer or amend the claims to

have a different scope, see the above modified rejection, the Examiner has maintained the

Double Patenting rejection of the claimed invention.

10. REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

10.1 The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter over

the prior art:

A) for example:

(1) either Smith et al (5,485,402) or Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling

et al (6,145,389) or Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or

Ladetto et al (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) or Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 0r

2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or 2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) or Tsuji (2005/0232388

or 2005/0238132 or JP 2005-309691 A or 7,169,084 or 7,297,088) or See et al (2006/0020177 or

7,334,472) or Skvortsov et al (2006/0174685 or 7,305,323) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or

7,640,134) or Pasolini et al (2007/0143068 or 7,463,997) or Kato et al (2008/0243432) disclose a

computer implemented machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating

program/system stored within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the
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useful and beneficial function of monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human

activity, a suitable sensor is used in order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that

are produced by the one or more motions of human activity. The acceleration signals that are

produced by the sensor are then suitably processed by being analyzed or evaluated in order to

detect a suitable variation of the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal

from the sensor that represents a human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a

step count is incremented in order to count the number of time that a human activity has been

detected. Whereas further taught or suggest by at least:

(a) Smith et al (5,485,402) the count represents the number of human actions that have

occurred within a measured time interval;

(b) either Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling et al (6,145,389) the count

representing the number of human action is used in order to determine a distance that has been

traveled by the human;

(c) either Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or Ladetto

et al (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) or Park et a1 (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) the variations in

the sensor signal are variation over a period or interval or duration of time;

(d) either Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or Ladetto et al (2003/0018430 or

6,826,477) or Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or

2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) or Pasolini et al

(2007/0143068 or 7,463,997) the sensor signal is taken from an axis of the sensor;

(6) either Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or

7,617,071 or 2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) when a step has not detected within a predetermined

period or interval or duration of time then a sleep mode is initialed until a qualifying acceleration

has been detected and the monitor wakes up;

(f) either Tsuji (2005/0232388 or 2005/0238132 or JP 2005—309691 A or 7,169,084 or

7,297,088) any variation in the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal

from the sensor that is greater than on step cycle is counted as representing one or more human

motions such as one or more steps; and

(g) either Seo et al (2006/0020177 or 7,334,472) the sampling frequency of the

pedometer is changed when a step has not been detected within a predetermined period or
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interval or duration of time since the last detected step and then a sleep mode is initialed until a

qualifying acceleration is detected and the monitor wakes up.

B) the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claims 1, 11 a process in

claim 1, a machine in claim 11, and a tangible non-transitory article/manufacture in claim 17 that

provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by providing

actions in claim 1 and structures in claims 11 & 17 that perform at least the functions of:

(l) assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity for an inertial sensor based upon the

orientation of the inertial sensor;

(2) detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the assigned

dominant axis for the inertial sensor based upon the detected change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor;

(3) counting period motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant axis of

the inertial sensor that occur within the cadence window by counting the periodic human motions

when the monitored accelerations indicate a motion cycle that meets motion criteria within a

cadence window”; and

(4) updating the cadence window as the actual cadence changes.

Claim 2, which depends from claim 1, claims 12-14, which depend from claim 11, and claims

16-20, which depend from claim 15, are allowable over the prior art for the same reason.

C) the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claim 6 a process in claim 6

that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by providing

actions in claim 6 that perform at least the functions of:

(1) buffering a plurality of motion cycles representing periodic human motions;

(2) identifying within an appropriate cadence window, a number of periodic human

motions;

(3) monitoring a human activity by counting each of the identified periodic human

motions; and

(4) updating the cadence window as a cadence of the motion cycle changes.

Claims 7-10, which depend from claim 6, are allowable over the prior art for the same reason.
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11. RELEVANT ART OF INTEREST

11.1 The Examiner has cited prior art of interest, for example:

A) either Kahn et al (7,457,719) or Kahn et al (2009/0043531 or 2009/0234614 or

2009/0319221 or 7,647,196 or 7,653,508 or 2010/0056872 or 7,753,861 or 7,788,059 or

7,881,902 or 7,987,070 or 8,187,182: a latter effective date) are publications of related

applications with at least one common inventor.

12. CONCLUSION

12.1 Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Examiner should be directed to Edward R. Cosimano whose telephone number is 571-272-0571.

The Examiner can normally be reached on 571-272-0571 from 8:30am to 5:00pm.

12.2 If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the Examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Schechter, can be reached on 571—272—2302. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273—8300.

12.3 Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://portal.uspto.gov/external/portal. Should you have questions on access to the

Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

ERC

02/14/2013

/Edward Cosimanol

Primary Examiner Unit 2857
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** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED **

03/02/2011

Foreign Priority claimed 3 Yes END

35 USC 119(a—d) conditions met :I Yes BNO
Verified arid /EDWARD R

COSIMANO/
Examiner's Signature

STATE OR
COUNTRY

CA

 D Met afterAllowance
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ADDRESS

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP
1279 OAKM EAD PARKWAY

SUNl\YVALE, CA 94085-4040
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www.usplo.gov

CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET
NO.

8689P027C2

TOTAL INDEPENDENT

CLAIMS CLAIMS

9 197*“l 4

TITLE

Human Activity Monitoring Device

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper
to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

for following:
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BIB (Rev. 05/07).
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(dominant or principle or

rincipal or major or critical or
override or overridden or

overriding or ((most or greatest US-PGPUB;

or largest) near2 important) or '

sense or sensing or detect$lr or '

1 BRS | 1 604208 I etection or gravity or ' '

_ravitational) near5 (axis or ‘
axies or direction or vector or '

orientate or orientated or _

orientating or orientation or

'ncline or inclined or inclining or

nclination)

l nearlO (inertial or ins or ims

or gyro or gyroscope or acc or

accel or accelerate or accelerated US-PGPUB;

or accelerating or acceleration or USPAT;

0r IBM_TDB

l ano$ l electr$4n1echanical$ 1 mac

| ine or nano$lelectr$4n1achine)
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(drift or drifted or drifting or

Iary or variance or varied or

Iarying or variation or deviate or

a eviated or deviating or

a eviation or offset or depart or

a eparted or departing or change

or changed or changing or

hang$ lr or alter or altered or

altering or alteration or alter$lr

or modify or modified or

I odifying or modification or

odif$2r or delta or adjust or

adjusted or adjusting or

adjustment or adjust$lr or shift

or shifted or shifting or shift$lr)

I ear6 (axis or aXies or direction
of vector or orientate or

orientated or orientating or
orientation or incline or inclined

or inclining or inclination)

3 near6 (inertial or ins or ims or

. yro or gyroscope or acc or accel
or accelerate or accelerated or

accelerating or acceleration or

I ano$ l electr$4mechanical$ 1 mac

| ine or nano$lelectr$4machine)

| l near5 (update or updated or

pdating or updat$ lr or correct

or corrected or correcting or
orrection or correct$ 11' or

ompensate or compensated or

ompensating or compensation

or compensat$l r or calibrate or

alibrated or calibrating or

alibration or calibrat$lr)
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267

1183985

| 4 same L5

(count or counted or counting or
umber or numbered or

I umbering or increment or

ncremented or incrementing or
accumulate or accumulated or

accumulating or accumulation) US—PGPUB;

ear5 (motion or move or moved USPAT;

or moving or movements or acc USOCR;
or accel or accelerate or

accelerated or accelerating or

acceleration or step or stepping

or walk or walking or run or

| nning or walk or walking or

I n or running orjog orjogging

or act or acting or action or

active or activity or gait or

stride)

1 near5 L7

Time Stamp

013/02/13

18:00

013/02/13

18:00

013/02/13

18:00
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(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

I n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

or jogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (number or

I umbered or numbering or count

or counted or counting or
accumulate or accumulated 0r

accumulating or accumulation or

at$lleast or ((more or greater or

larger or bigger) adj2 than) or

I-lural or plurality or multiple or

I ulti)
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I 10 near6 (measure or measured

or measuring or measurement or
onitor or monitored or

onitoring or capture or

aptured or capturing or detect or

a etected or detecting or detection
or detect$ 1r or sense or sensed 01

sensing or sens$lr or transduce

or transduced or transducing or

ransducer or sample or sampled

or sampling or sampl$ 1r or
a eterrnine or determined or

a etermining or determination or
u etermin$lr or scan or scanned

or scanning or scann$lr or

I et$lr or metered or metering or

auge or gauged or gauging or

_aug$lr or gage or gaged or

_aging or gag$lr or acquire or

acquired or acquiring or

acquisition or acquisitioning or

acquir$lr or collect or collected

or collecting or collection or

ollect$ lr or log or logged or

logging or logg$lr or record or

‘ecorded or recording or
I ecord$lr or accumulate or

accumulated or accumulating or
accumulation or accumulat$lr or

I egister or registered or

I egistering or registration or

n uffer or buffered or buffering or

store or stored or storing or

storage or memorize or

emorized or memorizing or

I emorization or memor )
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| 10 near5 (judge or judged or

‘udging or judgment or

'udgement or judg$ 1r or evaluate

or evaluated or evaluating or
valuation or evaluat$1r or

or allocation or allocat$1r or

assign or assigned or assigning DERWENT;

or identify or identifying or
dentified or identification or

I ecogni$ 1e 0r recogni$ led or

I ecogni$ ling or recognition)

Time Stamp

013/02/13

18:00

 

1250835

(cadence or repeat or repeated or

I epeating or repetition or

periodic or cycle or cyclic or

yclical or gait or stride) near3

(criteria or criterion or criterium

01' threshold or limit or require or

I equired or requiring or

I equirement or tolerance or

'indow or range or band or

uualify or qualified or qualifying

or qualification or within or
with$lin or standard or bench or

- ench$ lmark or bench$ 1 marked

or bench$1marking or baseline

or base or reference or period or

ime or timing or interval)

JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

013/02/13

18:00
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(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or '

I n or running or walk or SEEEPUB
alkmg or run or running or Jog USOCR;

15 BRS | 15 977858 or Jogglng 01: act or acting or . ' '
actlon or act1ve or act1v1ty or ga1t _

or stride) near4 (number or .

I umbered or numbering or count

or counted or counting or —
accumulate or accumulated 0r

accumulating or accumulation)

 
(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

I n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

orjogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (measure or

I easured or measuring or
I easurement or monitor or

monitored or monitoring or

apture or captured or capturing

or detect or detected or detecting
or detection or detect$ 1r or sense

or sensed or sensing or sens$1r '
or transduce or transduced or ‘

transducing or transducer or '

16 BRS | 16 3253878 sample or sampled or sampling ' '

or sampl$1r or determine or '

a etermined or determining or '
- eterrnination or determin$lr or IBM_TDB

scan or scanned or scanning or
scann$1r or met$1r or metered

or metering 0r gauge or gauged

or gauging or gaug$1r or gage or

_aged or gaging or gag$1r or

acquire or acquired or acquiring

or acquisition or acquisitioning

or acquir$1r or collect or

ollected or collecting or

ollection or collect$lr or log or

logng or logging or logg$lr or
accumulate or accumulated or

accumulating or accumulation or

accumulat$ 1r)
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| ingsolving$1) 21de (a or '

| 21 32131 arthur)).in. or (christensen$1 ' ' 1(8)}5602/13
ade (m or mark)).1n. or (lee$1 ' '

ade (b or brian or brain)).1n. 0r '

(vogel$1 adj2 (d or david)).in. _

(11111powe1‘ 01‘ 1u11$ 1 power 01' (dp USOCR; 013/02/13
| 22 84 ad]2 (technology or FPRS; EPO;. 18 :00

echnologles))).as. '
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4 BRS I24 22975 
Search Text mTime Stamp

"13"$1"018"$1"321" or

"12"$1"694"$1"135" or

"7"$1"881"$1"902" or

"11"$1"644"$1"455" 0r

"7"$1"653"$1"508" or

"60"$1"900"$1"412" or

"60"$1"926"$1"027" or

"11"$1"891"$1"112" or

"2009"$1"0"$1"043"$1"531" or

"7"$1"647"$1"196" or

"12"$1"069"$1"267" or

"12"$1"108"$1"486" or

"2009"$1"0"$1"234"$1"614" or IBM_TDB

"7"$1"987"$1"070" or

"12"$1"834"$1"845" or

("20090043531" or
"20090234614" or "7647196" or

"7653508" or "7881902" or

"7987070").pn.

 
(33/700 or 33/701 or 73/1.01 or

3/1.37 or 73/1.38 or 73/1.75 or

3/1.76 01'73/1.77 or 73/1.78 or

3/1.79 0r 73/1.81 or 73/432.1 or

3/865.4 0r 73/8658 or 377/1 or US—PGPUB;

377/13 or 377/15 or 377/17 or USPAT;

377/19 or 377/20 or 377/24 or USOCR; 013/02/13
377/24.1 01' 377/24.2 or 702/1 or FPRS; EPO; 1800

02/85 or 702/97 0r 702/104 0r JPO; '

02/127 0r 702/141 or 702/150 DERWENT;

or 702/155 or 702/158 or IBM_TDB
02/160 0r 702/187 or 702/189

or 708/100 or 708/101 or

08/105 0r 708/131 0r 708/160

or 708/200 or 708/212).ccls. 
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(g01b$1"5”$1"00" or
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"6145389”or"6282496”or
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”20020109600"or

”20020116147"or

”20020118121”or
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”6522266”0r"6532419”0r
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”20030083596"Or
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”20030109258"or
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”20070143068"0r
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”20070208544”or

”20070213126”or

”20070233424"0r

”20070250261”0r

”20070259716”0r

”20070259717”or

”20070260418”or

"20070260482"or”7297088"or

”20070276295"or”7305323”0r

”7313440”or”7328611”or

”7334472”or”7353]]2”or

”7382611”or”7387611”or lJS-PCHNJB;

”20080171918”or”7421369”orIJSPAIE.. .1 n on ,

or 7457719 or 18 00
”7463997”or”7467060”or ' '

”20090015421”or '

”20090018773”or _

”20090047645"or”7512515”or

”20090144020"or”7526402”0r

”20090124348"0r”7561960”or

”20090213002"0r”7586032”or

”7596466”or”7608050”0r

”7617071”or”7627423”or
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”7640804”0r”7648441”or

”7672781”or"20100056872”0r

”20100057398"0r”7679601”or
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2 BRS | 32 69 orL19) and (L21 or L22 or L23 FPRS; EPO; 18'00

0rL240rL250rL260rL270r JPO; '

|280rL29orL300rL31) DERNVENT;
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| 11 or L14 or L15 or L17 or

I 19)and("5485402”0r
”5976083”0r"6135951”0r

”6145389”0r"6369794”0r

”20020089425"0r

”20030018430"0r”6611789”or

”6700499”0r"6826477”0r

”20050232388”0r

”20050238132”0r

”2005309691,'6r [JS-PCEPIJB;
20060020177 or USPAT'

”38868521632"0r”7169084”orIjscxjé" 7 -" or ’ ’ 013/02/13

3 BRS I 33 54 "20070067094" or Egg; EPO’ 18:00
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,, n ,, H DERWENT;

20070208531 or 7297088 0:1BDA_TT)B ”7305323"0r"7334472”or

”7428471”or"20080243432”0

”7457719”or"7463997”or

"20090043531"0r

”20090234614”0r”7617071”0r

”20090319221"0r”7640134”0r

”7647196”0r"7653508”or

”20100057398"0r

”20100056872"or”7753861”0r

”7788059”or”7881902”0r

”7962312”0r"7987070”)pn. 
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. . . 340/870.01;
S 5485402 A 19960116 Smith, Douglas G. et a1. 340/870.28

482/8;

482/901;

600/481;

600/587

482/8;

US 6135951 A 301024 Richardson; J. Jeffrey et a1. 600/300 600/592;

600/595

S 5976083 A 19991102 Richardson; J. Jeffrey et a1. 600/300

0S 6145389 A 3 Ebeling; W. H. Carl et a1. 73/865.4

JS 6369794 B1 20409 Sakurai; Yasuhiro et 81. 345/156 379/433.04

SS 20020089425 A1 320711 Kubo, Nobuo et 81. 340/573.1 340/669

JS 20030018430 A1 330123 Ladetto, Quentin et a1. 701/217 701/200

702/141;

SS 6611789 B1 330826 Barley; Jesse 702/160 702/142;

702/176

340/573.1;

340/573.7;

482/3;

482/74;

S 6700499 B2 20040302 Kubo; Nobuo et a1. 340/686.1 600/510;

600/552;

600/553;

73/379.01;

73/379.09

340/944;

701/200;

701/213;

73/178R
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I
I
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S 6826477 B2 20041130 Ladetto; Quentin et a1. 701/217

8 20050232388 11 20051020 Tsuji, Tomoharu 377/242
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. . _r 482/8;
6S 20060020177 A1 3126 Seo, Jeong Nook et al. 600/300 600/595
SS 20060174685 A1 26363810 Skvortsov; Vladimir et al. 73/1.37
 

JS 7169084 B2 26373130 Tsuji; Tomoharu 482/8
 

SS 20070061105 A1 2 3315 Barley; Jesse et al. 702/182637

JS 20070067094 A1 26373322 Park; Kyong—Ha et al. 701/200

SS 20070143068 A1 2637 621 Pasolini; Fabio et al. 702/160

’ 2637

3

JS 20070208531 A1 3906 Barley; Jesse et al. 702/142

S 7297088 B2 20071120 Tsuji; Tomoharu
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702/160
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S 7305323 B2 20071204 Skyortsov; Vladimir et al. 702/160 702/141 

S 7334472 B2 20080226 See; Jeong—Wook et al. 73/379.01
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377/23;
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702/142;
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S 7428471 B2 20080923 Barley; Jesse et al. 702/182

8 20080243432 .41 20081002 Kato; Kazuo et al. 702/160
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a 0 20090234514 41 20090917 14am; Philippe et al. 702/141 351/159
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20091110 Darley; Jesse et al. 702/165 702/160;

702/176;
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702/141
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600/592;
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Attorney’s Docket No. 8689P027C2 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

 
 

Applicant : Philippe Kahn, et al. Examiner: Cosimano, Edward R

Appl. No. : 13/018,321 Art Unit: 2857

Filed : January 31, 2011 Conf No: 8340

For : Human Activity Monitoring CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION
Device I hereby certify that this correspondence IS beingsubmitted electronically Via EFS Web on the date
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Customer No. : 08791

/Judith Szepesi/ January 28, 2013
Judith A. Szepesi Date

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450

AMENDMENT

Sir:

In response to the Office Action of September 26, 2012, applicants respectfully

request the Examiner to enter the following amendments and consider the following

remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 6 of this paper.
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Amendments to the Claims:
 

The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A method of monitoring human activity using an

inertial sensor, comprising:

assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity based on an orientation of the

inertial sensor;

detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the

dominant axis based on the change; and

counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the

dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when accelerations showing a

motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a cadence window; and
 

updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes.
 

2. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

using acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps.

3. Canceled

4. (Original) The method of claim 3, wherein at least one of the motion

criteria is a dynamic motion criterion, the dynamic motion criterion updated to reflect

current conditions.

5. (Original) The method of claim 4, wherein the dynamic motion criteria

includes at least a lower threshold, wherein the lower threshold is adjusted based on at

least one of a rolling average of accelerations and the orientation of the inertial sensor.

6. (Currently Amended) A method of monitoring human activity using an

inertial sensor, comprising:

13/018,321 Page 2 of 9 8689P02702
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buffering a plurality of periodic human motions, each periodic human motion
 

comprising a motion cycle;

identifying a number of periodic human motions within @ appropriate cadence

window[[S]]; and

counting each of the periodic human motions to enable the monitoring of human

activity;a_nd

updating the cadence window as a cadence of the motion cycle changes.

7. (Original) The method of claim 6, wherein prior to identifying, the inertial

sensor is in a non-active mode, and wherein the non-active mode comprises running

the device in one of an exit mode and an entry mode.

8. (Original) The method of claim 7, wherein:

a requirement for switching the device from the exit mode to an active mode is

lower than a requirement for switching the device from the entry mode to the active

mode.

9. (Original) The method of claim 6, further comprising:

switching the device from the active mode to the non—active mode when a

number of expected periodic human motions are not identified in the appropriate

cadence windows.

10. (Original) The method of claim 6, further comprising:

switching from a sleep mode to the non-active mode of operation when an

acceleration is detected.

11. (Currently Amended) An inertial sensor based device, comprising:

a dominant axis logic to determine an orientation of a device with respect to

9%, to assign a dominant axis, and to update the dominant axis when the orientation

of the device changes; and

a counting logic to count periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations

relative to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when
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accelerations showing a motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a
 

cadence window; and

a cadence logic to update the cadence window as actual cadence changes.
 

12. (Original) The device of claim 11, wherein:

the counting logic uses acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis

to count steps.

13. (Currently Amended) The device of claim 11, further comprising:

[[a]] thfi cadence logic to update a dynamic cadence window; and

the counting logic to count a periodic human motion when an acceleration

measurement that meets motion criteria is taken within the cadence window.

14. (Original) The device of claim 11, further comprising:

a comparator, to compare measurements of acceleration to dynamic motion

criteria, the dynamic motion criteria updated to reflect current conditions; and

the counting logic to count a periodic human motion when the measurements of

acceleration satisfy the dynamic motion criteria.

15. (Currently Amended) A non-transitory machine readable medium

containing executable computer program instructions which, when executed by a

processing system, cause said system to perform a method for:

assigning a dominant axis with respect to gravity based on an orientation of the

inertial sensor;

detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and update the

dominant axis based on the change; and

counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the

dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when accelerations showing a
 

motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a cadence window; and
 

 
updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes.
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16. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 15, which, when executed by the

processing system, cause said system to perform the method further for:

using acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps.

17. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 15, which, when executed by the

processing system, cause said system to perform the method further for:

maintaining a cadence window, wherein the cadence window is updated as an

actual cadence changes; and

counting a periodic human motion when an acceleration measurement that

meets motion criteria is within the cadence window.

18. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 17, wherein at least one of the

motion criteria is a dynamic motion criterion, the dynamic motion criterion updated to

reflect current conditions.

19. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 18, wherein the dynamic motion

criteria includes at least a lower threshold, wherein the lower threshold is adjusted

based on at least one of a rolling average of accelerations and the orientation of the

inertial sensor.

20. (Original) The non-transitory machine readable medium containing

executable computer program instructions of claim 15, which, when executed by the

processing system, cause said system to perform the method further for:

switching the device from an active mode to a non-active mode when a number

of expected periodic human motions are not identified in the appropriate cadence

windows.

13/018,321 Page 5 of 9 8689P02702
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Remarks/Arguments

Applicants respectfully request consideration of the subject application as

amended herein. This Amendment is submitted in response to the Office Action mailed

September 26, 2012. Claims 1—20 are rejected.

In this Amendment, claims 1, 6, 11, 13, and 15 have been amended. Claim 3

has been canceled without prejudice. It is respectfully submitted that the amendment

does not add new matter.

Applicants reserve all rights with respect to the applicability of the Doctrine of

Equivalents.

Double Patenting Rejection
 

Claims 1-5 and 11-20 are provisionally rejected under the judicially created

doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-5

and 11-14 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 issued January 26, 2010.

Claims 6—10 are provisionally rejected under the judicially created doctrine of

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 6-10 and 15-20

of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 issued January 26, 2010.

Applicants respectfully request abeyance of this rejection until claims are

allowed. Once claims are allowed, and if appropriate based on the content of those

claims, Applicants will submit a terminal disclaimer in this case.

Claim Rejections under 35 U.S.C. §102

Claims 1-2, 11-12, and 14-16 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(e) as being

anticipated by US. Publication No. 2007/0143068 to Pasolini, et al (hereinafter

“‘Pasolini”).

 

Pasolini discusses a method to detect steps using an accelerometer. Pasolini’s

system is designed to count steps, based on comparison of an acceleration signal to a

threshold. However, Pasolini does not teach or suggest the use of cadence windows,

much less the comparison of a motion cycle to a cadence window which is adjusted as

the user’s motion is detected. Therefore, Applicants respectfully submit that claims 1,

11, and 15, as amended, and the claims that depend on them, are not anticipated by

Pasolini.

13/018,321 Page 6 of 9 8689P02702
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Claims 6-10 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being anticipated by US

Patent No. 6,611,789 to Darley (hereinafter “Darley”).

Darley discusses a pedometer system in which the system measures toe offs

and heel strikes, as well as time on the ground, and utilizes the relationship between

these measurements to calculate a user’s steps. However, Darley’s system teaches

away from using an entire motion cycle for calculations. Because Darley depends on a

significant number of specific measurements, and their relative relationships to count

steps, Darley does not teach or suggest calculating a cadence window of a motion

cycle, as recited in claim 6, as amended. A motion cycle, as defined in the Specification

as originally filed, is a repeated set of motions that can be considered a complete unit.

Figure 2 of the Specification shows such a motion cycle.

Claim 6, as amended recites in part “buffering a plurality of periodic human

motions, each periodic human motion comprising a motion cycle; identifying a number

of periodic human motions within an appropriate cadence window; counting each of the

periodic human motions to enable the monitoring of human activity; and updating the

cadence window as a cadence of the motion cycle changes. There is no suggestion in

Darley, as far as Applicant’s review of the 100 pages could determine, of utilizing an

entire motion cycle, and an associated cadence window, for buffering, and for

identifying periodic human motions, such as steps. Therefore, Applicants respectfully

submit that claim 6, as amended, and the claims that depend on it, are not anticipated

by Darley.

Claim Rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)

Claim 20 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over

 

Pasolini as applied to claim 15 and further in view of Darley as applied above to claims

6-10.

Claim 20 depends on claim 15, and incorporates its limitations. Claim 15, as

amended, recites in part “counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations

relative to the dominant axis by counting the periodic human motions when

accelerations showing a motion cycle that meets motion criteria is detected within a

cadence window; and updating the cadence window as actual cadence changes.”

13/018,321 Page 7 of 9 8689P02702
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As noted above, Pasolini does not teach or suggest measuring cadences, much

less using a cadence window to determine whether motion cycles qualify as periodic

human motion.

While Darley does mention using time frames to determine whether motions

qualify to be counted, Darley utilizes the relationship between subparts of motions,

rather than the cadence of the motion cycle, to make this determination. Darley notes

that a cadence could be utilized, but only for the purposes of calculating a measured

speed (see Darley, column 65). Therefore, there is no teaching or suggestion in

Pasolini or Darley of using a motion cycle within a cadence window, and updating the

cadence window as actual cadence changes. Therefore, claim 20, which depends on

claim 15, is not obvious over the combination of Pasolini and Darley.

Claim Rejections under 35 U.S.C. §112

Claims 1-15 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

Applicants have amended claims 1, 11, and 15 to more clearly point out, and

distinctly claim the subject matter Applicants consider their invention. Applicants

respectfully request withdrawal of this rejection in light of the amendments. If the

Examiner has any remaining objection with respect to the claims, as amended, the

Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned.

13/018,321 Page 8 019 8689P02702
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Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that in view of the amendments and discussion set

forth herein, the applicable rejections have been overcome. Accordingly, the present

and amended claims should be found to be in condition for allowance.

If a telephone interview would expedite the prosecution of this application, the

Examiner is invited to contact Judith A. Szepesi at (408) 720-8300.

If there are any additional charges/credits, please charge/credit our deposit

account no. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Dated: January 28, 2013 /Judith Szepesi/

Judith A. Szepesi

Reg. No. 39,393

1279 Oakmead Parkway

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

(408) 720-8300
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and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Attorney’s Docket No. 8689P027C2 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Philippe Kahn, et al. Examiner: Cosimano, Edward R

Appl. No. : 13/018,321 Art Unit: 2857

Filed : January 31, 2011 Conf No: 8340

For : Human Activity Monitoring CERT'F'CATE 0F TRANSM'SS'ON
Device I hereby certify that this correspondence is beingsubmitted electronically Via EFS Web on the date

shown below.

Customer No. : 08791

/.Judith Szepesi/ January 29, 2013
Judith A. Szepesi Date 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Sir:

Enclosed is a copy of Information Disclosure Citation Form PTO-1449 or

PTO/SB/O8 together with copies of the documents cited on that form, except for copies

not required to be submitted (e.g., copies of US. patents and US. published patent

applications need not be enclosed). It is respectfully requested that the cited

documents be considered and that the enclosed copy of Information Disclosure Citation

Form PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08 be initialed by the Examiner to indicate such

consideration and a copy thereof returned to applicant(s).

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, the submission of this Information Disclosure

Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made and

is not to be construed as an admission that the information cited in this statement is

material to patentability.

13/018,321 Page 1 of 3 8689P027C2
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Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, this Information Disclosure Statement is being

submitted under one of the following (as indicated by an “X” to the left of

the appropriate paragraph):

37 C.F.R. §1.97(b).

X 37 C.F.R. §1.97(c). If so, then enclosed with this Information Disclosure

Statement is w of the following:

A statement pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e) g

X The amount of $180.00 for the fee under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p) was

previously paid on January 9, 2012.

37 C.F.R. §1.97(d). If so, then enclosed with this Information Disclosure

Statement are the following:

(1) A statement pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e); and

(2) A check for $180.00 for the fee under 37 C.F.R. §1.17(p) for
submission of the Information Disclosure Statement.

If there are any additional charges, please charge Deposit Account No. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Dated: January 29, 2013 /Judith Szepesi/

Judith A. Szepesi

Reg. No. 39,393

1279 Oakmead Parkway

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

(408) 720-8300

13/018,321 Page 2 of 3 8689P027C2
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Document code: WFEE

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Sales Receipt for Accounting Date: 02/04/2013

BMURPHY SALE #00000003 Mailroom Dt: 01/29/2013 022666 13018321
01 FC : 1252 420.00 DA
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651 -0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995. no oersons are reouired to res-ond to a collection of information unless it dis-la s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO—s75 13/018,321 01/31/201 1 [I To be Mailed

APPLICATION As FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1 (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY |:| SMALL ENTITY)

(37CFR116a 'b,or c

[I SEARCH FEE37CFR1.16k, i.or m

D EXAMINATION FEE(37 CFR1.16(o). (p), or (qjl)
TOTAL CLAIMS
37 CFR1.16 i ‘

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , *
37 CFR1.16 h‘ mmuss=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

EIAPPLICATION SIZE FEE sheets of paper, the application size fee due
(37 OFF“ 16(5)) Is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each' additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

I] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
* lfthe difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT

01/29/2013 AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRAAMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 cFR .*19
Independent ‘ . *m

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))

ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
FEE (61$) FEE (515)

>< ea
II

X 4;) II

I—
Z
LIJ
E
D
Z
LIJ
E
<

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(J))

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA

AMENDMENT PAID FOR

ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
FEE ($) FEE (SB)

>< a; II

Independent M
I *‘K‘k

37CFR1.16h Inus >< en
II X 63

II

I] Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))AMENDMENT
OR

B FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))
TOTAL

OR ADD‘L
FEE

. . . , Legal Instrument Examiner:
** lfthe “Highest Number PreVIously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE ls less than 20, enter “20". /BREN DA MURPHY/
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid Fof’ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter “3".
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0" in column 3.

 
This collection OI information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to Obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete. including gathering.
preparing. and submitting the completed application form tO the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

// you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CONIMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
w‘ww.ubplo.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 8340

8791 7590 09/26/2012

BLAKELYSOKOLOFF TAYLORMAFMAN

1279 Oakmead Parkway COSIMANO, EDWARD R
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040 AR'l' UNIT PAPER N UMBER

28 57

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

09/26/2012 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-QOA (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
13/018,321 KAHN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner A" Unit

EDWARD COSIMANO 2857

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 87 CFR 1. 136( a). In no event however may a reply be timely filed
after SIX() MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period WIII apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 183).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date ofthis communication, even iftimely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)> Responsive to communication(s) filed on 09 January 2012.

2a)|:| This action is FINAL. 2b)IZ This action is non-final.

3)I:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

_; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)|:| Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5). Claim(s) 1-20 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) none is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6 I] Claim s) is/are allowed.

is/are objected to.
are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

10)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)X| The drawing(s) filed on 31 January 2011 is/are: am accepted or b)|:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

12)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

13)|:| Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

a)l:| All b)|:l Some * c)I:I None of:

1.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3.|:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) I] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) D Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(5)lMaiI Date._
3) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/OB) 5) I:I Notice °I Informal Patent APPIICGIIIOI1

Paper No(s)/Mai| DateW. )6I:l Other.
U 8. Patent and Trademark OffIce

PTOL-326 (Rev. 03-11) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20120520
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

13/018321 KAHN ET AL.
Notice of References Cited Examiner Art Unit

EDWARD COSIMANO 2857 P39“ 0“
u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Document Number Date .. .
Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Name ClaSSIfIcatIon

LS-5,485,402 01-1996 Smith etal. 702/160

In LS-2006/0174685 08-2006 Skvortsov etal. 073/00137

.— L8-7788 059 08-2010 Kahn et al. 702/141

l_
-_
.— LS
.— t8
-_

* Document NumberCountry CodeNumber Kind Code

.— JP 2005-309691 A

 

 
*A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.
U 8. Patent and Trademark Oifice

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20120520
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l91919
I9617

BRS | 3 1846330 
Search Text mTime Stamp

(dominant or principle or

principal or major or critical or
override or overridden or

overriding or ((most or greatest

or largest) near2 important) or ' 012/05/19
sense or sens1ng or detect$1r or 16:30

orientated or orientating or
orientation or incline or inclined

or inclining or inclination)

I 1 nearlO (inertial or ins or ims

or gyro or gyroscope or acc or

accel or accelerate or accelerated US-PGPUB;

or accelerating or acceleration or USPAT;

012/05/19

16:30

or

ano$ 1 electr$4mechanical$ 1 mac

| ine or nano$1electr$4machine)

 
(drift or drifted or drifting or

ary or variance or varied or

'arying or variation or deviate or

. eviated or deviating or

- eviation or offset or depart or

a eparted or departing or change

or changed or changing or

hang$1r or alter or altered or 3333;515UB;
altering or alteration or alter$1r ’

. . . USOCR;
or modify or mod1f1ed or 012/05/19

. . . . . FPRS; EPO;
| 0d1fy1ng or modificatlon or 16:30

odif$2r or delta or adjust or JPO;
d' 't d d' 't' DERWENT;

a Jus e or a Jus mg or IBM_TDB
adjustment or adjust$1r or shift

or shifted or shifting or shift$lr)

l ear6 (axis or axies or direction
of vector or orientate or

orientated or orientating or
orientation or incline or inclined

or inclining or inclination)
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118047

| 3 near6 (inertial or ins or ims or

or accelerate or accelerated or

accelerating or acceleration or

or corrected or correcting or
orrection or correct$1r or

ompensate or compensated or

ompensating or compensation

or compensat$1r or calibrate or

alibrated or calibrating or

alibration or calibrat$1r)

Time Stamp

012/05/19

16:30

012/05/19

16:30

  BRS | 5 11325

n BRS | 6 170
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| 4 same L5
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Time Stamp

012/05/19

16:30

 

(count or counted or counting or
I umber or numbered or

umbering or increment or

ncremented or incrementing or
accumulate or accumulated or

accumulating or accumulation) US-PGPUB;

I earS (motion or move or moved USPAT;

or moving or movements or acc USOCR;
BRS | 7 1117666 or accel or accelerate or ' '

accelerated or accelerating or '

acceleration or step or stepping '

or walk or walking or run or _

I nning or walk or walking or

Inn or running or jog or jogging

or act or acting or action or

active or activity or gait or

stn'de)

: BRS | 8 1282 | l nearS L7 ' '

9 BRS 9 5 2 and L6 and L8 FPRS; EPO;

  012/05/19

16:30

012/05/19

16:30
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 1681455

(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

I n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

or jogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (number or

I umbered or numbering or count

or counted or counting or
accumulate or accumulated 0r

accumulating or accumulation or

at$lleast or ((more or greater or

larger or bigger) adj2 than) or

I-lural or plurality or multiple or

I ulti)

 

US—PGPUB;

Time Stamp

012/05/19

16:30
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 ll BRS
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I 10 near6 (measure or measured

or measuring or measurement or
onitor or monitored or

onitoring or capture or

aptured or capturing or detect or

a etected or detecting or detection
or detect$ 1r or sense or sensed 01

sensing or sens$lr or transduce

or transduced or transducing or

ransducer or sample or sampled

or sampling or sampl$ 1r or
a eterrnine or determined or

a etermining or determination or
u etermin$lr or scan or scanned

or scanning or scann$lr or

I et$lr or metered or metering or

auge or gauged or gauging or

_aug$lr or gage or gaged or

_aging or gag$lr or acquire or

acquired or acquiring or

acquisition or acquisitioning or

acquir$lr or collect or collected

or collecting or collection or

ollect$ lr or log or logged or

logging or logg$lr or record or

‘ecorded or recording or
I ecord$lr or accumulate or

accumulated or accumulating or
accumulation or accumulat$lr or

I egister or registered or

I egistering or registration or

n uffer or buffered or buffering or

store or stored or storing or

storage or memorize or

emorized or memorizing or

I emorization or memor )
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100328

| 10 nearS (judge or judged or

‘udging or judgment or

'udgement or judg$ 1r or evaluate

or evaluated or evaluating or
valuation or evaluat$1r or

or allocation or allocat$1r or

assign or assigned or assigning DERWENT;

or identify or identifying or
dentified or identification or

I ecogni$ 1e 0r recogni$ led or

I ecogni$ ling or recognition)

Time Stamp

012/05/19

16:30

 

1182725

(cadence or repeat or repeated or

I epeating or repetition or

periodic or cycle or cyclic or

yclical or gait or stride) near3

(criteria or criterion or criterium

01' threshold or limit or require or

I equired or requiring or

I equirement or tolerance or

'indow or range or band or

uualify or qualified or qualifying

or qualification or within or
with$1in or standard or bench or

- ench$ lmark or bench$ 1 marked

or bench$1marking or baseline

or base or reference or period or

ime or timing or interval)

JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

012/05/19

16:30

 

BRS | 14 544
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(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or '

I n or running or walk or SEEEPUB
alkmg or run or running or Jog USOCR;

15 BRS | 15 921967 or Jogglng 01: act or acting or . ' '
actlon or act1ve or act1v1ty or ga1t _

or stride) near4 (number or .

I umbered or numbering or count

or counted or counting or —
accumulate or accumulated 0r

accumulating or accumulation)

 
(motion or move or moved or

I oving or movements or step or

stepping or walk or walking or

I n or running or walk or

'alking or run or running or jog

orjogging or act or acting or

action or active or activity or gait

or stride) near4 (measure or

I easured or measuring or
I easurement or monitor or

monitored or monitoring or

apture or captured or capturing

or detect or detected or detecting
or detection or detect$ 1r or sense

or sensed or sensing or sens$1r '
or transduce or transduced or ‘

transducing or transducer or '

16 BRS | 16 3056618 sample or sampled or sampling ' '

or sampl$1r or determine or '

a etermined or determining or '
- eterrnination or determin$lr or IBM_TDB

scan or scanned or scanning or
scann$1r or met$1r or metered

or metering 0r gauge or gauged

or gauging or gaug$1r or gage or

_aged or gaging or gag$1r or

acquire or acquired or acquiring

or acquisition or acquisitioning

or acquir$1r or collect or

ollected or collecting or

ollection or collect$lr or log or

logng or logging or logg$lr or
accumulate or accumulated or

accumulating or accumulation or

accumulat$ 1r)

5/19/2012, EAST Version: 3.0.1.1
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12548417 BRS | 15 near15 L16

| 11 and L14 and L17

Time Stamp

012/05/19

16:30

012/05/19

16:30

 

| 1near15 L15
012/05/19

16:30
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2|1

| 9 and L19

l-hflippein.» or

((kinsolving$1.in. or

| ingsolving$1.in.) 21de (a.in. or

arthu1‘.in.)) or (christensen$1.in.

ade (min. or mark.in.)) or

(lee$1.in. adj2 (bin. or brianin.

or brain.in.)) or (v0gel$1.in. adj”

(din. or david.in.))
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"13"$1"018"$1"321" or

"12"$1"694"$1"l35" or

"7"$1"881"$1"902" or

"11"$1"644"$1"455" or

"7"$1"653"$1"508" or

"60"$1"900"$1"412" or

"60"$1"926"$1"O27" or

"11"$1"891"$1"112" or

"2009"$1"0"$1"043"$1"531" or

2 BRS | 22 24 "7"$1"647"$1"196" or

"12"$1"069"$1"267" or

"12"$1"108"$1"486" or

"2009"$1"0"$1"234"$1"614" or

"7"$1"987"$1"070" or

"12"$1"834"$1"845" or

(”20090043531" or
"20090234614" or "7647196" or

"7653508" or "7881902" or

"7987070").pn.

 US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS; EPO; 12.132605/19
JPO; '

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB
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3 BRS I23 1699 
”4285041”or"4578769”0r

”5446725”0r”5446775”0r

”5583776"0r"5485402”or

”5593431"0r"5654619”or

”5778882"0r"5955667”0r

”5976083"0r"6013007”0r

"6122595”0r"6135951”or

”6145389"0r"6282496”0r

”20020023654"0r”6353449”0r

”6369794"0r"20020040601”0rlJS-PCHNJB;

”20020089425"0r”6428490”orIJSPAI}

”20020109600”0r USCXlR;

"20020116147" or FPRS; EPO; 122605/19
”20020118121"0r JPCx '

”20020151810”0r”6493652”orIDERVVENWZ

”6496695”0r"20030018430”0rIBDA_TT)B
”20030023192"0r”6513381”0r

”6522266”or”6532419”0r

”20030048218"0r”6539336”0r

”20030083596"0r

”20030093248"0r

”20030109258"0r

”20030139692"or”6611789”or

”20030208335”0r”6644322”0r

”6700499”0r"20040064286”
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4 BRS I24 606 
”20040077954"or”6744403”0r

”20040107072”0r”6771250”or

”6786877"0r"6790178”or

”20040186695"0r”6813582”or

”20040225467"0r

”20040230138"or”6823036”0r

"20040236500"or”6826477"or

”20040260191"0r”6836744”0r

”20050021270"0r

”20050021292"0r

"20050033200" or SEEP-U8,
"20050038626" 01' "6881191" 01‘ USOCRi
"6885971" or "6895341" or FPRS- fipo- 012/05/19
"6898550" 0r"20050132797" or ’ ’16z30

JPCx

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

”6928382”0r"6941239”or

”20050202934"0r

”20050210300"0r

”20050222801”0r

”20050232388"0r

”20050232404"0r”6959259”or

”20050238132"0r

”20050240375"0r

”20050245988"0r

”20050248718"0r”6975959”or

”6983219”0r"20060017561”or

”20060020177"
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"20060020421"or”7010332"0r

”20060063980"0r

”20060064276"0r

”20060100546"0r

”20060104018"or”7054784”0r

”7057551"0r"20060136173”0r

”20060143645”0r”7070571”0r

”7072789"0r"20060149516”0r

”20060161377"0r

”20060167387"0r

”20060174685"or”7092846”0r

"20060206258"0r

”20060223547"0r

”20060235642"0r

”20060259268"0r”7]4546]”or
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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To perform much more accurate measurement of the number of

steps even when any walking signal enough for detection is not obtained.

SOLUTION: A signal detected by an acceleration detecting part 101 having an acceleration

sensor 100 is compared with a moving average value calculated by a walking cycle calculating

part 108 by a walking cycle comparing part 106 after a fixed noise is removed by a filter part 105

of a counting part 102, and each signal in a predetermined cyclic range is counted by a number

of step count part 107 as the number of steps for one step. A signal in a range similar to the n

times of a predetermined cycle among signals beyond a predetermined cyclic range is judged as
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 2

Art Unit: 2857

1. NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE VACATED PROSECUTION ON THE MERlTS IS

REOPENED

1.1 Prosecution on the merits of this application is reopened on claims 1-20, which are

considered unpatentable for the reasons indicated below in the following Office action.

1.2 Applicant is advised that the Notice of Allowance mailed 27 January 2012 is vacated. If

the issue fee has already been paid, applicant may request a refund or request that the fee be

credited to a deposit account. However, applicant may wait until the application is either found

allowable or held abandoned. If allowed, upon receipt of a new Notice of Allowance, applicant

may request that the previously submitted issue fee be applied. If abandoned, applicant may

request refund or credit to a specified Deposit Account.
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 3

Art Unit: 2857

2. EXAMINER‘S COMMENT

2.1 When preparing this Office action the Examiner considers the instant application to

include:

A) the copy of the Oath/Declaration from grandparent application serial number

1 1/644,455 which was filed on 31 January 2011 and that is acceptable to the Examiner;

B) the content of the Abstract which was filed on 31 August 2011 and that is acceptable

to the Examiner;

C) figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the set of drawings containing 9 sheets of9 figures

comprising figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 as presented in the set of drawings filed on 31

January 2011 where the content of figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the above set of drawings is

acceptable to the Examiner;

D) the written description as filed on 31 January 2011 and amended on 09 January 2012;

E) the set of claims as filed on 31 January 2011; and

F) the NON—Publication request filed on 31 January 2011.

3. BENEFIT OF AN EARLIER FILING DATE

3.1 Applicant’s claim for the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120 is

acknowledged.

4. PRIOR ART FROM EARLIER APPLICATIONS

4.1 The Examiner has considered the prior art cited in the applications for which Applicant

has claimed the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120.

4.1.1 If Applicant wishes any of the prior art that was cited in each of the base applications but

that has not been cited during the prosecution of the instant application to appear on any Patent

granted on the instant application, then Applicant must provide a properly completed PTO-1449

containing proper citations of the prior art that Applicant wishes to appear on any Patent that

may be granted on the instant application.

5. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS)
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 4

Art Unit: 2857

5.1 The Examiner notes that each of the documents that have been crossed off each IDS that

was filed on 16 May 201 l have been crossed off because each of these documents are duplicate

of a citation of the same document which has been cited on the IDS filed 31 January 2011 and

that has been considered by the Examiner.

5.2 The IDS filed on 09 January 2012 fails to comply with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97 and

MPEP § 609 because:

A) it fails to comply with 37 CFR l.97(d) because it lacks a statement as specified in 37

CFR l.97(e); and

It has been placed in the application file, but the information referred to therein has not been

considered as to the merits. Applicant is advised that the date of any re-submission of any item

of information contained in this information disclosure statement or the submission of any

missing element(s) will be the date of submission for purposes of determining compliance with

the requirements based on the time of filing the statement, including all certification

requirements for statements under 37 CFR l.97(e). See MPEP § 609.05(a).

5.2.1 In regard to the IDS filed on 09 January 2012, the Examiner notes that in view ofthe Ex

Parte Quayle action mailed on 08 November 201 1 that closed prosecution on the merits, the IDS

must be submitted pursuant to 37 CFR l.97(d) and not 37 CFR l.97(c) as set forth by Applicant

in the IDS transmittal letter. Further pursuant to 37 CFR l.97(d) while the IDS submission lacks

the required certification statement, see 37 CFR l.97(e), the IDS submission does include the

required fee.

6. DOUBLE PATENTING UNDER 35 U.S.C. 101

6.1 The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent possible

harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting rejection is

appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at least one examined application

claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examined application

claim is either anticipated by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g.,
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Application/Control Number: 13/018321 Page 5
Art Unit: 2857

In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir., 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir., 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir., 1985); In

re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA, 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164

USPQ 619 (CCPA, 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA, 1969).

6.1.1 A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may

be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting

ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned

with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of activities undertaken within the

scope of a joint research agreement.

6.1.2 Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a terminal

disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR

3.73(b).

6.2 OBVIOUS DOUBLE PATENTING

6.2.1 Claims 1—5 & 11-20 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-5 & 1 1-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

6.2.1.1 Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from

each other because one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that both sets of claims recite the same subject matter of:

“assigning a dominant axis based on an orientation of the inertial sensor”;

“detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the dominant

axis based on the change”; and

“counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant

axis based upon acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps”.

However, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that claims 1-5 & 11-14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508 recite that the

function of “detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the

dominant axis based on the change” is to be continuously performed, whereas claims 1-5 & 11-

20 of the instant application do not require this function to be continuously performed.
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 6

Art Unit: 2857

6.2.1.2 One of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that the scope of claims 1-5 & 11-20 of the instant application would

include embodiments in which the function of “detecting a change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor and updating the dominant axis based on the change” is continuously performed

as well as embodiments in which the function of “detecting a change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor and updating the dominant axis based on the change” is periodically performed.

6.2.1.3 Since one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that:

A) the scope of claims 1-5 & 1 1—20 of the instant application would include embodiments

in which the function of “detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating

the dominant axis based on the change” is continuously performed as recited in claims 1-5 & l l-

14 ofU.S. Patent No. 7,653,508; and

B) Applicant has not defined or limited what is meant by the word “continuous" as used

in claims 1—5 & ll-l4 ofU.S. Patent No. 7,653,508;

then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that claims 1-5 & 11-20 of the instant application are an obvious variation of the

invention recited in claims 1-5 & 11-14 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508.

6.2.1.4 In regard to the invention of claims 15-20 ofthe instant application and claims 1-5 & 11-

14 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508, it is noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention

was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the invention of claims 1-5 & 11-14

of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 require the media of claims 1-5 & 11—20 of the instant application

and hence claims 1-5 & 11-20 of the instant application are an obvious variation of the invention

recited in claims 1-5 & 11-14 ofU.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

62.2 Claims 6—10 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 6—10 & 15-20 of US. Patent No, 7,653,508.

6.2.2.1 Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from

each other because one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that both sets of claims recite the same subject matter of:

“buffering a plurality of periodic human motions”;
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 7

Art Unit: 2857

“identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate cadence windows”;

and

“counting each of the periodic human motions to enable the monitoring of human

activity”.

However, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that claims 6-10 & 15-20 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 recite that the

function of “identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate cadence

windows” is to be performed by a “switching device” in claims 6-10 and “mode logic” in claims

15—20, whereas claims 6-10 of the instant application do not require the use of either of these

devices when performing this function.

6.2.2.2 One of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that the scope of claims 6-10 of the instant application would include

embodiments in which the function of “identifying a number of periodic human motions within

appropriate cadence windows” could be performed by any suitable device such as the “switching

device” recited in claims 6-10 of US. Patent No. 7,653,508 or the “mode logic” in claims 15-20

0fU.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

6.2.2.3 Since one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably recognized that:

A) the scope of claims 6-10 of the instant application would include embodiments in

which the function of “identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate

cadence windows” is performed:

(1) as recited in claims 6-10 & 15-20 of U.S. Patent No. 7,653,508; or

(2) by using any suitable structure/action that could “identifying a number of periodic

human motions within appropriate cadence windows”;

then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that claims 6-10 of the instant application are an obvious variation of the invention

recited in claims 6-10 & 15-20 0fU.S. Patent No. 7,653,508.

7. REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. 102
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 8

Art Unit: 2857

7.1 The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented 0r described in a printed publication in this or a foreign

country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of

application for patent in the United States.

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section

122(b), by another filed in the United States before the invention by the Applicant for patent or

(2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the

invention by the Applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the

treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an

application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

7.1.1 Claims 1-2, 11-12 & 14-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Pasolini et al (2007/0143068).

7.1.1.1 THE PRIOR ART RELATIVE TO THE CLAIMED INVENTION

7.1.1.1.1 In regard to claims 1-2, 11-12 & 14-16, as one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non~complex

teachings or suggestions of Pasolini et al (“068), for all that the prior art document would teach

or suggest one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ

12 at 17 (CCPA, 1977), with some reliance on the knowledge of one of ordinary skill at the time

the invention was made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 16 (CCPA, 1977), within the

environment of monitoring and counting human activity as disclosing a single computer

implemented machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating

program/system stored within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the

useful and beneficial function of monitoring and counting human activity.
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 9

Art Unit: 2857

7.1.1.12 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or

suggestions of Pasolini et al (‘068), in at least paragraph numbers 23, 25, 27, 35, 42 & 56, as

teaching or suggesting a machine/process that performs in regard to claims 1-2, 11-12 & 14-16

the claimed functions of:

“assigning a dominant axis based on an orientation of the inertial sensor”;

“detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the dominant

axis based on the change”; and

“counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant

axis based upon acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps”;

because it is noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that Pasolini et al (“068) teaches or suggests a machine/process that

performs each of these functions when teaching or suggesting a computer implemented

machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating program/system stored

within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the useful and beneficial

function of monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human activity, a suitable

sensor is used in order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that are produced by

the one or more motions of human activity along a vertical detection of dominate axis of the

sensor. The acceleration signals that are produced by the sensor are then suitably processed by

being analyzed or evaluated against one or more suitable criteria in order to detect a suitable

variation of the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal from the sensor

that represents a human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a step count is

incremented in order to count the number of time that a human activity has been detected.

Where one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that changes in the orientation of the sensor would affect the which axis is the vertical

detection or dominate axis, then Pasolini et al (“068) teach or suggest that the orientation of the

sensor must be determined in order to use the correct axis as the vertical detection or dominate

axis ofthe sensor.
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Art Unit: 2857

7.1.1.13 Using the same analysis and reasoning, then one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made would have fairly and reasonably also recognized that Pasolini et al (‘068),

in at least paragraph numbers 23, 25, 27, 35, 42 & 56, teaches or suggests a machine/process that

performs the functions of the actions of the process of claim 2 or the structures of the machine of

claims 12, 14 & 16.

711.14 It is further noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the operating program which is stored within

the computer accessible memory of the machine/process of Pasolini et al (‘068) that is used in

order to control the operation of the machine/process of Pasolini et al (‘068) is the invention of

claims 15-16.

7.1.1.1.5 CONCLUSION

7.1.1.151 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that scope of the claimed invention would include

subject matter that is taught or suggested by Pasolini et al (‘068) and therefore the invention of

claims 1-2, 11-12 & 14-16 is rendered to be anticipated by the teachings or suggestions of

Pasolini et al ("068).

7.1.2 Claims 6—10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Darley

(6,611,789).

7.1.2.1 THE PRIOR ART RELATIVE TO THE CLAIMED INVENTION

7.1.2.1.1 In regard to claims 6-10, as one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or

suggestions of Darley (‘789), for all that the prior art document would teach or suggest one of

ordinary skill at the time the invention was made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 17 (CCPA,

1977), with some reliance on the knowledge of one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 16 (CCPA, 1977), within the environment of

monitoring and counting human activity as disclosing a single computer implemented
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machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating program/system stored

within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the useful and beneficial

function of monitoring and counting human activity.

7.1.2.1.2 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or

suggestions of Darley (‘789), in at least columns 20, 26, 29, 37 & 48, as teaching or suggesting a

machine/process that performs in regard to claims 6-10 the claimed functions of:

“buffering a plurality of periodic human motions”;

“identifying a number of periodic human motions within appropriate cadence windows";

and

“counting each of the periodic human motions to enable the monitoring of human

activity”;

because it is noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that Darley C789) disclose a computer implemented machine/process

that while under the control of a suitable operating program/system stored within or on a

computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the useful and beneficial function of

monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human activity, a suitable sensor is used in

order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that are produced by the one or more

motions of human activity. The acceleration signals that are produced by the sensor are then

suitably processed by being analyzed or evaluated in order to detect a suitable variation of the

amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal from the sensor that represents a

human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a step count is incremented in

order to count the number of time that a human activity has been detected. Whereas further

taught or suggest by Darley (‘789) when a step has not detected within a predetermined period or

interval or duration of time, i.e. “cadence window” then a sleep mode, i.e. “inactive mode” or

“non-active mode” is initialed until a qualifying acceleration and hence step has been detected

and the monitor wakes up.
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7.1.2.13 Using the same analysis and reasoning, then one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made would have fairly and reasonably also recognized that Darley (‘789) teaches

or suggests a machine/process that performs the functions of the actions of the process of claims

7—10.

7.1.2.2 CONCLUSION

7.1.2.2.1 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that scope of the claimed invention would include

subject matter that is taught or suggested by Darley (‘789) and therefore the invention of claims

6-10 is rendered to be anticipated by the teachings or suggestions of Darley C789).

8. REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. 103

8.1 The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or

described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have

been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to

which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which

the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere C0., 383 US. 1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966).

that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness or

nonobviousness.
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8.1.1 Claim 20 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Pasolini et a1

(2007/0143068) as applied above to claim 15 and further in view of Darley (6,611,789) as

applied above to claims 6-10.

8.1.1.1 THE PRIOR ART RELATIVE TO THE CLAIMED INVENTION

8.1.1.1.1 In regard to claim 20, as one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or

suggestions of Pasolini et al (“068), for all that the prior art document would teach or suggest one

of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 17

(CCPA, 1977), with some reliance on the knowledge of one of ordinary skill at the time the

invention was made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 16 (CCPA, 1977), within the

environment of monitoring and counting human activity as disclosing a single computer

implemented machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating

program/system stored within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the

useful and beneficial function of monitoring and counting human activity.

8.1112 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or

suggestions of Pasolini et al (‘068), in at least paragraph numbers 23, 25. 27, 35. 42 & 56, as

teaching or suggesting a machine/process that performs in regard to claim 15 the claimed

functions of:

“assigning a dominant axis based on an orientation of the inertial sensor”;

“detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the dominant

axis based on the change”; and

“counting periodic human motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant

axis based upon acceleration measurements along only the dominant axis to count steps”;

because it is noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly

and reasonably recognized that Pasolini et a] (‘068) teaches or suggests a machine/process that

performs each of these functions when teaching or suggesting disclose a computer implemented

machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating program/system stored
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within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the useful and beneficial

function of monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human activity, a suitable

sensor is used in order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that are produced by

the one or more motions of human activity along a vertical detection of dominate axis of the

sensor. The acceleration signals that are produced by the sensor are then suitably processed by

being analyzed or evaluated against one or more suitable criteria in order to detect a suitable

variation of the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal from the sensor

that represents a human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a step count is

incremented in order to count the number of time that a human activity has been detected.

Where one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably

recognized that changes in the orientation of the sensor would affect the which axis is the vertical

detection or dominate axis, then Pasolini et al (‘068) teach or suggest that the orientation of the

sensor must be determined in order to use the correct axis as the vertical detection or dominate

axis of the sensor.

8.1.1.1.3 Further, in view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or

suggestions of Pasolini et al (‘068) that Pasolini et al (‘068) does not teach or suggest a

machine/process that performs in regard to claim 15 the claimed functions of “switching the

device from an active mode to a non—active mode when a number of expected periodic human

motions are not identified in the appropriate cadence windows”.

8.1.1.1.4 However, in regard to claim 20, as one of ordinary skill at the time the invention

was made would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings

or suggestions of Darley (789), for all that the prior art document would teach or suggest one of

ordinary skill at the time the invention was made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 17 (CCPA,

1977), with some reliance on the knowledge of one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made, In re BODE et al, 193 USPQ 12 at 16 (CCPA, 1977), within the environment of

monitoring and counting human activity as disclosing a single computer implemented

machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating program/system stored
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within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the useful and beneficial

function of monitoring and counting human activity.

8.1.1.1.5 One of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have fairly and

reasonably interpreted the apparent and non-complex teachings or suggestions of Darley (789),

in at least columns 20, 26, 29, 37 & 48, as teaching or suggesting a computer implemented

machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating program/system stored

within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the useful and beneficial

function of monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human activity, a suitable

sensor is used in order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that are produced by

the one or more motions of human activity. The acceleration signals that are produced by the

sensor are then suitably processed by being analyzed or evaluated in order to detect a suitable

variation of the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal from the sensor

that represents a human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a step count is

incremented in order to count the number of time that a human activity has been detected.

Whereas to conserve power during intervals of inactivity as further taught or suggest by Darley

(‘789) when a step has not detected within a predetermined period or interval or duration of time,

i.e. “cadence window” then a Sleep mode, i.e. “inactive mode” or “non-active mode” is initialed

until a qualifying acceleration and hence step has been detected and the monitor wakes up.

8.1.1.1.6 In view of the above then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the machine/process of Pasolini et al (‘068)

could be modified to enter an inactive mode so as to conserve power until needed as taught or

suggested of Darley C789).

8.1.1.1.7 It is further noted that one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that the operating program which is stored within

the computer accessible memory of the machine/process of Pasolini et al (‘068) as modified by

the teachings or suggestions of Darley (“789) that is used in order to control the operation of the
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machine/process of Pasolini et al (‘068) as modified by the teachings or suggestions of Darley

C789) is the invention of claim 20.

8.1.1.1.8 CONCLUSION

8.1.1.1.8.1 In view of the above, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably recognized that scope of the claimed invention would include

subject matter that is taught or suggested by Pasolini et al (‘068) as modified by the teachings or

suggestions of Darley (‘789) and therefore the invention of claim 20 is rendered to be obvious in

view of the teachings or suggestions of Pasolini et al (‘068) as modified by the teachings or

suggestions of Darley(‘789).

9. REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. 112 2nd PARAGRAPH

9.1 The following is a quotation ofthe second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and

distinctly claiming the subject matter which the Applicant regards as his invention.

9.1.1 Claims 1—5 & 11-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

Applicant regards as the invention.

9.1.1.1 In regard to claims 1-5 & 11-20, one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made

would have fairly and reasonably found these claims to be unclear, vague, confusing and

indefinite.

9.1.1.1.1 In regard to claims 1, 11 & 15, it is noted that as one of ordinary skill at the time

the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably interpreted the language that has been

used by Applicant in order to set forth or define the claimed invention, then one of ordinary skill

at the time the invention was made would have fairly and reasonably recognized that:

A) the “dominant axis” of the sensor is assigned based upon the orientation of an inertial

sensor; and
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B) the language that has been used by Applicant in order to set forth or define the

claimed invention DOES NOT RECITE the use of any particular reference direction that is to be

used in order to consistently and repeatedly determine the orientation of an inertial sensor.

9.1.1.1.2 Further, as one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was made would have

fairly and reasonably recognized that in order to consistently and repeatedly determine the

orientation of an inertial sensor then the orientation of an inertial sensor must be determined

relative to a particular direction.

9.1.1.1.3 In view of the above, then one of ordinary skill at the time the invention was

made would have been fairly and reasonably confused by how the claimed invention would

consistently and repeatedly determine the orientation of an inertial sensor so that the “dominant

axis” of the sensor may be assigned as envisioned by Applicant.

9.1.1.1.4 For the above reasons Applicant has failed to particularly and distinctly point out

what is regarded as the invention. Claims not explicitly mentioned above, inherent each the

described problems through dependency to the explicitly mentioned base claim.

10. RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S ARGUMENTS

10.1 The objections and/or rejections that have not been repeated here in have been overcome

by Applicant’s last response.

1 1. REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

1 1.1 The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter over

the prior art, where:

A) for example:

(1) either Smith et a1 (5,485,402) or Richardson et a1 (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling

et al (6,145,389) or Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or

Ladetto et al (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) or Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or

2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or 2010/0057398 0r 7,962,312) or Tsuji (2005/0232388
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or 2005/0238132 or JP 2005—309691 A or 7,169,084 or 7,297,088) or Seo et al (2006/0020177 or

7,334,472) or Skvortsov et al (2006/0174685 or 7,305,323) or Park et a1 (2007/0067094 or

7,640,134) or Pasolini et al (2007/0143068 or 7,463,997) or Kato et a1 (2008/0243432) disclose a

computer implemented machine/process that while under the control of a suitable operating

program/system stored within or on a computer readable/accessible media/medium provides the

useful and beneficial function of monitoring and counting human activity. To monitor human

activity, a suitable sensor is used in order to sense and monitor the one or more accelerations that

are produced by the one or more motions of human activity. The acceleration signals that are

produced by the sensor are then suitably processed by being analyzed or evaluated in order to

detect a suitable variation of the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal

from the sensor that represents a human motion such as a step. Once a step has been detected, a

step count is incremented in order to count the number of time that a human activity has been

detected. Whereas further taught or suggest by at least:

(a) Smith et al (5,485,402) the count represents the number of human actions that have

occurred within a measured time interval;

(b) either Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling et al (6,145,389) the count

representing the number of human action is used in order to determine a distance that has been

traveled by the human;

(c) either Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or Ladetto

et al (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) the variations in

the sensor signal are variation over a period or interval or duration of time;

(d) either Kubo et a1 (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or Ladetto et al (2003/0018430 or

6,826,477) or Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061 105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or

2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) or Park et a1 (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) or Pasolini et a1

(2007/0143068 or 7,463,997) the sensor signal is taken from an axis ofthe sensor;

(e) Darley (6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or

2010/0057398 or 7,962,312) when a step has not detected within a predetermined period or

interval or duration of time then a sleep mode is initialed until a qualifying acceleration has been

detected and the monitor wakes up;
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(f) Tsuji (2005/0232388 or 2005/0238132 or JP 2005—30969] A or 7,169,084 or

7,297,088) any variation in the amplitude/magnitude or pattern or signature of the sensor signal

from the sensor that is greater than on step cycle is counted as representing one or more human

motions such as one or more steps; and

(g) Seo et al (2006/0020177 or 7,334,472) the sampling frequency of the pedometer is

changed when a step has not been detected within a predetermined period or interval or duration

of time since the last detected step and then a sleep mode is initialed until a qualifying

acceleration is detected and the monitor wakes up.

B) the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claims 3, 13 & 17 a process in

claim 3, a machine in claim 13, and a tangible non-transitory article/manufacture in claim 17 that

provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by providing

actions in claim 3 and structures in claims 13 & 17 that perform at least the functions of:

(l) assigning a dominant axis for an inertial sensor based upon the orientation of the

inertial sensor;

(2) detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the assigned

dominant axis for the inertial sensor based upon the detected change in the orientation of the

inertial sensor;

(3) maintaining and using a cadence window that is updated as the actual cadence

changes; and

(4) counting period motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant axis of

the inertial sensor that occur within the cadence window.

Claims 4-5, which depend from claim 3, and claims 18-19, which depend from claim 16, are

allowable over the prior art for the same reason.

12. RELEVANT ART OF INTEREST

12.1 The Examiner has cited prior art of interest, for example:

A) either Kahn et al (7,457,719) or Kahn et a1 (2009/0043531 or 2009/0234614 or

2009/0319221 or 7,647,196 or 7,653,508 or 2010/0056872 or 7,753,861 or 7,788,059 or
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7,881,902 or 7,987,070 or 8,187,182: a latter effective date) are publications of related

applications with at least one common inventor.

13. CONCLUSION

13.1 Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Examiner should be directed to Edward R. Cosimano whose telephone number is 571-272—0571.

The Examiner can normally be reached on 571-272-0571 from 8:30am to 5:00pm.

132 If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful. the Examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Schechter, can be reached on 571—272-2302. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

13.3 Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://portal.uspto.gov/externaI/portal. Should you have questions on access to the

Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

ERC

05/20/2012

/Edward Cosimano/

Primary Examiner Unit 2857
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Typed or printed name Judith, ,A ., , S zepesi. . . .. . Registration No. 3 9 , 3 93

This collection of information is required by 37 CPR 1.3] l. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 USC. l22 and 37 CFR 1.14. is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering. preparing. and

submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will v dependin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you re uire to aim [etcthis form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to t e C iel' In orrnation Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office. US. Department 0 Commerce, .0,
Box 1450. Alexandgna. Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria. Virginia 223 l 3-1450,
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of [995. no persons are required to respond to a collection ol‘int‘nnnation unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PTOL—BS (Rev. 02/11) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651—003.) U .5. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPAR'I'MEN'I‘ OI" COMMERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 13018321

Title of Invention: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Philippe Kahn

_JUdlth A. szepeSl/Joan Abrlam

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

“3:3:31"

Basic Filing:

 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-ancl-Post-lssuance:
 

Utility Appl issue fee

 
Extension-of—Time:
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Sub-Total in

Description | Fee Code USD($) Quantity Amount |  
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5) 1740 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 12631948
 

Application Number: 13018321

Title of Invention: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Philippe Kahn

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 8689P027C2 

Receipt Date: 26—APR—201 2

Filing Date: 31-JAN-2011

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1740

Deposit Account 022666

Document File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

 
Document Description File Name

Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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266226
8689P027C2_Issue_Fee_Payme

Issue Fee Payment (PTO—85B) nt pdf 8b53 l 758933 l30bdf65497a7e297960080
7d767

Warnings: 

Information:

30502

7aba20649c964df5c519179(8899Cfb58cn1
e35e

Total Files Size (in bytes) 296728

Fee Worksheet (5806) fee-infopdf

Warnings:

Information: 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P 0 Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 223 13- 1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

EXAMINER

COSIIVIANO, EDWARD R

ART UNIT PAPER NUIVIBER

2857

8791 7590 01/27/2012

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP
1279 OAKMEAD PARKWAY

SUNNYVALE, CA 94085—4040

DATE MAILED: 01/27/2012

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 8340
TITLE OF INVENTION: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE 

   
DATE DUE

04/27/20] 2

APPL.\. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE

\IO $0 SOnonprovi sional $1740 $1740

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAIVIINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. II the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or

II the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2
the ISSUE FEE shown above.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 3
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for

 

maintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 foranychange of addIESSJ Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal._ This eerti ieate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an ass1gnment or formal drawmg, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

BLXEELY SOEE§LOFF TA§IAL7801585 ZAFMAN LLP Certificate of lVIailing or Transmission
1279 OAKMEAD PARKWAY ,qufiiibfiifil@131???[IF2381353?flifleisrrlififfiicfii’f: iffiiuvlinflln‘h55511533
SUNNYVALE, CA 94085-4040 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSL'E FEE address above. or being facsimile

transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273—2885, on the date indicated below.

(Deposiloi's Imus)

(Signatuie)

(Date)

13/018,321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2 8340
TITLE OF INVENTION: HUMAN ACTIVITY MONITORING DEVICE 

 
APPLI\. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovi sional \IO $1740 $0 SO $1740 04/27/2012

COSIMANO, EDWARD R 2857 702—160000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1363).

3 Change of correspondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress form PTO/SB/122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication formPTO/SB/47; Rev 0302 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(I) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,
(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is g
listed, no name will be printed. ’

  
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
reeordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

  

 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual D Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

  
4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account l\iimber (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

:I a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. :I b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date
  

Typed or printed name Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering. preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary de endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the C ief n ormation Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPL‘T‘D FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P 0 Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 223 13- 1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO

 
 

13/018321 01/31/2011 Philippe Kahn 8689P027C2

—
8791 7390 01/27/2012

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP COSIMANO, EDWARDR
1279 OAKIVIEAD PARKWAY

SUNNYVALE. CA 94085—4040
2857

DATE MAILED: 01/27/2012

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at l—(888)—786—0101 or (571)—272—4200.

Page 3 of 3
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to

the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the
principal purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process

and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the

requested information, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel

in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has

requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the infomiation in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(0)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of
that agency‘s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

13/018,321 KAHN ET AL.

Notice Of Allowability Examiner Art Unit

EDWARD COSIMANO 2857

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed). a Notice of Allowance (PTOL—85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. This communication is responsive to the amendment filed on 09 January 2012.

2. I] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-20.

4. I] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )-(d) or (f).

a) [I All b) [I Some* 0) El None of the:

1. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. |:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. [I A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

6. El CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(a) El including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) El hereto or 2) [I to Paper No./Mai| Date .

(b) I] including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mai| Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the from (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

7. El DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. El Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. I] Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO—948) 6. El Interview Summary (PTO—413),
Paper No./Mai| Date .

3. Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. [Z Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mai| Date 01/09/2012

4. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. X Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. El Other .

 
U S. Patent and Trademark Otfice

PTOL—37 (Rev. 03—1 1) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20120121
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 2

Art Unit: 2857

1. EXAMINER’S COMMENT

1.1 When preparing this Office action the Examiner considers the instant application to

include:

A) the copy of the Oath/Declaration from grandparent application serial number

11/644,455 which was filed on 31 January 2011 and that is acceptable to the Examiner;

B) the content of the Abstract which was filed on 31 August 2011 and that is acceptable

to the Examiner;

C) figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the set of drawings containing 9 sheets of 9 figures

comprising figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 as presented in the set of drawings filed on 31

January 2011 where the content of figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the above set of drawings is

acceptable to the Examiner;

D) the written description as filed on 31 January 2011 and amended on 09 January

2012;

E) the set of claims as filed on 31 January 2011; and

F) the NON—Publication request filed on 31 January 2011.

2. BENEFIT OF AN EARLIER FILING DATE

2.1 Applicant’s Claim for the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120 is

acknowledged.

3. PRIOR ART FROM EARLIER APPLICATIONS

3.1 The Examiner has considered the prior art cited in the applications for which Applicant

has claimed the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120.

3.1.1 If Applicant wishes any of the prior art that was cited in each of the base applications

but that has not been cited during the prosecution of the instant application to appear on any

Patent granted on the instant application, then Applicant must provide a properly completed

PTO—1449 containing proper citations of the prior art that Applicant wishes to appear on any

Patent that may be granted on the instant application.

4. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS)

4.1 The Examiner notes that each of the documents that have been crossed off each IDS

that was filed on 16 May 2011 have been crossed off because each of these documents are
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 3

Art Unit: 2857

duplicate of a citation of the same document which has been cited on the IDS filed 31 January

2011 and that has been considered by the Examiner.

4.2 The IDS filed on 09 January 2012 fails to comply with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97

and MPEP § 609 because:

A) it fails to comply with 37 CFR l.97(d) because it lacks a statement as specified in 37

CFR l.97(c); and

It has been placed in the application file, but the information referred to therein has not been

considered as to the merits. Applicant is advised that the date of any re-submission of any item

of information contained in this information disclosure statement or the submission of any

missing element(s) will be the date of submission for purposes of determining compliance with

the requirements based on the time of filing the statement, including all certification

requirements for statements under 37 CFR l.97(e). See MPEP § 609.05(a).

4.2.1 In regard to the IDS filed on 09 January 2012, the Examiner notes that in view of the Ex

Parte Quayle action mailed on 08 November 2011 that closed prosecution on the merits, the

IDS must be submitted pursuant to 37 CFR l.97(d) and not 37 CFR l.97(c) as set forth by

Applicant in the IDS transmittal letter. Further pursuant to 37 CFR l.97(d) while the IDS

submission lacks the required certification statement, see 37 CFR l.97(c), the IDS submission

does include the required fee.

5. RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S ARGUMENTS

5.1 The objections and/0r rejections that have not been repeated here in have been

overcome by Applicant’s last response.

6. REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

6.1 The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter:

A) the prior art, for example:

(1) either Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling et al (6,145,389)

or Tsuji (2005/0232388 or 2005/0238] 32 or 7,169,084 or 7,297,088) or Darley

(6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or

2010/0057398 0r 7,962,312) or Park et al (2007/0067094 or 7,640,134) disclose a

machine/process that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the

physical fitness activities of an user. To monitor the physical fitness activities of the
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user, a suitable accelerometer is used in order to monitor the acceleration experienced

by the user while performing a physical fitness activity. The measured acceleration

data/information for the user’s physical fitness activity is then suitably processed by

being suitably analyzed or evaluated in order to:

(la) detect any variation in the measured acceleration that would represent a

particular physical fitness activity being performed by the user; and

(lb) make a more accurate determination of the user’s steps or strides so as to

determine an more accurate measurement of the user’s step or stride distance for the

user’s particular physical fitness activity.

In this manner the total distance that has been traveled by the user during the particular

physical fitness activity may be more accurately determined based on the user’s step or

stride or gait and the total distance that is traveled by the user during each step or stride

gait of the user. Whereas further taught or suggested by either Darley (6,611,789 or

2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 7,428,471 or 7,617,071 or 2010/0057398 or

7,962,312) when a step is not detected within a predetermined period or interval or

duration of time then a sleep mode is initialed until a qualifying acceleration has been

detected and the monitor wakes up.

(2) either Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et al (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499)

or Ladetto et a1 (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) disclose a machine/process that provides

the useful and beneficial function of determining an user’s action or motion. To

determine the user’s action or motion a suitable accelerometer is used in order to

measure or detect an acceleration which represents the user’s action or motion. The

measured acceleration data/information is then suitable processed by being suitably

evaluated or analyzed in order to determine the time variations in the measured

acceleration data/information which represent an action or motion of the user.

(3) either Seo et al (2006/0020177 or 7,334,472) disclose a machine/process that

provides the useful and beneficial function of placing an acceleration based pedometer

machine/process into a sleep or low power mode. Where the sampling frequency of the

pedometer is changed when a step has not been detected within a predetermined period
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or interval or duration of time since the last detected step and then a sleep mode is

initialed until a qualifying acceleration is detected and the monitor wakes up.

B) however, the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claims 1, 11 & 15

a process in claim 1, a machine in claim 11, and a tangible non-transitory article/manufacture in

claim 15 that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user

by providing actions in claim 1 and structures in claims 1 & 15 that perform at least the

functions of:

(l) assigning a dominant axis for an inertial sensor based upon the orientation of

the inertial sensor;

(2) detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the

assigned dominant axis for the inertial sensor based upon the detected change in the

orientation of the inertial sensor; and

(3) counting period motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant

axis of the inertial sensor.

Claims 2-5, which depend from claim 1, claims 12-14, which depend from claim 11, and

claims 16-20, which depend from claim 15, are allowable for the same reason.

C) however, the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claim 6 a process

in claim 6, that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user

by providing actions in claim 6 that perform at least the functions of:

(1) buffering a plurality of periodic motions;

(2) identifying or detecting the number of periodic motions within a cadence

window or interval or duration from the buffered periodic motions; and

(3) counting the detected period motions in order to monitor an activity.

Claims 7-10, which depend from claim 6, are allowable for the same reason.

7. RELEVANT ART OF INTEREST

7.1 The Examiner has cited prior art of interest, for example:

A) either Kahn et al (2009/0043531 or 2009/0234614 or 2009/0319221 or 7,647,196 or

7,653,508 or 2010/0056872 0r 7,753,861 or 7,881,902 or 7,987,070) are publications of a

related applications with at least one common inventor and a latter effective date.

8. CONCLUSION
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8.1 Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Examiner should be directed to Edward R. Cosimano Whose telephone number is 571-272-

0571. The Examiner can normally be reached on 571—272—0571 from 8:30am to 5:00pm.

8.2 If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the Examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Schechter, can be reached on 571-272-2302. The fax phone number for

the organization Where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

8.3 Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published

applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for

unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about

the PAIR system, see http://portal.uspto.gov/external/portal. Should you have questions on

access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-

9197 (toll-free).

ERC

01/21/2012

/Edward Cosimano/

Primary Examiner Unit 2857
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www.usplo.gov

CONFIRMATION NO. 8340

GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET
NO.

8689P027C2

This application is a CON of 12/694,135 01/26/2010 PAT 7,881,902 :
WhiCh iS a CON Of 11/644,455 12/22/2006 PAT 7 653 508

H: FOREIGN APPLICATIONS **~k**~k~k*~k**~k~k~k~k*~k~k*~k**~k~k* gm: N :3
** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED *1

03/02/2011

Foreign Priority claimed 3 Yes END

35 USC 119(a—d) conditions met :I Yes BNO
Verified arid /EDWARD R

COSIMANO/
Examiner's Signature

STATE OR
COUNTRY

CA

 D Met afterAllowance

Acknowledged Initials

ADDRESS

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP
1279 OAKM EAD PARKWAY

SUNI\YVALE, CA 94085-4040
UNITED STATES

 

SHEETS
DRAWINGS

TOTAL INDEPENDENT
CLAIMS CLAIMS

9 20 4

TITLE

Human Activity Monitoring Device

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper
to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

for following:

RECEIVED N0-

BIB IRev. 05/07).
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II All Fees

31.16 Fees (Filing)

:l 1.17 Fees (Processing EXt. of time)

:l 1.18 Fees (Issue)

III Other
:l Credit
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Type L # Hits Search Text Time Stamp
 

(dominant or principle or

principal or major or
critical or override or

overridden or overriding Or

((most or greatest or  largest) near2 important)) } . gr . 2012/01/21
(axis or axies or " . " 17:36

tion or vector or

,ate or orientated or

tating or orientation
line or inclined or

'ning or inclination)

1 3R8 Ll 200201 

        
 

 
 

    
 

 

 
         

   
 
 

 
  

  

 

 
 

  
  

 

 

   
  

      
 

. . _ . JS—PGPJB;

L1 nearlO (inertial or ins JSPAT;
or ims or gyro or gyroscope JSOCR'’ 9 9 1

2 3R8 L2 19981 or acc or accel or_ bERS; LEO, 01 /O / 1
accelerate or accelerated JPO- 17:36
or accelerating or , f

acceleration) JflRWfiVL;
“ %M_1D%

(drij, or drifted or

drijting or vary or
variance or varied or

varying or variation or
deviate or deviated or

deviating or deviation or

o"se, or depart or

departed or departing or

change or changed or

cnanging or chang$1r or US—PGPJB;
alter or altered or USPAT'
a'tering or alteration or USOCR:
lt 1 25' ' 2 12 1 1

3 3R8 L3 1807431 a €£§ r or mOdisy.Or bERS; L30; 0 /O /
modi ied or modi ying or JPO- 17:36
modijication or nodit$2r or , f

delta or adeSt or adjusted JflRWfiWL;
v v i: 31V1_T :33

 
   

or adjuSting o: adjustment

or adeSt$lr or shij, or

shijted or shijting or

shift$1r) near6 (axis or
axies or direCtion of

veCtor or orientate or

orientated or orientating
or orientation or incline

or inclined or inclining or

inclination)
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Type L # Hits Search Text DBs Time Stamp

US—PGPJB'
L . I I I

3 near6 (inertial or ins USPAT;
or ims or gyro or gyroscope USOCR°

l ' 9 9 1
4 3R5 L4 112711 or acc or acce or tERS; 190; 01 /O / 1

accelerate or accelerated JPO- l7z36
l . I

or acce erating or DfiRWTNT;
acceleration)

ijM_1Dj

Ll near5 (update or updated

or updating or updat$Lr or

correct or corrected or UsiPGPJB;

correctiqg or correction or USPAT;

_ correctSlr or compensate or USOCR;_ 2012/01/21
5 3R5 L5 2014 compensated or compensating FPRS; 3P0, l7'36

or co1pe1sation or JPO; '

compensat$lr or calibrate DmRWmVl;

or calibrated or %Mi134

calibrating or calibration

or calibrat$lr)

US—PGPJB;

USPAT;

USOCR;
_ 9 19 1 l

6 3R8 L6 48 L4 same L5 1338; 130; O /O /, 17:36
J90,

DLRWle;

%1V1_l :3 a

(count or counted or

counting or number or

numbered or numbering or

increment or incremented or US—PGPJB;

incrementing or accumulate USPAT;

or accumilated or USOCR;
_ _ . 9 19 1 l

7 3R3 L7 270195 accumulating or EERS; :30, O /O /
_ W. . 17:36

accumulation) near5 (motion JPO;

or move or moved or moving 3mRWmV1;
or movements or acc or %M_1D%

accel or accelerate or

 
accelerated or accelerating

or acceleration)
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Hits Search Text Time Stamp

9012/01/ 1

106 L1 near5 L7 17:36

3 2012/01/21
17:36

(motion or move or moved or

moving or movement or walk

or walking or ran or

running or jog or jogging

or ac: or acting or action

or accive or ac:ivity or US—PGPJB,

stride) near4 ( umber or USPAT;

numbered or numbering or USOCR, 9019/01/ 1
10 3R8 L10 904141 count or counted or bERS; LEO,. 17:39

counting or accamulate or JPO;

accumulated or accumulating D?RW?WT,

or accumilation or 3M_1Dj

at$1leas: or ((nore or

greater or larger or

bigger) adj2 than) or

plural or plurality or

multiple or multi)
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Search Text Time Stamp 

L10 near6 (measnre or

measured or measuring or
measurement or nonitor or

monitored or monitoring or

capture or captnred or

capturing or detect or

desecsed or detecting or
detection or detect$1r or

sense or sensed or sensing
or sensSlr or transduce or

transduced or transducing

or transducer or sample or

sampled or sampling or

sanpl$lr or determine or

determined or determining
or determination or

determin$1r or scan or

scanned or scanning or
scann$lr or met$lr or

metered or metering or

gaage or gauged or gauging

L11 202803 or gaug$lr or gage or gaged

or gaging or gag$Lr or

acquire or acquired or

acquiring or acqu’ ' '

acquisitioning or
or collect or co"

co"ecting or co"

co"ect$1r or 'og or logged

or 'ogging or 'ogg$1r or
record or recorded or

recording or record$lr or
accun late or accumulated

or accumnlating or
accunnlation or

accunn'at$1r or register Or

regiStered or registering

or registra_ion or bu"er

or bn"ered or bu”'ering Or

store or stored or storing

or Storage or memorize or

memoc’zed or memorizing or

memorization or memory)

 
 

        
  

9017/01/ 1
17:39
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Search Text Time Stamp 

 

Type L # Hits

12 3R5 L12 37666

  
Page 294 of 496

13

L10 near5 (judge or judged

or judging or judgment or

judgement or deg$lr or
evaluate or evaluated or

eva'uating or eva uation Or

eva'uat$1r or ana ysis or

analyze or analyzed or

ana'y ing or ara'yz$1r or
'"ocate or allocated or

'ocating or al'ocation Or

'ocat$1r or assign or

assigned or assigning or

assignien: or assign$Lr or

id or identify or

identifying or identified
Or idenoi’ication or

recogniSle or recogni$1ed

or recogni$1ing or

recognition)

 

    
  

      
      

  

(cadence or repeat or

repeated or repeating or

repetition or periodic or

cycle or cyclic or cyclical

or Stride) near3 (criteria
or criterion or criterium

or tareshold or limit or

require or required or

requiring or requirement or
tolerance or window or

 
 

range or band or qualify or

qua'ified or qualifying or

qua'ification or within or
th$lin or standard or

fich or bench$lmark or

benchslmarked or

bench$lmarking or baseline
base or reference or

:iod or time or timing or
terval)
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9017/01/ l
17:40

2012/01/21
17:41  
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Type L # Hits Search Text DBs Time Stamp

US—PGPJB;

USPAT;
USOCR°

’ 9 9 1
14 3R8 L14 149 L12 near15 L13 tERS; LEO; 01 /O / l17:41

JPO;

D?RW?NT;

le_1Dj

(motion or move or moved or

moving or movement or walk
lk'

:inZiq 1:: 9: r2: 9: in JSePGPJB;
g j g j gg .g JSPAT;

or ac: or acting or action JSOCR-
15 3R3 L15 472750 Or ac:1ve or actwthy or EBRS; LEO, 2012/01/21

stride) near4 (number or JPO- 17:41
numbered or numbering or DaniVl
coun: or counted or ' ' i '

%M_1D%

  
 

 

 counting or accumulate or

accumulated or accumulating

or accumulation)
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Type Hits Search Text DBS Time Stamp 

16 3R3 L16 2139590

(motion or move or moved or

moving or movement or walk

or walking or run or

running or jog or jogging
or

or

st:ide)
measuced

ac:

 near4 (nea
on measur
 

measurem

monitore

cap:ure

capturin
deoecoed

deoecoio
sense or

o: seqs$
transduc

or trans

sampled

sa p1$1r

  
  

 
 

 en: or non

d or moqit

or capCJre

or acting or action

accive or activity or
sare or

ing or
itor or

oring or
d Or

 
 

g or deoec
or detect

c or

ing or 
n or deoec

sensed or

1r 0‘ :‘ar

ed 0‘ :‘ar

ducer or s

or samplir
or deCer

 
 

 
  

 o$1r or

sensing
sduce or

sducing

ample or
g or

ine Or

determined or determining
or

determin

scanned

scann$1r
metered

 determination or

$1r or sce
or scannir

or met$1r
or meterir

 n or

g or
or

g or

gaige or gauged or gauging

or gaug$1r or gage or gaged

or gaging or gag$lr or

acquire or acquired or

acquiring or acquisition or

acquisitioning or acquir$1r
Or colle

co" ecti

ct

qg

O1”

01"

co

co'

 

  
'ec:ed or

'ec:ion Or
  

 co"ect$

 

1r or 'og
 

 
Or 'oggi  1g or

or logged

'ogg$1r or
 

accumuLa
or accum

accumuia

accumuia
 

:e or accu

alating or
:ion or

:$1r)

 mulated

US—PGPJB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

bERS; LP

JPO;

DnRWnWi;
%M 13%

 

0;
   
  
  
 

 
 

9017/01/ 1
17:41

 

17 3R3 L17

 
49839 L15 near 15 L16

 US—PGPJB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

bERS; LP

JPO;

D?RWTWT;

0;  

 
 

  "?M_TD? 
 

9017/01/ 1
17:41
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 2012/01/21
17:41

L11 and L14 and L17     
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Search Text Time Stamp 

 L1 near15 L15

 

  
 

  

9012/01/ 1
17:44

 

 

 

 

Page 298 of 496

 (kahn$1.in. adj2 (p.1n. or

philippe.in.)) or

((kinsolving$u.in. or

ingsolving$1.in.) adj2

a.in. or arthur.in.)) or

christensen$;.in. ade

.in. or mark.in.)) or

'ee$’.in. adj2 (b.in. or

brian.in. or brain.in.)) or

   

 
 

 
      

 
 

   
 
 

 
   
 

(voge;$1.in. adj2 (d.in. or

david.in.))

"13"$‘"O‘ 8"$:_"321" or

n12u$:_n69__"$:_nl35n or

 

 
"7"$1"88’" ’"902" or

"11"$1"644"$1"455" or

"7"$1"653"$1"508" Or

"60"$1"900"$1"~12" or

"60"$1"926"$1"”27" o:

"11"$'"891"$;"’12" O”

"2009"$1"O"$1"O43"$1"531"

or "7"$1"647"$1"196" or

"12"$1"069"$1"267" or

"12"$1"108"$1"486" or

"2009"$1"O"$1"234"$1"614"

or "7"$1"987"$1"O70" or

"12"$1"834"$1"845" or

("200900~3531" or
"2009023m614" or "7647196"

or "7653508" or "7881902"

or "7987070").pn.
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2012/01/21
17:44

9012/01/ 1
17:45

9012/01/ 1
17:45
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 L23

"4285041" or

"5446725" or

"5583776" or

"5654619" or

"5955667" or

"6013007" or

"6135951" or

"6282496" or

or "6353429"

or "200200m06

"20020089225"

or "200201096

"20020116lfi7"

"20020118121"

"20020151810"

or "6496695"

"20030018430"

"20030023192"

or "6522266"

 
 

"4578769" or

"5446775" or

"5593431" or

"5778882" or

"5976083" or

"6122595" or

"6145389" or

"20020023654"

or "6369794"

01" or

or "6428490"

00" or
or

or

or "6493652"
or

or

or "6513381"

or "6532419"

 

     
 

 
 

or "20030048218"

"6539336" or "20

or "20030093248"

"20030109258" or

"20030139692" or

or "20030208335"

or

030083596"
Or

"6611789"
Or

"664m322" or "6700499" or

"200mOO64286" 
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Search Text Time Stamp 

 

Page 300 of 496

 
"20040077954" or "6744403"

or "20040107072" or

"6771250" or

"6790178" or

or "6813582"

"20040225467"

"70040730138"

"6786877" or

"20040186695"
or

or

or "6873036"

or "20040236500" or

"6826477" or

or "6836744"

"2005002L270"

"2005002L292"

"20050033200"

"20050038626"

 

or "6885971"

or "6898550"

"20050132797"

or "6941239"

"20050202934"

"20050210300"

"20050222801"

"20050232388"

"20050232404"

"20040260191"
or

or

or

or

or "6881191"

or "6895341"
or

or "6928389"

 

 

or

or

or

or

or

or "6959259"

or "20050238132" or

"20050240375"

"20050245988"

"20050248718"

or "6983219"

"20060017561"

"20060020177"

or

or

or "6975959"
or

or
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Search Text Time Stamp 
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"20060020421" or "7010332"

or "20060063980" or

"2006006m276" or

"20060100546" or

"2OO6OlOWOL8" or "7054784"

or "705755;" or

"20060136173" or

"20060143645" or "7070571"

 
 

or "7072789" or

"20060149516" or

"20060161377" or

"20060167387" or "7092846"

or "20060206258" or

"200602235w7" or

"200602356m2" or

"90060959768" or ‘45461"

or "7248797" or

"20060284979" or

"90060988781" or "7‘58919"

or "7L69084" or "7171331"

or "20070032951" or

 

  

 

     
 

 
  "7177684" or

or "200700611

"20070063850"

"20070067094"

"20070073482"

"20070038364"

05" Or
or

or

or "7200517"

or "20070082789" or

"7212943" or

"7220220"

"7216053" or
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Search Text Time Stamp 

 

27 3R3 

 
L27 73

"20070123806"

"20070125852"

"20070130582"

"20070142715"

"20070145680"

"20070150136"

or "7255437"

or

or

or

or

or

or "7254516"

or "7263461"

or "20070208530" or

"20070208531"

"20070208544"

"20070213126"

"20070250261"

"20070259716"

"20070259717"

"20070260418"

"9007096048?"

or "200702762

"7313240" or

"7334272" or

"7382611" or

"20080171918"

or "7W2847L"

or "7157719"

 
 

  

or

or

or

OI

or

or

or

Or "7997088"

95" Or

"7328611" or

"7353112" or

"7387611" or

or "7421369"

or "7451056"

or "7467060"

 

or "20090015421" or

"20090018773"

"200900476m5"

or "7526m02"

"2009012 3 8"  
 

or

or "7512515"
or

or "7561960"

or "20090213002" or

"7586032"

"7608050" or

"7627423" or

or "76-0134"

or "76-8441" 

"7617071" or

"20090319221"

or "7640804"

or "7672781"

or "20100056872" or

"20100057398"

or "7725139"

or "7752011"

or "7774156"

or "7857772"

or "7892080"

 
or "7679601"

or "7747WO9"

or "7753861"

or "7788071"

or "7883m45"

or "7962312"

 

 
 

 

  
    

 
  

 

     
 

   
 
 

9019/01/ 1

17:46

JS—PGPJB;

JSPAT;

JSOCR’ 9019/01/ 1
bERS; .LPO, 17.47
JPO; °

jfiRWfiWL;
JyM 1.3-5
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Search Text Time Stamp 

 

.6 or L8 0? L11

317 or L19) and
or .73 or m94 0r

 
or

( O1

 

2012/01/ 1
 

 .25
 

 
 

 Or 327)   
 

  

17:48

 

 

 

Page 303 of 496

 L30

("2003001 730" or

"6826477' .pn. or

((@pd>="‘9m70‘01" and

@pd<="1971”101") and

    
(33/700 or 33/701 or

73/1.01 or 73/1.37 or

73/1.38 or 73/1.75 or

73/1.76 or 73/1.77 or

73/1.78 or 73/1.79 or

73/1.81 or 73/432.1 or

73/865.4 or 73/865.8 or

377/1 or 377/13 or 377/15

0: 377/17 or 377/19 or

 

77/2—

32/1

 

77/20 or 377/24 or

-.1 or 377/24.2 or

 
 

 
   

  
 

 
 

     
     
 

or 702/85 or /02/9/  \]\]\1\1\I\I\IO\IWUJ 1 or 702/150 0r

702/158

702/187

708/100 ,

708/105 0

708/160

  

1/21/2012, EAST Version: 3.0.1.1

r 702/104 or 702/127 or

32/14

32/155

32/160

32/189

38/101

38/131

38/200

 
 

708/212).ccls.)

 
i

1”,}

mu...”a”...unuuuuuunuuuu

 
2012/01/21
17:48

2012/01/21
17:54  
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Document ID Publlcatl Inventor Current 0R Current XRefPage
on Date s

482/8;

, Richardson; J. Jeffrey 482/901;
1 03 5978083 A 19991102 et al. 800/300 600/481; 34

800/587

. 482/8;

2 03 8135951 4 20001024 :icgirdson' J' Je£fre1 800/300 800/592; 32
' 800/595

. . V

3 03 8145389 4 20001114 :Tellng' 4' H' 0811 et 73/885 4 14

4 03 8389794 81 20020409 :ikural; YaSUher 6t 345/158 379/433 04 37

5 if 20020089425 20020711 Kubo, Nobuo et a1. 340/573.1 340/889 28

702/141;

6 US 8811789 Bl 20030828 Barley; Jesse 702/180 702/142; 87

702/178

340/573.1;

340/573.7;

482/3;

482/74;

7 US 8700499 B2 20040302 Kubo; Nobuo et al. 340/888.1 800/510; 27

800/552;

800/553;

73/379.01;

73/379.09

8 2: 20050232388 20051020 Tsuji, Tomoharu 377/24.2 10

9 if 20050238132 20051027 Tsuji, Tomoharu 377/24.2 10
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Document ID Publlcatl Inventor Current 0R Current XRefPage

on Date s

US 20060020177 482/8;. _77

10 Al 20060126 Seo, Jeong 000k et al. 600/300 600/595 90

482/1;

11 US 7169084 B2 20070130 Tsuji; Tomoharu 482/8 482/9; 9

702/160

12 if 20070061105 20070315 Barley; Jesse et al. 702/182 86

13 2: 20070067094 20070322 Park; Kyong—Ha et al. 701/200 702/141 13

US 20070208531 702/158;

14 Al 20070906 Barley, Jesse et al. 702/142 702/178 86

377/24.2;

15 US 7297088 B2 20071120 Ts '1- Tomohar 482/3 482/8; 10
U] ’ u 482/900;

702/160

16 US 7334472 B2 20080226 Seo; Jeong—Wook et al. 73/379.01 89

36/132;

36/136;

377/23;

377/24.2;

702/141;

17 US 7428471 B2 20080923 Barley; Jesse et al. 702/182 702/142. 83
702/144;

702/160;

702/176;

73/597

18 US 7457719 B1 20081125 Kahn; Philippe et al. 702/141 16

 
\m\m\mm\m\mvmm\m\mvmm\m\m‘

L ‘\-' 17m {‘1. m :4
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Document ID
Publicati

on Date
Inventor Current OR Current XRef

Page
 

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

 

US 20090043531

Al

US 20090234614

Al

US 7617071 B2

US 20090319221

Al

US 7640134 B2

US 7647196 B2

US 7653508 B1

 
a

 
20090212

20090917

20091110

20091224

20091229

20100112

20100126

Kahh; Philippe et al.
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Attorney’s Docket No. 8689P027C2 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
 

Applicant : Philippe Kahn, et al. Examiner: Cosimano, Edward R

Appl. No. : 13/018,321 Art Unit: 2857

Filed : January 31, 2011 Conf No: 8340

For : Human Activity Monitoring CEBT'F'CATE 0F TRANSM'SS'ON
Device I hereby certify that this correspondence is beingsubmitted electronically Via EFS Web on the date

shown below.

Customer No. : 08791

/Judith Szepesi/ January 9, 2012
Judith A. Szepesi Date

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

AMENDMENT

Sir:

In response to the Office Action of November 8, 2011, applicants respectfully

request the Examiner to enter the following amendments and consider the following

remarks:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 5 of this paper.
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Amendments to the Specification:

Please replace paragraphs [0001], [0023], [0025], [0029], [0040], [0067] with the

following amended paragraphs:

[0001] The present patent application is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

12/694,135, filed on January 26, 2010, now U.S. Patent No. 7,881,902, te—issue issued

on February 1, 2011; which is a continuation of US. Application No. 11/644,455, filed

on December 22, 2006, now US. Patent No. 7,653,508, issued on January 26, 2010.

 

[0023] Referring to Figure 1, the cadence logic 132 may determine one or

more sample periods to be used by the rolling average logic 135, and may determine a

cadence window 150 to be used by the step counting logic 130. In one embodiment,

the cadence logic 135 Q detects a period and/or cadence of a motion cycle. The

period and/or cadence of the motion cycle may be based upon user activity (e.g.

rollerblading, biking, running, walking, etc.).

[0025] Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary motion cycle graph 204 E that

measures time versus acceleration, in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention. The exemplary motion-cycle graph 204 @ shows acceleration data taken

with a single tri-axis inertial senor. The acceleration at a given period—of time is

represented for a first axis 203, a second axis 205, and a third axis 207. In one

embodiment, the cadence logic 1—35 E of Figure 1 analyzes the acceleration along the

first axis 203, second axis 205 and third axis 207 to detect a motion cycle. Once a

motion cycle is detected, a period of the motion cycle is determined, and a cadence of

the motion cycle is determined. Figure 2 shows an exemplary period of a motion cycle

210 for the third axis 207, the period m being approximately 0.6 seconds. The same

period can also be seen to a lesser degree in the second axis 205 and the first axis 203.

The corresponding cadence to the motion cycle is approximately one hundred motion

cycles per minute.

[0029] Returning to Figure 2, cadence windows may be used to count steps

until an expected step is not encountered. In one embodiment, new cadence windows

13/01 8,321 Page 2 Of 5 8689P027C2
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are determined periodically. In one embodiment, the cadence window is a dynamic

cadence window that continuously updates as a user’s cadence changes. For example,

using a dynamic cadence window, a new cadence window length may be set after each

step. [[(.]] The cadence window minimums may be determined by subtracting a value

from the stepping period, and the cadence window maximums may be determined by

adding a value to the stepping period. In one embodiment, the cadence window

maximums are preset, and the cadence window minimums are updated after each step

is counted. In one embodiment, the cadence window minimums are preset, and the

cadence window maximums are updated after each step is counted. In one

embodiment, both the cadence window minimums and cadence window maximums are

updated when a step is counted. In one embodiment, the current cadence window

minimum is determined by subtracting 200 ms from the current stepping cadence

period. In one embodiment, the cadence window minimum has a minimum value of 240

ms.

[0040] Returning to Figure 1, the step counting logic 130 may include a

measurement selection logic 145, a cadence window 150, a measurement comparator

155, a threshold comparator 160, a step count buffer 165, and a mode logic 190. The

measurement selection logic 145 may determine which measurements ire—m—the

measurement—WW to use to determine if a step has occurred. In one

embodiment, the measurement selection logic 145 may monitor accelerations relative to

the dominant axis, and select only those measurements with specific relations to the

dominant axis for measurement. For example, only accelerations that are

approximately parallel to the dominant axis may be selected, or alternatively, only

accelerations that are approximately perpendicular to the dominant axis may be

selected. In one embodiment, the measurement selection logic 145 selects only

measurements of acceleration data along the dominant axis. In alternative

embodiments, measurements of acceleration data along other axes may also be used.

In one embodiment, measurements of acceleration along only the other axes are used.

[0067] At block 540, processing logic determines whether any relevant

acceleration is detected. If no relevant acceleration is detected, then sleep mode is

13/018,321 Page 3 Of 5 8689P027C2
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initiated (block 544). If some relevant acceleration is detected, then processing logic

returns to block 510 to await recognition of another first step. If at block 54% fl an

additional step was recognized, the process continues to block 560.

13/01 8,321 Page 4 Of 5 8689P027C2
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Remarks/Arguments

Applicants respectfully request consideration of the subject application as

amended herein. This Amendment is submitted in response to the Office Action mailed

November 8, 2011. Claims 1-20 are objected to. In this Amendment, no claims have

been amended, canceled, or added.

Applicants thank the Examiner for the careful examination of the claims and the

Specification, as well as the suggestions for how to correct the minor informalities in the

text and drawings.

Applicants have amended the Specification in accordance with the Examiner’s

suggestion, to correct primarily typographic mistakes. Applicants therefore submit that

the Specification, as amended, corrects the errors objected to in connection with the

drawings and the specification. Applicants further submit that these amendments do

not add new matter.

Applicant respectfully submits that in view of the amendments and discussion set

forth herein, the applicable objections have been overcome. Accordingly, the present

and amended claims should be found to be in condition for allowance.

If a telephone interview would expedite the prosecution of this application, the

Examiner is invited to contact Judith A. Szepesi at (408) 720-8300.

If there are any additional charges/credits, please charge/credit our deposit

account no. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Dated: January 9, 2012 /Judith Szepesi/

Judith A. Szepesi

Reg. No. 39,393

1279 Oakmead Parkway

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

(408) 720-8300
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Attorney’s Docket No. 8689P027C2 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Philippe Kahn, et al. Examiner: Cosimano, Edward R

Appl. No. : 13/018,321 Art Unit: 2857

Filed : January 31, 2011 Conf No: 8340

For : Human Activity Monitoring CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION
Device I hereby certify that this correspondence is beingsubmitted electronically Via EFS Web on the date

shown below.

Customer No. : 08791

/.Judith Szepesi/ January 9 2012
Judith A. Szepesi Date 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Sir:

Enclosed is a copy of Information Disclosure Citation Form PTO-1449 or

PTO/SB/O8 together with copies of the documents cited on that form, except for copies

not required to be submitted (e.g., copies of US. patents and US. published patent

applications need not be enclosed). It is respectfully requested that the cited

documents be considered and that the enclosed copy of Information Disclosure Citation

Form PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/OS be initialed by the Examiner to indicate such

consideration and a copy thereof returned to applicant(s).

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, the submission of this Information Disclosure

Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a search

has been made and is not to be construed as an admission that the information cited in

this statement is material to patentability.

13/018,321 Page 1 of 3 8689P027C2
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Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, this Information Disclosure Statement is being

submitted under one of the following (as indicated by an “X” to the left of

the appropriate paragraph):

37 C.F.R. §1.97(b).

X 37 C.F.R. §1.97(c). If so, then enclosed with this Information Disclosure

Statement is w of the following:

A statement pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e) g

X The Director is Authorized to charge in the amount of $180.00 for the

fee under 37 C.F.R.§1.17(p).

37 C.F.R. §1.97(d). If so, then enclosed with this Information Disclosure

Statement are the following:

(1) A statement pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e); and

(2) A check for $180.00 for the fee under 37 C.F.R. §1.17(p) for
submission of the Information Disclosure Statement.

If there are any additional charges, please charge Deposit Account No. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Dated: January 9, 2012 /Judith Szepesi/

Judith A. Szepesi

Reg. No. 39,393

1279 Oakmead Parkway

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

(408) 720-8300
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
13/018,321 KAHN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner A" Unit

EDWARD COSIMANO 2857
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Period for Reply
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10)X| The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
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Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
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application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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Application/Control Number: 13/018,321 Page 2

Art Unit: 2857

1. EXAMINER’S COMMENT

1.1 When preparing this Office action the Examiner considers the instant application to

include:

A) the copy of the Oath/Declaration from grandparent application serial number

11/644,455 which was filed on 31 January 2011 and that is acceptable to the Examiner;

B) the content of the Abstract which was filed on 31 August 2011 and that is acceptable

to the Examiner;

C) figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the set of drawings containing 9 sheets of 9 figures

comprising figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 as presented in the set of drawings filed on 31

January 2011 where the content of figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 of the above set of drawings is

acceptable to the Examiner;

D) the written description as filed on 31 January 2011;

E) the set of claims as filed on 31 January 2011; and

F) the NON—Publication request filed on 31 January 2011.

2. BENEFIT OF AN EARLIER FILING DATE

2.1 Applicant’s claim for the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120 is

acknowledged.

3. PRIOR ART FROM EARLIER APPLICATIONS

3.1 The Examiner has considered the prior art cited in the applications for which Applicant

has claimed the benefit of an earlier filing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 120.

3.1.1 If Applicant wishes any of the prior art that was cited in each of the base applications but

that has not been cited during the prosecution of the instant application to appear on any Patent

granted on the instant application, then Applicant must provide a properly completed PTO—1449

containing proper citations of the prior art that Applicant wishes to appear on any Patent that

may be granted on the instant application.

4. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS)

4.1 The Examiner notes that each of the documents that have been crossed off each IDS that

was filed on 16 May 2011 have been crossed off because each of these documents are duplicate

of a citation of the same document which has been cited on the IDS filed 31 January 2011 and

that has been considered by the Examiner.
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5. OBJECTIONS TO THE DRAWINGS

5.1 The set of drawings filed on 31 January 2011 is objected to because:

A) the drawings and/or the written description are inconsistent and fail to comply with 37

CFR 1.84(p)(4,5) and therefore are confusing. In this regard, it is noted that:

(1) Applicant’s use of reference legends 132 & 135 is confusing and inconsistent.

In this regard as can be seen in figure 1 and from the context of paragraph numbers 21,

23, 25—26, 34—36, 38 & 85, Applicant has used reference legend 132 in order to designate

the “Cadence Logic” and reference legend 135 in order to designate the “Rolling Average
7

Logic’ . However, as can be seen from the context of paragraph numbers 23 & 25 of the

written description, Applicant has explicitly referenced “cadence logic 135”. In view of

this, Applicant has used of reference legends 132 & 135 in a confusing and inconsistent

manner within the drawings and written description in order to designate one or more

depicted features of the invention which is not consistent with the requirements of 37

CFR l.84(p)(4,5).

(2) Applicant’s use of reference legends 200 & 201 is confusing and inconsistent.

In this regard as can be seen in figure 2 and from the context of paragraph number 25,

Applicant has used reference legend 201 in order to generally designate the “motion

cycle graph” depicted in figure 2. However, as can be seen in figure 2, Applicant has

used reference legend 200 in order to generally designate the depicted “motion cycle

graph” and Applicant has not used reference legend 201 in order to designate feature of

the invention depicted in figure 2. In view of this, Applicant has used of reference

legends 200 & 201 in a confusing and inconsistent manner within the drawings and

written description in order to designate one or more depicted features of the invention

which is not consistent with the requirements of 37 CFR l.84(p)(4,5).

(3) Applicant’s use of reference legend 215 is confusing and inconsistent. In this

regard as can be seen in figure 2 and from the context of paragraph number 30, it would

appear that Applicant has used reference legend 215 in order to designate the interval

between the time that first step 217 was counted and the time that first step 232 was

counted. However, as can be seen from the context of the written description, Applicant

has not explicitly referenced reference legend 215 when describing the features of the
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invention depicted in figure 2. In view of this, Applicant has used of reference legend

215 in a confusing and inconsistent manner within the drawings and written description

in order to designate a depicted feature of the invention which is not consistent with the

requirements of 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4,5). Further in this regard, Applicant should note the

context of paragraph number 76 of the written description.

(4) Applicant’s use of reference legend 125 and the reference title legend

“measurement buffer” is confusing and inconsistent. In this regard as can be seen from

the context of paragraph number 40, Applicant has used reference legend 125 in order to

designate the “measurement buffer” of figure 1. However, as can be seen in figure 1,

Applicant has not used either reference legend 125 or the reference title legend

“measurement buffer” in order to designate any of the features of the invention that have

been depicted in figure 1. In view of this, Applicant has used of reference legends 125

and the reference title legend “measurement buffer” in a confusing and inconsistent

manner within the drawings and written description in order to designate one or more

depicted features of the invention which is not consistent with the requirements of 37

CFR 1.84(p)(4,5).

(5) Applicant’s use of reference legends 524 & 540 is confusing and inconsistent.

In this regard as can be seen in figure 5 and from the context of paragraph numbers 65—

67, Applicant has used reference legend 524 in order to designate block of process 500

that has been entitled as “Recognize additional step?” and Applicant has described and

depicted that when the inquiry of block 524 is “NO” then block 530 is performed and

when the inquiry of block 524 is “YES” then block 560 is performed. Further Applicant

has used reference legend 540 in order to designate block of process 500 that has been

entitled as “Acceleration Detected?” and Applicant has described and depicted that when

the inquiry of block 540 is “NO” then block 544 is performed and when the inquiry of

block 540 is “YES” then block 510 is performed. However, as can be seen from the

context of paragraph number 67 of the written description Applicant has explicitly

referenced that when the inquiry of block 540 is “YES” then block 560 is performed

which has not been depicted in figure 5. In view of this, Applicant has used of reference

legends 524 & 540 in a confusing and inconsistent manner within the drawings and
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written description in order to designate one or more depicted features of the invention

which is not consistent with the requirements of 37 CFR l.84(p)(4,5).

In view of the above, the written description and drawings either describe or depict one or more

features of the invention in a confusing and inconsistent manner, and therefore the drawings

and/or the written description are inconsistent, confusing and fail to comply with the

requirements of 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4,5) and hence do not aid in the understanding of the invention

as required by 37 CFR 1.81(a,b).

5.1.1 Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to

the Office action to avoid abandonment of the application. Any amended replacement drawing

sheet should include all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet,

even if only one figure is being amended. The figure or figure number of an amended drawing

should not be labeled as “amended.” If a drawing figure is to be canceled, the appropriate figure

must be removed from the replacement sheet, and where necessary, the remaining figures must

be renumbered and appropriate changes made to the brief description of the several views of the

drawings for consistency. Additional replacement sheets may be necessary to show the

renumbering of the remaining figures. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of an

application must be labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet”

pursuant to 37 CFR 1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the Examiner, the Applicant

will be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The

objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance.

6. OBJECTIONS TO THE WRITTEN DESCRIPTION

6.1 The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities:

A) for each application that has been referenced within the context of the written

description, Applicant must update the current status of the referenced application. In this regard

Applicant should note the changes proposed below by the Examiner and:

(1) patented application serial number 12/964,135 as mentioned in the context of the

paragraph number 1 of the written description which issued as patent number 7,881,902 on

February 01, 2011.

B) the following errors and/or inconsistencies between the drawings filed on 31 January

2011 and the written description have been noted:
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(1) the drawings and/or the written description are inconsistent and fail to comply

with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4,5) and therefore are confusing, for the reasons noted above in

section 5.1(A). In view of the above noted inconsistencies the drawings and/or the

written description are inconsistent, confusing and fail to comply with the requirements

of 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4,5) and hence do not aid in the understanding of the invention as

required by 37 CFR 1.81(a,b). In this regard Applicant should note the related changes

suggested below by the Examiner.

C) Applicant’s use of the character string “(.” within the context of paragraph number 29

of the written description is confusing and therefore the character string “(.” should be deleted.

D) in view of the above objections, the Examiner suggests that the written description

should be amended by amending the paragraph:

(1) number 1:

[0001] The present patent application is a continuation of US. Application No.

12/694,135, filed on January 26, 2010, now US. Patent No. 7,881,902, [[to issue]] issued on

February 1,2011; which is a continuation of US. Application No. 11/644,455, filed on December

22, 2006, now US. Patent No. 7,653,508, issued on January 26, 2010.

 

(2) number 23:

[0023] Referring to Figure 1, the cadence logic 132 may determine one or more sample

periods to be used by the rolling average logic 135, and may determine a cadence window 150 to

be used by the step counting logic 130. In one embodiment, the cadence logic [[135]] Q

detects a period and/or cadence of a motion cycle. The period and/or cadence of the motion

cycle may be based upon user activity (e.g. rollerblading, biking, running, walking, etc).

(3) number 25:

[0025] Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary motion cycle graph [[201]] M that measures

time versus acceleration, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The

exemplary motion—cycle graph [[201]] m shows acceleration data taken with a single tri—axis

inertial senor. The acceleration at a given period of time is represented for a first axis 203, a
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second axis 205, and a third axis 207. In one embodiment, the cadence logic [[135]] m of

Figure 1 analyzes the acceleration along the first axis 203, second axis 205 and third axis 207 to

detect a motion cycle. Once a motion cycle is detected, a period of the motion cycle is

determined, and a cadence of the motion cycle is determined. Figure 2 shows an exemplary

period of a motion cycle 210 for the third axis 207, the period being approximately 0.6 seconds.

The same period can also be seen to a lesser degree in the second axis 205 and the first axis 203.

The corresponding cadence to the motion cycle is approximately one hundred motion cycles per

minute.

(4) number 29:

[0029] Returning to Figure 2, cadence windows may be used to count steps until an

expected step is not encountered. In one embodiment, new cadence windows are determined

periodically. In one embodiment, the cadence window is a dynamic cadence window that

continuously updates as a user's cadence changes. For example, using a dynamic cadence

window, a new cadence window length may be set after each step. [[(.]] The cadence window

minimums may be determined by subtracting a value from the stepping period, and the cadence

window maximums may be determined by adding a value to the stepping period. In one

embodiment, the cadence window maximums are preset, and the cadence window minimums are

updated after each step is counted. In one embodiment, the cadence window minimums are

preset, and the cadence window maximums are updated after each step is counted. In one

embodiment, both the cadence window minimums and cadence window maximums are updated

when a step is counted. In one embodiment, the current cadence window minimum is

determined by subtracting 200 ms from the current stepping cadence period. In one

embodiment, the cadence window minimum has a minimum value of 240 ms.

(5) number 40:

[0040] Returning to Figure 1, the step counting logic 130 may include a measurement

selection logic 145, a cadence window 150, a measurement comparator 155, a threshold

comparator 160, a step count buffer 165, and a mode logic 190. The measurement selection

logic 145 may determine which measurements [[from the measurement buffer 125]] to use to
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determine if a step has occurred. In one embodiment, the measurement selection logic 145 may

monitor accelerations relative to the dominant axis, and select only those measurements with

specific relations to the dominant axis for measurement. For example, only accelerations that are

approximately parallel to the dominant axis may be selected, or alternatively, only accelerations

that are approximately perpendicular to the dominant axis may be selected. In one embodiment,

the measurement selection logic 145 selects only measurements of acceleration data along the

dominant axis. In alternative embodiments, measurements of acceleration data along other axes

may also be used. In one embodiment, measurements of acceleration along only the other axes

are used.

(6) number 67:

[0067] At block 540, processing logic determines whether any relevant acceleration is

detected. If no relevant acceleration is detected, then sleep mode is initiated (block 544). If

some relevant acceleration is detected, then processing logic returns to block 510 to await

recognition of another first step. If at block [[540]] E an additional step was recognized, the

process continues to block 560.

6.1.1 Appropriate correction is required.

7. QUAYLE ACTION

7.1 This application is in condition for allowance except for the following formal matters:

A) see the above objections as set forth above in sections 5 & 6.

7.2 Prosecution on the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte

Quayle, 1935 CD. 11,453 QC. 213.

7.3 A shortened statutory period for reply to this action is set to expire TWO MONTHS

from the mailing date of this letter.

8. REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

8.1 The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter over

the prior art:

A) the prior art, for example:
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(1) either Richardson et al (5,976,083 or 6,135,951) or Ebeling et a1 (6,145,389)

or Tsuji (2005/0232388 or 2005/0238132 or 7,169,084 or 7,297,088) or Darley

(6,611,789 or 2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 2010/0057398) or Park et al

(2007/0067094) disclose a machine/process that provides the useful and beneficial

function of monitoring the physical fitness activities of an user. To monitor the physical

fitness activities of the user, an accelerometer is used in order to monitor the acceleration

of the user while performing a physical fitness activity. The measured acceleration

data/information of the user during the physical fitness activity is then suitably processed

by being suitably analyzed or evaluated in order to:

(la) detect any variation in the measured acceleration that would represent a

particular physical fitness activity of the user; and

(1b) make a more accurate determination of the user’s steps or strides so as to

determine an more accurate measurement of the user’s step or stride distance for a

particular physical fitness activity.

In this manner the total distance that has been traveled by the user during the particular

physical fitness activity may be more accurately determined based on the user’s step or

stride or gait and the total distance that is traveled by the user during each step or stride

gait of the user. Whereas further taught or suggested by either Darley (6,611,789 or

2007/0061105 or 2007/0208531 or 2010/0057398) when a step is not detected within a

predetermined period or interval or duration of time a sleep mode is initialed until a

qualifying acceleration is detected and the monitor wakes up.

(2) either Sakuria et al (6,369,794) or Kubo et a1 (2002/0089425 or 6,700,499) or

Ladetto et a1 (2003/0018430 or 6,826,477) disclose a machine/process that provides the

useful and beneficial function of determining an user’s action or motion. To determine

the user’s action or motion a measured acceleration, that represents the user’s action or

motion, is detected. The measured acceleration is then evaluated or analyzed in order to

determine the in which time variations in a measured acceleration which represent an

user’s action or motion.

(3) either Seo et a1 (2006/0020177 or 7,334,472) disclose a machine/process that

provides the useful and beneficial function of placing an acceleration based pedometer
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machine/process into a sleep or low power mode. Where the sampling frequency of the

pedometer is changed when a step has not been detected within a predetermined period or

interval or duration of time since the last detected step and then a sleep mode is initialed

until a qualifying acceleration is detected and the monitor wakes up.

B) however, the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claims 1, 11 & 15 a

process in claim 1, a machine in claim 11, and a tangible non-transitory article/manufacture in

claim 15 that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by

providing actions in claim 1 and structures in claims l & 15 that perform at least the functions

of:

(1) assigning a dominant axis for an inertial sensor based upon the orientation of

the inertial sensor;

(2) detecting a change in the orientation of the inertial sensor and updating the

assigned dominant axis for the inertial sensor based upon the detected change in the

orientation of the inertial sensor; and

(3) counting period motions by monitoring accelerations relative to the dominant

axis of the inertial sensor.

Claims 2-5, which depend from claim 1, claims 12-14, which depend from claim 11, and claims

16—20, which depend from claim 15 are allowable over the prior art for the same reason.

C) however, the prior art does not fairly teach or suggest in regard to claim 6 a process in

claim 6, that provides the useful and beneficial function of monitoring the activity of an user by

providing actions in claim 6 that perform at least the functions of:

(1) buffering a plurality of periodic motions;

(2) identifying or detecting the number of periodic motions within a cadence

window or interval or duration from the buffered periodic motions; and

(3) counting the detected period motions in order to monitor an activity.

Claims 7-10, which depend from claim 6, are allowable over the prior art for the same reason.

9. RELEVANT ART OF INTEREST

9.1 The Examiner has cited prior art of interest, for example:
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A) either Kahn et al (2009/0043531 or 2009/0234614 or 2009/0319221 or 7,647,196 or

7,653,508 or 2010/0056872 or 7,753,861 or 7,881,902 or 7,987,070) are publications of a related

applications with at least one common inventor and a latter effective date.

10. CONCLUSION

10.1 Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Examiner should be directed to Edward R. Cosimano Whose telephone number is 571-272-0571.

The Examiner can normally be reached on 571—272—0571 from 8:30am to 5:00pm.

10.2 If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the Examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Schechter, can be reached on 571—272-2302. The fax phone number for the

organization Where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

10.3 Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://portal.uspto.gov/externalfportal. Should you have questions on access to the

Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

ERC

1 1/04/20] 1

/Edward Cosimano/

Primary Examiner Unit 2857
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